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ABSTRACT 

The primary objective of this study is to assess the validity of a prehistoric feature 
excavated during the 1973 archaeological investigation of the Maurer site (DliRk 8) in the 
upper Fraser River Valley, B.C., conducted by Ron LeClair. Preiiminary reports from this 
excavation assert that this feature: (1) was a structure; (2) functioned as a house; and (3) was 

3500-5500 years old, making it one of the oldest and rarest houses on the Northwest Coast. 
Widely, though inconsistently, accepted by the Northwest Coast archaeulogical cummunity, 
these original reports - the only analyses of this feature to date - provide little substantive 
evidence supporthg these assertions. While &formation fiom this feature has potentiaily 

wide-ranging and signifiant ramifications to the prehistory of the upper Fraser Valley axa, 
the encompassing Gulf of Gmrgia Region and the ovedl Northwest Coast cultural area, its 
actual contributions have been negligible due ?O its uncertainty. A secondary objective of this 
study is to test the general utility of conducting collections study based archaeological 
investigations. 

In this study, Assertions 1-3 - respectively defined above - were established as focal 

points for testing the validity of the supposed Maurer house feature. A significant component 
of this shidy involved developing a reliable data-set fiom the available wllections of 

excavation documents and artifacts. Plan and profile drawings were reconsûucted and 
comparai to originals in order to determine the degree of agreement between them, thus 
assessing their level of reliabifity. Artifaas b r n  sampled excavation units within the feature 

area were re-analyzd Rehble data were then able to be applied in testing Assertions 1-3. 
Expectations supporting each assertion w a e  respectively defined and tested against data fiom 
the site. 

As a resiilt of this shidy, the stnictural nature of the excavated feature, its house 
function, and its antiquity were verified. However, the v m e d  house differed somewhat 
h m  its original description. Detailed descriptions of the house remains and its artifka 
assemblage wae  presented. Averaged radiocarbon dates directly aesociated with the house 
provided a refllied age estunate of 4230 BP (4860 BP calibrated). The socio-economic and 
technological structure of the inhabitants of this ancient house, their relationship to con- 
temporaneous socieîies of the lower Fraser Valley and Fraser Delta, and the developrnent of 
social complexity and inequality in the upper Fraser Valley w a e  discussed. Result s of this 

study upheld the practicality and utitity of conducting collections study based archaeological 
research. 
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In this thesis, 1 examine material from the 1973 excavation - conducted by Ron 

LeClair - of a prehistoric feature located at the Ma- site ( D m  8) in the upper Fraser 

River Valley, B .C. LeClair's preri.minary report (LeClair 1976) constitutes the entirety of 

published work on this feature, which has awaited detailed arialysis and description since its 

excavation 25 years ago. Based on primarily field obswrations, LeClair described (Leclair 

1973, 1976) this feature as an Eayem Phase (3500-5500 BP) house (that is, domestic 

residence). However, due to the prelimùiary nature of the published report, little detailed 

evidence is presented in support of these assertions' . Close examination of the published 

information raises questions concanuig the bases for determinhg the fature's function and 

date. For example, while LeClair's report contains a vabal description of the feature, 

detailed architectural diagrams (e.g., plans and profiles) were not presented. As well, 

alternative explanntions for the formation, function and date of the feature were not 

considered. Without faulting LeClair, the assertion of an ancient house feature at the Maurer 

site presently rernains debatable due to the preliminq nature of the data in his report and a 

lack of applied critical analysis. The present possibility of assessing the Maurer feature is 

owed to Ron LeClair, for providing both the entirety of available raw data and an intriguing 

platform from which to commence this study. 

Uncertain as it may be, references to the Maurer house are kequently made in 

Northwest Coast archaeological literature (e-g., Arnes 1996; Borden 1975; Carlson 1994; 

Coupland 1996; Fladmark 1982; Mason 1994; Matson & Coupland 1995; Pratt 1992). The 

amount of archaeological attention paid to this feature is likely a function of two things - the 

general rarity of investigated prehistoric house remains on the Northwest Coast, and the 

The term 'assertion* is applied a, LeClair's finduigs in refe~nce to them as prelimioary statements raîher than 
formal, Le., evaluated, inferences or conclusions. 



insight into a prehistoric upper Fraser Valley household potentially available from this 

feature. While this fature has b e n  widely cited as an example of an early Northwest Coast 

house, its contributions to the understanding of the prehistory of the upper Fraser Valley and 

Northwest Coast archaeological mode1 development have been negligible. Though having 

kequently refmed to the Mamer site, archaeologists have variably acknowiedged (e.g., 

Arnes 1996; Coupland 1996; Carlson 1994, Fiadmark 1982; Mason 1994; Pratt 1992), 

neglected to acknowledge (e-g., Matson 1996), or questioned (Matson and Coupland 

19%: 1 17) the Mamer hoüse feature' s valid@ and place in Northwest Coast prehistory . Such 

inconsistency is, once again, due prharily to the preliniiaary nature and incompleteness of 

the published data and the resultant ambiguity associated with this feature. 

Fomal analysis and presentaticm of findings from the Maurer feature has repeatedly 

been called for (Mason 1994:120-121; Pratt 1992:240-241). Thorough analysis of this 

feature could benefit the investigation of uppa Fraser Valley prehistory in a number of ways, 

potentially abating the inconsistent treatment of this site. Whether the Maurer feature is 

deterrnined to be a valid house or not, sound archaeological data will likely emerge h m  such 

investigations. Maximieog the comparative archaeulogiml database for the upper Fraser 

Valley is critical to the evaluation of a number of curent archaeological consmicts, 

including: 

cultural sequences for the uppa Fraser Valley 

the areal extent of the Charles Culture 

Should the Mawa feature be verified as a house, associated data potentially will be useful 

for: 

defining prehistoric Gulf of Georgia region house architecture 

investigating prehistoric Gulf of Georgia region household patterning 

investigating emergent complex socio-economic structure and inequaLity on 

the Northwest Coast. 



Between the mid-1970s and early 1990s, the upper Fraser River Valley received little 

archaeological attention. Though a number of notable excavations were conducted d u ~ g  

this period of time (e.g., Hanson 1973; von Krogh 1976; Archer 1980; Eldridge 1982): 

greater attention was paid to the adjacent portions of the Gulf of Georgia region and the 

Fraser Canyon. As a result, the culture history of the Fraser Delta and Gulf Islands is 

founded upon a much 1- archaeological data base than its eastem couterpart. Charles 

Borda' s Fraser Canyon culture historical sequence (Borden 1975 :62), though based on 

information from only a few sites - mostly from the eastem fringe of the upper Fraser Valley 

- remains the prirnary cultural constnict for this area. 

In the mid-1990s, archaeologists revitalized their interest in the upper Fraser Valley . 

Between 1992 and 1997, a series of extensive excavations at the Hatzic Rock2 site (e.g., 

Mason 1994) and Scowlitz site (e.g., Beniick 1992; Blake 1995; Matson 1994; Morrison 

1997; McClay 1994; Thom 1995) have been wnducted by the University of British 

Columbia, in wnjunction with Sto:lo Nation. Archaeologists fkom Simon Fraser University 

also have recently undertaken research at the Scowlitz site @. Brown, personal 

communication, 1997; N. Oakes, persona1 communication, 1997) and, dong with Western 

Washington University, in the high elevation environments of the Fraser River watershed 

(e.g., Bush 1997; 1. Franck, personal communication 1997; D. Lepofsky, persona1 

communication, 1997). Sto:lo Nation conducted an archaeological inventory study of the 

Chilliwack River valley, a tributary system to the Fraser River (Schaepe 1998). 

Geographically pertinent work includes the excavations at the Park F m  (Spurgeon 1984) 

and FOR Langley (Porter and Copp 1993) sites. Such recent research has p t l y  enhanced 

the existing archaedogical ciatabase of this area. 

Much of this archaeological resurgence has been conducted within the thmetical 

fmmework of household archaeulogy. Rehistonc houses and villages - such as those at the 

The previous site name 'Haî& Rock', rather than the p'esent site name 'Xa.yteml, is used for the sake of 
continuity with references mentioned in this study. 



Hatzic Rock and Scowlitz sites - have been the focus of much of this research. Preceding 

and complementing recent house excavations in the upper Fraser Valley is the 1973 

excavation of the house at the Maurer site which, again, if vaified, is one of the earliest and 

most completely investigated houses on the Northwest Coast. 

However, the potential contributions of the Maurer site feature to the accumulation of 

uppea Fraser ValleyIGulf of Georgia region archaedogical data are still ambiguous. As the 

sole means of manifesthg such 'latent' data, scmtiny of this feature's validity is requued In 

h i s  1976 report, Ron LeCIair, the director of the 1973 excavation, made three assertions : 

the remnants of a prehistmic structure were excavated at the Maurer site 

the structure functioned as a domestic residence 

the stnicture dates to ca. 3500-5500 BP 

Evaluating these three assertions comprises the primary objective of this thesis3 . 
In fûlnlling this objective, 1 test the reliability of the data from the 1973 excavation by 

cornparhg original and reconsaucted site plans and profiles and assessing the original lit hic 

typology. I assess artifact fiequencies fYom a number of excavation units associated with the 

existing pronles. Artifacts - Iithic tools and debris - fiom the feature are isolated, described 

and functionally analyzed. 1 develop artifact distribution maps and plan diagrarns depiding 

the spatial patternhg of artifacts associated with the feature. Radiocarbon dates associated 

with the Maurer feature are identified and the reliability of sample stratigraphie position, 

association, and sample mat aial and condition are evduat ed. 

As a secondary element of this thesis, 1 evaluate the utility of anaiyzing previously 

excavated archaeological remains. Thus, this thesis is a case-study in what 1 refer to as 

'Recycling Archaeology'. The objective of this endeavor is embedded in the nature of 

collections study-base- research, specificaliy that pertaining to the Maurer site. The question 

Throughout this thesis it must be remembered that LeClair's reports are mt final reports, and that any 
ambiguity surroundhg them is Jargely the tesult of information derivative of a work in progress. it is not the 
intention of this thesis to aiticize LeClair's assertions, but to cl- them. 

4 



of j u s  how much information can be retrieved fkom an excavation which occurred twenty 

five years ago must be confionteci as a matter of necessity in attempting to evaluate the 

Maurer feature. Though focused on the Maurer site, addressing this question rnay have 

implications for the many other sites whose collecteci remallis have eitha long awaited 

complete analysis or have the potential to answer questions unconsidered at the time of their 

excavation. I attempt to evaiuate two questions in this regard: 

do archaeologîcal collections have a she'f life? That is, to what extent cari 

archaeological collections remain viable as potential sources of information? 

cm the types of &ta potentiaiiy extractable from archaeological collections 

transcend the origindy stated research objectives goveniing the mataial's 

excavation? 

Though generally phrased, I asse-ss these two questions with W f i c  regard to the 

Maura site colieaion. Because archaeological collections are unique entities, with highly 

variable types of documentation and materials, each analytic atternpt must be conduaed 

withh its own forum. It is my intention, in c o n d u d g  this case study, to offer insight into 

the process and potential utifity of revitalizing one such colieuion. 

This study is stmctured as follows. in Chapter 2, I provide background information 

on the Maurer site location, the written and oral history of the site vicinity and archaeological 

investigation of the site. I also evaluate the published data on the Maurer site feature and 

discuss the relevance of evaluating its reliabiïity and validity. In Chapten 3-5, respdvely, 

I present and evaluate three testable assertions - that a structure exists, that the stnicnire 

functioned as a house, and that the structure is between 3500-5500 years old. In Chapter 6,1 

discuss the results of the pr-g analyses. I present conducihg remarks in Chapter 7. 

Lastly , it should be stated that the Maura site is located in Soül Temenv - Sto:lo 

Traditional Teniîor-y. Iliis study was conducteci with the consent of the Sto:lo Nation. 



CELAPTER 2 

Background of the Maurer Site - Its Location, History, and Previous 

Archaeolopid Research 

2.1 Objectives 

The objectives of this chapter are to: (1) provide a description of the Maurer site 

location; (2) review hown ground disturbance at the site; (3) provide a history of 

archaeological investigation of the site, particularly the 1973 excavation; (4) analyze 

evidence and conclusions from the 1973 excavation, and; (5) discuss the role of reliability 

and vaüdity in relation to the site data 

The Maurer site is located in the upper Fraser River Valley of Southwestern British 

Columbia - a physiographically and ecologicafly diverse area which stretches h m  roughly 

the town of Yale to Sumas Mountain. Easy access to the Fraser Delta, South Coast, and 

Fraser River as well as Columbia Riva plateaus is provided by surrounding river valley and 

mountain ndgetop travel corridors. Thus, the Maurer site Lies in a transitional zone between 

British Columbia's wast and interior, at the eastem limit of the Southem Northwest Coast 

cultural sub-ara. 

Approxirnately 110 km upstrearn ftom the mouth of the Fraser River and 5 km SW of 

the t o m  of Agassiz (Figure 1), the Maurer site is situated on the river's north bank in the 

transitional zone b a w m  the floodplain and adjoining upland. The site is located on a 

narrow river terrace which is backed by Hopyard Mountain (20 m N) and borderai 



Figure 1. General Location of the Maurer site @hRk 8) 



Figure 2. Site Vicinity Map, Upper Fraser Valley (1:25,000, NTS 92H/4f, 1961) 
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Plate 1. View eastward above the Fraser River with Mount Chearn in the background and 
Hopyard Mountain in the foreground center. 

Plate 2. View east towards DhRk 8, overlooking the Maurer residence 
on Hopyard Mountain. (Photos: R. LeClair) 



by Cheam Slough (20 m E) and the Fraser River (150 m SSW) (Figure 2; Plates 1 and 2). 

The tenace is roughly 10 m above the present freshet level of the river. An adjoining portion 

of the site, referenced in LeClair's excavation notes as DhRk 8A1, is located on a lower river 

terrace approximately 130 m SSW of DhRk 8. 

Physiographically, the Maurer site is located near the eastern limit of the Georgia 

Depression, at the boundary of the Coast and Cascade Mountains, divided in this location. by 

the upper Fraser Riva Valley. Upstream of Yale, the Fraser River is constrictal by the 

Fraser Canyon. Downstream of Surnas Mountain, the river flows through a broad deltaic 

plain before emptying into the Strait of Georgia. Geologically, this area is charactaized by: 

(1) inausive igneous rock (chiefly late Mesozoic) generally ranghg h m  syenite, through 

@tic types, to diorite; (2) folded and vaulted volcanic rock, including basdts, andesites 

and some pyroclasts, and sedimentary rock (chiefly Mesozoic) typically including massive 

and quartz sandstones, wnglomerates, shales and limestone; and (3) flat or gently dipping 

sedimentary rocks (Creiaceous or youoger) similar to the sedimentary rocks described above 

(Ryder 1978: 12- 16). Basalt, andesite, metasedirnents and chert, represent locally available 

and commonly utiiized lithic mateRals in the upper Fraser Valley. 

Ewlogically, the Maurer site lies within the Fraser Lowland ecosection of the Georgia 

Depression ecoprovince (Ministry of Forets 1994). Three major biogeoclimatic zones - 
Coastal Western Hemlock, Mowtain Hemlock and Alpine T u n b  - exist within the more 

than the 2000 m vertical rise between the Fraser River and the surroundhg rnountahtops 

(ibid.). Abundant plant and animal resources - large mamrnals (e.g., black-tailed deer, elk, 

black and gnzzly bea., and rnountain goat), anadromous fish (e.g., salmon), and numerous 

bary and tuber species - were traditionally available to and utilized by the Sto:lo people 

living in the vicinity of the Maura site (SFU 1994:7-15). 

The Maurer site is surmunded by travel routes which provide access and ptentid 

l DhIPk 8A is not fûrîher discussed in this thesis. Though adjacent to DhRk 8, the 10- terrace is not directly 
associated with the feature under investigation. 
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trade avenues to a wide range of geographic regions and culture areas, both coastally and in 

the interior. From the upper Fraser River vaiiey, numaous surrounding regions may be 

readily accwsed via rivabasin and mountain ridgetop conidors. From Ma-, the Fraser 

River floodplain provides direct, though difficult, access to the Fraser Plateau of hterior 

British Columbia. Westward, the Fraser River is easily navigable to its mouth, providing 

access to the Strait of Georgia and other coastal sertings. From the mouth of the Hanison 

River - only 12 km west of the Maurer site - the easily navigable Hamison River/Harrison 

LakeAXooet River drainage complex offers additional and l a s  difncult accas to the middle 

Fraser River region. SLightly more distant to Maurer are the Nooksack, Skagit and 

chilliwack River vdeys, which lead southward towards the Washington coast and interior. 

The dynamism of this landscape must be kept in mind when dealing with sites of any 

antiquity. Since deglaciation of the region, the physical relationship betweai the upper 

Fraser Valley and Fraser Delta has b e n  dynamic. The Fraser Delta has progressively moved 

westward Mass wastage events in the upper vaiky, such as the Cheam slide (a. 5000 BP), 

affected the course of the Fraser River (Fladmark 1992:6). 

23 History of Groimd Disturbance at the Maurer Site 

In this section, 1 present a history of the Maurer site area. This review of site use is 

relevant to the analysis of the integrity and utility of the matexid remains recovered fiom the 

site. Information pertaining to the known use of the Maurer site was obtained through 

ethnographie documentation, the reportecl site history (LeClair 1976: 33) and local howledge 

of the site location. 

Aboriginal usa of the site area and vicinity have been documented. Sto:lo oral 

history records a place name at the south end of Hopyard Hill -LhiUtkww'e@s, which 



transiates to 'hwknose rock' @uff 1952:37; Galloway 1977: 16). This rock, located in close 

proxunity to the Maurer site, was so named due to its importance as a place for salmon dip 

netting (ibid). Physical impact on the Maurer site kom related traditional aboriginal fishuig 

activibes probably would have been minimal and restxicted in nature to relatively superfiad 

ground distinbance fiom fish rack construction, although sornewhat more disruptive cache- 

pits may have been dug. These, howwer, represent localized disturbances Iikely restricted to 

the terrace edge On a map produced by Duff, an ethnographic village site is also indicated in 

what appears to be the location of the Mau= site (Duff 1949). Unfortunately, no site 

description is available and the sale  of the map makes it impossible to locate exactly. Given 

the sketchy information, the lack of supporthg local knowledge, and the small size of the 

upper terrace at DhRk 8, it seems &eIy that an ethnographic viiiage either did or could 

have existe. there in its present configuration2 . Thaefore, potential ground disturbance 

resulting h m  documentai ethnographic native use of the Site is considered to be minimal. 

Component inixing resultuig ftom preceding site use must be pursued within the cuntext of 

the archaeological record 

Considerhg the magnitude of pst-contact, Eurocanadian related ground alteration 

smunding and affecting the Maurer feature, its complete integrity is questionable and must 

be carefully scrutinized, Known ground disturbing activities at or nearby the Maurer site 

include logging on Hopyard Mountain (ca. late 1890s- 19 12; 1945-1950), limestone quarrying 

(ca. 19 l2-1945), and soil mining, buse  construction and landscaping (ca. 1960-present) - as 

surnmarized by LeClair (1976:33), indicated by Fred Maurer (site property owner, pers. corn., 

1996) and apparent at the site. A limestone mining camp was apparently established near 

DhRk 8A, south of DhRk 8. Following inspection of the site are-, a number of historic 

modifications to the landforrn upon which the site is located are distuictly apparent. These 

However, indirect evidence exists *ch ntggests that îhe river terrace arsociated wiih DhRk 8, M e  
presently quite small, may have been much iarger and potentiaily codd have supported a prehistonc village. 
See Chapter 7 for discussion of tkis subject, 
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modifications include: 

. a grave1 access road which cuts through the back edge of the upper river 

tenace, roughly 10 m N of the repsrted house feature 

. nurnerous overgrown logging roads on Hopyard Mountain 

. exposed limestone quany faces approximately 50-60 m N of the reported 

house feature 

. histone machinery remains on a leveled area directly N of the grave1 access 

road 

a narrow, dirt road leading southward, approximate1y 25 m W of the repoaed 

house feature 

the contemporary residence built atop a small knoll to the west of the narrow, 

dirt road 

Again, identifjmg wmponent mixing resulting h m  histork ground disturbances must be 

pmued in an archaeological context. 

Recent ground disturbance in the Maurer feature location - as determined through 

review of LeClair's descriptions (1976), recent examination of the site, and LeClair's 

unpubLished photographs of the site - is aIso discanible. In LeClair's photographs of this 

location prior to the start of his excavation, a large depression (the cultural feature under 

examination) is clearly visible. The feature is reIatively clear of vegetation with only 

secondary tree growth markhg the surface. Surface vegetation may have been cleared as a 

result of soil minùig. A wooden p s t  and a supehficial plywood bin were also located within 

the feature boundanes. The pst ,  set below ground surface, was documented in the feature 

profiles (see Chapter 3). The most significant knom disturbance to the Maurer feature is, 

unfortunately, the direct result of the 1972 archaeological investigation of the site, discussed 

below. 



2.4 Archaeological Investigation of the Maurer Sie 

The first archaeological investigation of the Maurer site was conduaed in August, 

1971 (Percy 1972). Richard Percy, then cumtor of the Simon Fraser University Museum of 

Archaeology , was contactai by landowner Fred Maurer regarding a possible culturai 

depression on his property . Percy tested the site, placing a 3 ' by 6' by 6' (measurements per 

Percy) deep test unit in the vicinity of the depression, which he describes as being "rougNy 

35 to 40 feet in diametef (Percy 1972: 16 1). Pacy recuvered cultural material which led him 

to conclude that %me sort of prehistonc activity had taken place at the site and that the 

hollow was in aii probability the remains of a pit house" (ibid). Unfortunately, no maps 

accompany Percy's report and the exact location of the test unit is not hown, although it was 

confirrned that it did not impact the depression (Richard Percy, pers. comrn., 1996). P q ' s  

conclusions led to M e r  investigation of the site. 

In 1972, Thea DeVos, a graduate student in archaeology at Simon Fraser University, 

more intensively sampled the site. Tai, 2 rn by 1 m test units w a e  placed within a roughly 

WNW-ESE oriented grid over the depression (Figure 3). These units were excavateci to 

varying depths, with a number of them penetrating what is identified by LeClair as the house 

feature floor. Information from this excavation is not presently available as the location of 

the excavation material and documents is presently unknown3. This excavation represents 

the greatest known impact to the Maurer site, and has adversely affected this attempt at 

analyMg the purported house fature. The fieldwork wnducted in 1971 and 1972 provide 

no usable data for this investigation. Thus, the scope of this thesis is by necessity limitai to 

the only available set of data f h m  the Maura site, recovered fiom LeClair's 1973 

excavation. 

1 made several ruisuccessful atternpts to locate DeVos and the missing data Unfominably. the location of 
this portion of the Maurer k a t -  collection remim unknown. 
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Figure 3. Onguial site a r a  contour map/excavation plan @er LeClair 1976:36). 



2.5 The l973 Excavation 

Between May and September 1973, additional testing of the Maurer site (Plates 3 

and 4) was condiicted by S3.U. Department of Archaeology graduate student Ronald 

LeClair. With fimding Born an Opportunity for Youth grant, LeClair intensively tested both 

DhRk 8 and DhRk 8A, respectively noted by LeClair as the 'pithouse' and 'south slope' 

sections. The result of this work is the focus of this thesis. Since this thesis solely involves 

the purported house feature at DhRk 8, only the excavation cauied out in this location wiil be 

described. 

LeClair' s expressed research strategy was focused on "sy st ematically solving the 

problems of the nature and prehistonc antiquity of the site" (Leclair 1976:34). Thus, his 

primary intent was to iden* the age and cultural affiliation of the presumed house feature. 

While the subject of his investigation was a presumed prehistoric house, the research did not 

constitute what today would be known as a formal 'household archaeology' approach. The 

primary differences between a 'household investigation' and LeClair's culture historical 

investigation are that: (1) LeClair's research did not incorporate the analysis of social, 

economic and/or technological organization within the house; and (2) the excavation methods 

h e  employed were not specfically designed to collect the types of data required of a 'formal' 

household analysis. 

The scope of Mlai r ' s  research set lunits on the types of data collected which, in 

tum, limits the potential range of interpretations from these data. This is not to say that these 

data do not permit household analyses. Rather, they simply reduce the resolution of possible 

household investigation and inferaice. 



Plate 3. SW view of depression feature at the start of the 1973 excavation (note the extent 
of the impact from the 1972 excavation). 

Plate 4. Backdirt accumulations f?om the 1973 excavation. 
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2.6 Excavation Methods - 1973 

As a matta of necessity in understanding how the existing Maurer collection was 

gathered, the excavation methods employed by Leclair were reviewed in detail. As 

presented below, I review the research strategy, methods ernployed, types of data collected 

and the stage of analysis achieved by Ronaid LeClair's 1973 project. At the same the,  I 

present an outhe  of the data available to the present study. Explicit understanding of the 

nature of these lines of evidence is crucial to this examination of the Maurer collection. 

Initially, LeClair created a site map of DhRk 8 using a 1 rn contour interval. At this 

vertical sale, litt1e of the depression feature's configuration can be distinguished (see 

Figure 3). As part of the current study, an atternpt was made to enhance the depression 

image. Elevations nom LeClair's contour map were used to create a digitized reconstruction 

(SYSTAT), over which detail could be manipulated to increase resolution. Viewing vanous 

perspectives of these digitized, two- and three-dimensionai topographie maps, the location 

and shape of the depression is s h o w  somewhat more clearly in relation to the Iandforms with 

which it is associated (Figures 4a and 4b). 

Utilizing DeVos's apparentty arbitrary NE-SW oriented site grid, LeClair established 

a roughly 14 m (NE-SW) by 18 m (NW-SE) excavation grid enwmpassing the depression 

feature. Within this a m ,  he excavated a total of: 

59 ,2mby lmunits 

two 2 m by 2 m units 

two 1 m by 1 m units 

totaiing an excavated a r a  of 128 square meters. These units generally ranged between 1.0 rn 

and 1.5 rn in depth. Unit provenience was indicated in meters south and West from an 

arbitrary site datum. A plan depicting the 1972 and 1973 excavations is presented in 
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Scale: I cm = 5 m 

Figure 4a. Exbtapolated site area contour map (0.25 m contour intervals). 



l Acceas Road 

Figure 4b. Extrapolated three-dimensional topographical site area map (note the visibility of 
the depression feature). 





Figure 5. Total excavated area accounted for 100% of the purported house remains. 

Excavators used trowels and shovels, following a mixed method010gy of arbitrary 

level and natural la yer excavation. Examination of the excavation unit level notes indicated 

that the humus was removed as a single natural layer receiving no vmicai sub-division. 

Importantiy, the layer identified as the house flmr was also excavated as a dismeet 

stratigraphie Iayer, separate fkom overlying sediments, and sub-divided into &itrary 10 cm 

levels where the thickness of these deposits allowed Excavating the obsened floor as a 

discrete laya proved to be  a crucial factor pamitting re-assernbly of the associated artifact 

assemblage without mixïng strata. 

Depth measurements were taken nom both the ground surface and an arbitrary datum 

line strung above the depression. While this method was foliowed in most cases, notes for a 

number of units lacked reference to one or the other of those proveniences. Fortunately, 

notes were located which document the depths of the ground surface befow daturn for ail the 

excavation units. This reference allowed misshg depth measurements, either DBS or DBD, 

to be extrapolated. 

Level information wnsists of data recorded on leveI and feature forrns. These f m s  

provide only basic information, including: 

the Borden Site Number 

. date 

r e c ~ ~ d e r  

horizontal provenience (e.g., 3 1.2-32.2 rn S, 

vertical provenience (e.g., 30.40 cmBS) 

a bnef description of soi1 color and cultural material 

Genaally, depth measurements and a plan drawing of the bottom of each excavated level are 

provided, dong with a directional indicatm. Indication of the level or layer being excavated 

is genaally lacking. 



Stratigraphie profiling of the site was minimal. Only two provenienced profiles were 

located among the excavation documents. They reoord intersecting 13 m (roughly N-S) and 

16 m (roughly E-W) cross-sections of the complete vertical excavation of the depression (see 

Figure 5). Different versions of these profiles, in preLirmnary and finished States, are present 

in the collection. The N-S profile is labeled with written and color codes, while only written 

descriptions label the E-W profile. Aiso depicted in both profiles is the datum line fkom 

which depth measurements are referaiced. These profiles provide a basis for conducting 

stratigraphie analyses, a crucial element of this investigation. 

As mentioned above, plan drawings are depicted in the level notes for most 

excavation units. Scales are lacking in some of these drawings. In such cases, distance 

measurements are noted for signincant points. In addition, three scale plan maps of the 

excavateci structure are included in the site documentation. Cornparison of these structural 

plans reveals some disaepancies, as discussed in Chapter 4. 

Leclair's photographs, negatives and photo record fonns p v i d e  additional 

documentation of the excavation. Photographs were taken of the site prier to, during and at 

the completion of the 1973 excavation. Of particular intaest are oblique aerial photographs 

of the exposed excavation a r a  at the completion of the project, and close-up photographs of 

a number of exposed features (not to mention the fashion statements of 1970's 

archaeologists). Two photographs show the dark stain of what appears to be the floor layer 

of a feature expose. in the road nit-bank approximately 15 rn NE of the north side of the 

depression. The signincance of this second feature is discussed later. 

LeCiair maintained field notebooks which include d d s  of the project 's progress. 

Log entries largely provide routine information and becorne increasingfy spme throughout 

the course of the excavation. They do, however, include derail& notes on the three- 

dimensional proveniences, contexts and mataial descriptions of both processed and 

unprocessed radiocarbon samples. Site soi1 acidity values by dqth below surface were 



recorded. A rough outiine of project objectives was also included. 

The entire DhRk 8 collection consists of roughly 17,000 individual lithic specimens, 

perhaps 2,000 of which are tools. Tool chssification was minimal and lacked explicit 

definition. Identifid tool types mainly con& of uni faces, bifaces, drills, spall tools, cobble 

and pebble tools, hammerstona, and cores. No classification of the debitage was attempted. 

Artifacts were generally catalogued by: 

the date of catalogue enûy 

artifact number 

artifact type 

artifact location 

depth (cmBS andfor cmBD) 

excavator(s) 

Lithic artifaas h m  DhRk 8 received catalogue numbm 1-4,053. However, the actual 

numba of lithic amfacts in this collection is, as uidicated above, much greater. Only 

identifiai tools were assigned and labeled with individual artifact numbers. Debitage, 

however numerous, was assigned one number per uniülevel. AU artifacts wae  provenienced 

by unit and depth. A very small number of artifacts, primarily tools, received three- 

dimensional provenience. Lithic rnatekd type was generally not noted. No mention was 

made of iayer association, except for the occasional notation of 'floor association'. 

The state of collection organization at the beginning of the present study was such 

that ail debitage remained in its original level bags, while tools had b e n  rernoved to a series 

of coilections cabinets. However, the tool assemblage was unsorted and required complete 

re-organization. Fomuiately, the tools (with ody a hanclfil of exceptions) had been properly 

labeled with artifact numbers. Thus, 1 was able to cross-reference numbered artifacts with 

the artifact catalogue as a means of re-establishing their provenience. Lastly, 1 located 

preliminary artifad fiequency figures by cmBS among the collection documents. 



2.7 Evaluating the Basis for LeClair's Assertions 

In this section, 1 evaluate the bases for LeClair's assertions - as presented in his two 

reports on the 1973 excavation of the Maurer site (Leclair 1973,1976) - that: 

the excavation of the depression feature revealed a stmcture (1976:35) 

. the structure is a house (197635) 

the house dates to between 3500-5500 BP. (1976:42). 

These two references contain the sum of commonly known information about this site. Both 

references are field reports, one (1973) provided to the then Archaeological Sites Advisory 

Board, the otha ( 1976) being a near-duplicate published report. The more comprehensive 

1976 article, containing radiocarbon dates, is the basis of many commonly acceptai 'facts' 

about the Maurer site. As the most complete reference, I used the 1976 article as the focus 

for examination of LeClair's conclusions. However, it should be reiterated that the 2976 

report was not intended to be a final report and presented, however insightful, a preliminary 

and inwmplete assessrnent of the site. 

2.7.1 Is the Feature a Structurel 

That the excavated feature is a structure is a primary assertion presented by LeClair. Due to 

its brevity, the structural description may be presented below in its entirety. LeClair States: 

... there was an anornaly in the soi1 color within the light yellow-brown 
stratipphic unit. The anomaly was a dark yeuow-brown deposit 
about one meter deep which began below the humus and was apparent 
only in the interior of the depression. Near the pairneter of the 
depression this deposit merged into the fight yeliow-brown unit. There 
was also a chârcoal l a s  a few centimeters thick below the dark 
yellow-brown deposit (about one meter deep) and sterile below this. 
This lem appeared continually during our excavation of the depression 
and has been interpreted as the remains of a bumed superstructure 



covering the house floor. The house floor rested on what should have 
been the olive-brown sîratigraphic unit but was a gray-brown culor. 
This d o r  was only evident within the house itself as defined at the 
completion of excavation. 

During the summa, excavation revealed that the house was not 
circdar, oval or sub-rectangular but actually rectangular in shape. 
Architecturally, it had a central depression about seven and a half 
meters long by five and a half meters wide surrounded by a one meter 
bench raised thirty to forty centimeters, measuring eleven meters long 
by sevai meters wide on t s  outer perimeter. The house was oriented 
in an almost magnetic north direction. Although a roof entrance might 
possibly be infard.. there is evidence on the east side for a ground 
entrance cut through the bench. The hearth was located at the south 
end of the cenîral living depression. It was an elongated subtexranean 
feature one& east-west (with a slight convexity on the north side), 
three meters long and fifiy centimeters wide. There were firecracked 
rocks at both ends and charcoai i~ the middle. 

Twenty-five pst moulds, a l l  apparently associated with the house 
were recorded. There were six large upright posts on the perimeter of 
the central depression - one in each corner and one in the middle of 
each long side. The p s t  mould pattern on the outer edge of the bench 
indicated gabled walls and the angle of dechation suggests a height of 
six to seven feet for the roof. The roof itself was probably flat, 
supported by the six large interior posts. There was no definitive break 
in the dark yellow-brown stratigraphy which could be interpreted as 
another M g  floor. Thus, its seems reasonable to assume that all the 
p s t  moulds recorded were associated with this pithouse. (LeClair 
1976:35-36) 

From this description, numaous questions &se wncerning: 

. the stratigraphie composition of the depression as a whole 
6 

the horizontal and vertical extent of the floor stratum 

. the horizontal and vertical distribution of artifacts in the area of the floor 

. the association of the floor straturn to the elevated bench 

. the association of the heârth to the floor 

. the nature of evidence for the supposed entrance 

the horizontal and vatical distribution of a l l  the pst  mouids 

e metric attributes of the post moulds 

the stratigraphie association of the p s t  moulds to both the bench and the floor 

Additional data are needed to answer these questions. No substantive data venfjmg 



LeClair's descriptions/interpretations are provided. Profiles and plans depicting the structure, 

were not presented. ArtXact fiequencies were not reiated to the site stratigraphy. Alternative 

interpretations for the observed pattern were not entertained. While this structure, as 

described by LeClair, may very weii exist, it remains unsubstantiated. 

2.7.2 Is the Feature a House? 

Equally unsubstantiated is the assumption that the putative structure is a house. The 

functional t a m  'house' is not defined by LeClair, nor is any justincation provided for this 

interpretation. Indirectly related to this topic, LeClair states that ".. .thme is a broad range of 

[tool] types associated with the pithouse" (LeClair 1976:42). However, the nature of this 

association, direct, indirect or otherwise, is not explicitly stated. Most importantly, the types 

and fiequericies of axtifacts supposedly in direct association with the floor are not dâcribed. 

Untested alternative fundonal possibilities for this feahve do exist, such as: 

. a refuge 

. a fort 

. a specialized economic activity area such as a fish pfocessing or smoking 

smcture 

. a specialized social activity axa, such as a feasring structure 

Most of these types of structures have been documented ethnographidy in the Gulf of 

Georgidupper Fraser Valley Region (Smith 1947, Duff 1952). Sto:lo oral history describes 

refuge structures constnicted at the back of ethnographie villages (Somy McHalsie, Sto:lo 

Nation Cultural Advisor, pers. corn., 1997). Rehistoric forts, refuge and uifened fish racks 

afso have been documented in and around this region (Patenaud 1985, Moss and Erlandson 

1992). These alternative structural functions cannot be ruied out without examination. 



2.7.3 How Old is the Feature? 

Dating of the site represents the thûd aspect of this investigation. LeCiair's rationale 

conceming the age of DhRk 8 is presented below: 

The absence of ground and pecked stone h m  such a large tool 
assemblage as that recovered fiom the Maurer site indicates an 
age probably earlier than the fist Mennium B.C. Therefore, 
Dr. Borden's Fraser Canyon sequence was reviewed and it 
appears that there are a number of similanties with the Eayem 
Phase, dating between 1500 and 3500 B.C. Seven radiocarbon 
estimates were made by the Gakushuin laboratories in Japan 
(GaK 49 I9,4920,492l, 4922,4923,4926,4927). Five of 
these estimates gave dates between 1910 and 2830 B.C. The 
other two estimates which gave aga of A.D. 540 I9û and 
A.D. 1340 170 should be discounted as they do not reflect the 
tnie age of the site (LeClair 1976:42). 

Again, these statements require clarification. Exactly what portion of the site is bang dated 

- the suggested structure or some portion of overlying or smunding material - is never 

stated. The basis for compiuison and the types of sirdanties between the Maurer 

assemblage and Eayem Phase materials are not specified. The broad tirnespan over which 

leaf-shaped and contracthg stem bifaces, cobble choppers and spall tools (au found at 

Maurer) occur make them poor temporal markers and poor subj ects for such cornparison, if 

used alone. The absence of ground and pecked stone indicated by LeClair, while a 

potentialiy important temporal indicatm, is of limited significance without pmper 

investigation of site function and taphonomic processes. 

Only four of the seven radiocarbon dates reported by LeClair are specified. Resented 

dates range fkom 4780 BP to 1410 B F  , representing a considerable timespan. The two 

youngest dates are discounted without adequate explanation, and no proveniences or material 

descriptions are provided for any of these radiocarbon samples. In fact, 1 found provenience 

These dates were dexived fiom the uncdibrated Julian dates of 2830 BC and 540 AD, presenîed by LeClair. 
The base date of 2950 was used in the conversion of those dates to the 'BP' format. 
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information which hdicates samples fkom both DhRk 8 and DhRk 8A as sources for these 

dates. Dated simples from DhRk 8 must be isolated and their associations examined . 
Fominately, sufficient unpublished information exists tu reevaluate the age of the feature as 

determined by radiocarbon age estimates. 

The preceding deconstruction of evidence supporting the commody acceptai 

interpretations of the Maurer 'house' exempli@ the necessity for re-evaluating this feature. 

Whüe the assumptions and wnclusions made by LeClair mcry be valid, they lack 

substantiating arguments and wrroborating data. The principle factor affecting 

archaeological interpretations of the Maurer site is the deficit of reported data. However, 

unreported data useful in evaluating this feature are available. The three assertions pcified 

above represent the basis for the perceived signifiwnce of this site, and will be evaluated in 

the following three chapters. Before pursuing this course, however, the actual reliability of 

these data, in their various forms, must first be assessed. 

2.8 Validity and Reliabiiity of the M a m r  Data 

The present examination - a collections study of the Maurer 'house' -- is completely 

reliant upon the existing archaeological collection and documentation from Ron Leclair's 

1973 excavations. As in any wkctions shidy, assessrnent of data reliability is aitical to 

defining the scope of possible research. Unreliable data limit the scope of such research, 

beyond the restrictions imposed by the research strategy and r~ethods employed in original 

data wilection. Diminution of usable data detracîs h m  the ability to examine the validity of 

conclusions based upon thwe data, and generauy reduces resolution. 

Before continuing, explicit definitions of the t a n s  'reüabüity ' and 'validity , ' as I use 

Further excavation of the Maurer feaîure was not an option as it was completely sampled between the 1972 
and 1973 projects. 
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them, are presented. Following Nance, reliabilizy refers to dependability and consistency 

(Nance 1987). With reference to measurements, "a measurement or observation is reliable if 

repeated attempts to make the measurernent yield the same resuits. An observation is 

unreliable if it does not yield consistent data .... The reliability of a measurement is inversely 

related to the amount of random error present in that measurement" (Nance 1987~246). 

Increasing random error decreases replicabiiity and reliability in a data set. 

C o ~ e c t e d  to but not dependent upon reliability is the concept of validity. Valid@ 

refers to the degee to which "observations yield satisfaaory responses or data. Satisfactory 

data tell you what you want to know .... an observation is valid if it measures what you think it 

measures" (ibid). Validity, then, is a measure of systematic m r ;  that is, bias. "Thus an 

invalid observaticm is a biased observation, degree of validity is inversely related to the 

amount of systematic earor present in measurements" (ibid.). 

Two factors represent basic determinants of reliabiiity and validity for the Maurer 

data. The first relates to the generai inexpaience of the crew which participated in the 1973 

excavation. One of the project objectives of this Opportunity for Youth hinded project was 

to provided a means for interested youths to obtain experknce in archaeology. The Maurer 

site was, thus, the training ground for a number of 1973 field personnel. The potential for 

random error in the wUection of data was therefme high, and the resulting data reliability is 

questionable. Intemally conflicting data, as shown by the plan views, exemplifies this 

probIem. A second factor affecthg data validity was LeClair's apparent assurnption of the 

existence of a house feature at Mauer. This assumption represented a bias in the way 

LeClair approached the excavation and analysis of this feature, and a resulting systematic 

error in the interpretation of those remains must be suspect& Thus, a critical approach to 

measuring the degrees of validity and reliability of those data will be applied in the following 

chapters. 



In this chapta, I provided the background information needed to begui the current 

analysis of DhRk 8. Physical location - intamediate to the British Columbia coast and 

interior, near a range of eco-zones with varied and abundant food resowces, and in close 

proximity tu numerous travel routes - is an important factor with this site. Historicai 

aaivities have severely dishirt>ed the area immediately surrounding the depression feature. 

Between 1972 and 1973, archaeological researchers completely excavated the Maurer 

feature, which limits this investigation to a collections study. Only data from the 1973 

excavation are available for use. 1 exarnined repated documentation and conclusions about 

the site and raised a nurnber of unresolved questions. 1 defined three of LeClair's reporteci 

assertions as the foci of this study. I indicated that the employed strategy and methodology 

of the 1973 excavation constrain the sale and resolution of the present research. Lastly, 1 

explained how indications of both random and systematic e m r  in the 1973 data mandate 

assessrnent of the degrees of associated reliability and validity. 



CHAPTER 3 

DIiRk 8 - 1s there a Stmcture? 

3.1 Objectiva 

In this chapter, 1 examine the assertion that the remains of a structure (that is, a 

feature comprisexi of architectural elements) was excavated at DhRk 8. 1 develop 

archaeological expectations associated with this assertion. Taphonomic factors possibly 

affecthg these expectations are proposed, rnethods applied in current research are described, 

and reliability of the 1973 data is assessed 

3.2 Assertion One 

Assenion One states that structural remains were identifid at the Maurer site. This 

assertion, the nrst of LeClair's three assertions identified in the prwious chapter, is evaluated 

below. 

Evaluating Assem-on One hcludes developing expectations of what types of material 

remains may constitute stnictirral (that is, architectural) remnaritS. This endeavor was 

hindered by three factors: (1) the type of expected structure is not known; (2) its associated 

time paiod is not definitely known; and (3) data h m  which to mode1 expected structural 



rernains in the upper Fraser River Valley, though available, are somewhat limited Circular 

and sub-rectangular semi-subtaranean stnictures (Hanson 1973; von Krogh 1976; 

Mason 1994), platform structures (Matson 1994; Blake 1995; Morrison 1997) and elements 

of surface structures (Eldridge 1982) of various timeperiods have been excavated in the 

upper Fraser River Valley. Descriptions of these features provide an inteapretative basis for 

the Ma- remains, but do not assist in clanQing what type of structural rernains to expect at 

this site. 

Leclair's description of the Maurer structure represents the most specific set of data 

h m  which to devise testable expectations for this feature. LeLeCl's description contains 

three basic structurai elements - the sub-sm~nrre, szib-stmmral feantres, and the super- 

smcture. Definitions of these structural elements and associated archaeological remains 

h m  Maurer are presented below. 

sub-stmdure - that portion of the structure which is eitha set into or 

incorporates the associated ground surface, including: 

- a rectangular pit, measuring roughly 7.5 m by 5.5 m, excavateci 

30-40 cm into the associated ground surface and capped by a 

grayish brown flmr deposit of unspecified thickness 

- a roughly 1 m-wide bench which incorporates the associated 

ground surface surrounding the central depression 

sub-stnrmral femres - features direcily associated with the sub-structure, 

including : 

- a 3.0 rn by 0.5 m hearth (of unspecified depth) associated with 

the floor in the south end of the central depression 

super-structure - that portion of the structure which stood above the asçociated 

ground surface, including: 

- six upnght pst-holes around the outer edge of the central 



depression (at each corner and centered dong the long a i s  

walls) 

- nineteen pst-holes (apparently angled), surrounding the outer 

edge of the bench 

- a roughly 3 cm-thick charmai lem, representing the decayed 

remnants of a super-structure, capping the floor deposit 

From this description, expectations of how these smctlrral elements should appear in the 

archaeological record may be developed. 

One of the p ~ c i p l e  tests by which this structure may be evaluated lies in its ability to 

be stratigraphically defined. ProNe and plan views, each of the three structural elements 

described by LeClair (1976) potentially are observable. Thus, a number of expectations can 

be developed in relation to the sub-structure, sub-structural features and super-structure: 

Sub-structure - 
a the sub-structural flm and bench features should constitute a distinct stratum 

with clear vertical and horizontal limits which are distinguishable from and 

bounded by the natural stratigraphy (to be defined later) 

. in profile, the flmr, and possibly the bench, should be definable as an organic 

stratum, distinct from its smounding matrix 

the remnant super-structure should provide an association between the floor 

and the bench 

both the flmr and the bench, as interior structural dements, should be 

consistently overlaïn by carbonized super-smmml remains, lmless these 

were delïberately removed prior to coilapse 

the flm/bench stratum should have a stepped configuration due to the 

eIevation difference between the floor and sumounding bench, assuming that 

the same kind of organic deposition occurred in both areas and depending 



upon the degree of pst-abandonment slumping 

Sub-smctuml F a m e s  - 

sub-structural features shodd be identifiable as pits in the floor surface, 

intruding into the sub-flwr stratum 

Super-structure - 

in plan view, two sets of pst-hole patterns should be definable 

- one set of large pst-holes is expected to define the outer edge of the central 

depression 

- a flanking series of smaller pst-holes should define the outer edge of the 

bench 

these two sets of pst-holes should define the horizontal limits of the structure 

. in profile, the tops of the pst-holes surrounding the central depression should 

have similar depths below datum, indicating that they were set into a common 

ground surface 

In sum, veriQing this structure, as desaibed by LeClair, requires identifyLng each of 

the three defined structural elements in the archaeological record at DhRk 8. As a single 

structural unit, direct association between these elements must be demonstrated. Identifjing 

these elements and th& associations is the aim of this chapter. 

Artifact vertical distributions may also provide important insights for analyzing this 

structure. However, far la s  artifact data was reporteci than for the structural remains 

themselves. While LeClair notes mfacts as being associated with the structure, their 

frequencies and proveniences are not described. As a result, no valid expectations may be 

developed conceming the relationship of the structure to the artifact assemblage. 

Nevertheless 1 will examine horizontal and vatical artifact distributions to attempt reveal 

meanuigful patterns within the feature area. 



3.4 Taphonomy 

Anaiysis of this structure requires evaluation of possible taphonomic and p s t -  

depositional factors which might have affected the configuration of its remains and the 

archaeulogical expectations discussed above. However, aside fiom the 1972 test excavations, 

taphonomic factors affizcting the site are not known. Futhermore, lack of comparative data 

hampas the defhition of taphonomic factors which might have affmed this structure. 

However, site formation processes identified from the investigation of serni-subterranean 

structures in other regions may be applied to the Maurer feature. 

Both Fladmark (1982) and Spafford (199 1) present a number of taphonomic processes 

which tend to interfae with the interpretation of semi-subterranean structures . Though 

derived from Fraser Plateau and Canyon pit-house excavations, a number of these pmcesses 

are doubtless applicable to the expected situation at Maurer. As adoptai f?om Radmark 

(1982: l23), taphanomic proces ses possibly affecthg the purported Maurer structure include1: 

excavation of housepits into older cultural horizons 

mixing of housepit and older cultural component materials by trampling on the 

house floor 

house abandonment and - 

- slumping of roof materials into pit 

- slow size-sorted fïltering of materials through roof back ont0 the floor 

- slow colIapse of the roof accompanied by n a t d  aeolian or fluvial 

deposition 

- burning of the structure and collapse of the charred roof into the pit 

slumping of pit walls, and the accumulation of intrusive cultural materials 

onto the house floor 

Additional taphonomic processes affecting unifon disrributio~t~, specifically, wii l  be presented in the 
foliowing chapter. 
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re-occupation and partial or cumplete re-excavation of the housepit, and the 

repetition of the entire cycle 

fÿial abandonment and in-filling of the depression which might result from 

later, transitory non-pit-house occupations, andfor deliberate filling with 

cultural refuse, coupled with natural sedimentary and distuhance processes 

Awareness of the possible effms of these taphonomic factors is critical when dealing with 

any form of semi-subterranean structure. 

AU the factors listed above affect the way structural and artifact distribution patterns 

appear in the archaeological record. Some, aU, or none of these factors may affect the 

expected pattern of structural remains presented above, potentially senring to obscure their 

archaeological visibility. Determining the occupational history of the site in relation to the 

construction, use, abandonment and decay of the structure is essential in assessing the 

effect(s) of taphonomic agents. 

Identification of taphonomic agents affecting the integrity of the proposed Maurer 

structure may be approached in a numbeh of ways. Stratigraphie analysis may be used to 

identify superimposed structures or occupation surfaces, the re-use and re-occupation of the 

structure, the extent of post-abandonment innlling, and aidaice of bioturbation. In 

oonjunction with stratigraphie analysis, analysis of &ct vertical distributions rnay be 

helpful in determining the number of cultural occupations at the site. The effects of natural 

vertical size-sorthg on artifact distributions can also be assessed through size-dependent 

distribution analyses of this sort . 1 apply such analyses to the Maura feature in the 

following portion of this chapter. Identification of active taphonomic processes is important 

as it serves to establish i n t q & v e  limits based upon accwate assessments of feature 

integrity and d c t  assemblage intem.  



3.5 Reiiabiiity and VaLidity 

Stratigraphie profiles and plan drawings are essential analytic tools aitical to 

conduaing this investigation. As discussed in the previous chapter, the reliability of the 

original plan and profile descriptions is, however, questionable. Testing the recorzstructibili~ 

of pronles and plans fkom the 1973 excavation provides insight into the accuracy of these 

data. 'Reconstmctibiiity', as 1 use it, refers to the ability of original data such as plans and 

profiles to be re-created korn (primaniy) the excavation unit notes. Non-reconstmctible data 

mua be viewed as being prone to m o r  and lacking reliability. The objective of the 

reconmrdon test, then, is to identify a primas, set of reliaHe data with which to proceed in 

analyzing the Maurer feature. 

Artifact kequencies presented in this and following chapta(s) are the result of a 

complete reclassification of the DbRk 8 assemblage which 1 conduaed for this study. Due to 

discrepancies between the objectives of the original and present aaiiàa classifications, 1 

considered the adoption of Leclair's unm&ed classification as impractical. In Appendix 1, 

1 present explicit definitions and descriptions of artifact classes used in this study. 

This section describes the methods I us& in the following structural analysis. 

Subsequent chapters will include additional relevant methodological consideratiom. Again, 

the data 1 used in this analysis are limited to those collected by LeClair in 1973. Initially, 

LeClair's excavation plan was reconstructed using unit provenienca (meters south and west 

of the site datum) recorded in excavation unit level notes. In this way, LeClair's reporteci site 



plan, which ody outluies the excavated ara,  was med in with specific unit locations (see 

Figure 5). 1 compared this reconstruction to photographs and prelimimry plans to verify its 

accuracy. I then systematically numbered ail the DhRk 8 excavation units, including those 

h m  DeVos's 1972 pmject. I identified the location of the two provenienced stratigraphic 

profiles within the excavation plan Oabeled Profiie A and B), to provide an htasecting cross- 

sectioned view of the depression feature. 

For this study, 1 sampled 15,2 m by 1 m units adjoining Profiles A and B. Assemb- 

lages of lithic artifacts fiom these units were completely re-analyzed I developed individual, 

reconstmcted profiles for each of these sampled units. Such reconstruction was perrnitted 

h m  data contained in the excavation unit level notes. Individual profile reconstmctions 

were linked togetha to create replicas matching LeClair's Profiles A and B. As a means of 

comparing consist ency (that is, reliability), I overlaid the original and reconstructed versions 

of the profiles. What I determineci to be reliable profiles were then compared to the recorded 

natural stratigraphy of the site vicinity and used for analysis of the stnictural remains, site 

taphonomy and occupational history. In addition, 1 developed artifact vertical frequency 

distribution profiles for the sampled units which could be overlain on the stratigraphic 

profiles as part of this analysis. 

In addition to the above, four 2 m by 1 m excavation units and one 1 m x 1 m unit, not 

along Aofiles A and B, were selected due to their locations beyond the structure boundary 

indicated by LeClair. I reconstructed profiles along the center luie of each of these units 

(long axis for the 2 m by 1 rn units; N-S for the 1 m by 1 m unit). Artifact assemblages and 

their vertical amfact fiequacies were also re-analyzed fiom each unit. This strategy allowed 

for analysis of stratigraphy and vertical artifkt frequencies between locations inside and 

outside of the structure- 

Two additional 2 m by l rn units, also not associated with Profiles A and B, were 

sampled h m  portions of the smcture LeClair indicated as comprishg the bench. Again, 1 



reconstructed these unit profiles dong their center line (long axis) and re-analyzed the3 

artifact assemblages and vertid artifact IÏequencies. This sampling strategy allowed for 

assessrnent of the bench feature, as a distinct structural element. 

For the purposes of this study, I classifed lithic artifacts broadly as either tools or 

debitage. Again, specific artifact definitions and a complete classification outline are 

presented in Appendix 1. Tool sub-classifications are not applicable in this chapter. 

1 sub-classified debitage by variables deved h m  Ahler's Mass Analysis method 

(Mer  1989) and Sullivan and Rozen's Fiake Completeness method as modified by Rentiss 

(Sullivan and Rozen 1985, Rentiss and Romanski 1989). Debitage was separated by size 

using lm, IR" and 114" square wire-mesh screens, quivalent to Ahler's G1, G2 and G3 size 

gradations, respecfively. Because 1/8" screening was not ernployed by the 1973 excavation, 

no representative G4 sample exists and the insignifiant amount of debitage smaller than 114" 

screen rnesh is neither recordai nor used in this thesis? The absence of a G4 size grade 

sample negates the possibility of properly implementing Mass Analysis which requires a 

cornplete set of debitage size grades for assessrnent of size-relative debitage proportions, as 

defined by Ahler (Mer 1989). The absence of a G4 debitage class may be compensated for 

by experimentally replicating a comparative sample of G1G3 size classes, thus deveIoping 

relative proportions of these three size classes. Unfominately, comparative relative 

proportions of G1, G2 and G3 debitage (as a specinc set) are cmentiy unavailable and 

replication of this debitage set is beyond the s a p e  of this study. Despite lacking the 1/8" 

sample, the Maurer data are available dherwise for pursuit of Mass Analysis by interested 

archaeologists. I comparecl the cumulative relative proportions of G1, G2 and G3 debitage 

vertically across the sampled units adjoining Profiles A and B. Thus, for this study, size 

sorthg allowed the analysis of possible naturd sorting factors at the site. 

As with the profiles, I used excavation unit level descriptions and plans to reconstruct 

InsdEcient buik sediment samples were coUected to allow for fine-screeniag of a ~presentative sample of 
G4 debitage. 



plan drawings of specific areas at specific depths. Again, the reconstructed plans represent 

comparative data against which 1 could evaluate the reliabiiity of LeClair's original pian 

drawings. I used replicable plan elements, as reliable data, for evaluating the horizontal 

extent of the structure and proposed structural elements not identifiai in the profiles. 

In addition to profles, plans, and artifact frequencies, photographs represent an 

additional source of comparative data. Photographie evidence for a number of structural 

elements is available. With the exception of subject selection, focusing, etc., photographs are 

fiee h m  the effects of human randon error. Due to th& comparable objectivity, photos are 

considered reliable, though contextually dependent, sources of data. 

The natural profile of the Maurer site locality provided a context within which 1 

assessed DhRk 8 Profiles A and B. Table 1 provides the Maurer site locality soil horizon 

profile adapted h m  an Agassiz area soil survey description (Lattrnerding and Sprout 

1967:65). Accurding to this soil survey (ibid.), upland, Ryder series orthic acid brown 

wooded soi1 predomioates in the vicinity of Hopyard Mountain, including the location of 

DhRk 8. Parent matexial for this soil series is "silty aeolian deposits over glacial till or 

bedrock.. . G e n d y  the depth of the aeoiian overlay is t h e  or more feet " (ibid.). This series 

is comprised of three major soil horizons (A, B and C) with six subdivisions (Ah, Bfl, BQ, 

BC, Cgjl, Cgj2, undalying bedrock). 

Horizon transitions are generally gradual or diffuse, with abrupt boundarîes existing 

only between the Ah and Bfl horizons, and the Ca2 horizon and bedrock. Ryder series soils 

are slightly acid with noted pH values ranging h m  6.0 at Ah to 6.7 at Cgj2. variations 

of this profile are expected to exist. 



II Table 1. Maurer site vicinity mil horizon profile 

Description 

I 5-1 8 Bfl dark reddish brown silt Ioam 

Bf2 1 reddish brown to dark brown or yellow brown siit loam 
I 

43-56 BC dark brown or light yeliowish brown loam 

56-127 CH1 dark grayish browa to dark brown 1-m 

127-204 Ca2 d a .  browa to brown toam or very fine sandy Ioam, 

3.8 Profile Interpretation - Cultural Stratigr aph y 

Original profiles h m  the 1973 excavation are presented in Figures 6a and 8a. Profile 

A (Figure 6a) is oriented roughly E-W. Profile B (Figure 8a) is oriented roughly N-S. The 

two profiles intersect at 35.2 m South (mS) and 18 rn West (mW). These profiles generally 

match the natural stratigraphy3 of the area as describecl above, with the exception that the C 

horizon appeats to be somewhat grayer than expected. W M e  there is a good deal of 

accordance between the cuIh.mil and natural stntigraphic profiles, one diffaence is obvious. 

A stepped, narrow layer of orange and black mottled sediment is shown at the base of both 

Profiles A and B, at what would naturally be the depth of the C horizon grayish brown 

sediment. While this black layer is continuous across Profile B, it is seemingly of limited 

3 ?hese 'strata' are largely pedogenic soü. horizons which developed. in situ, in previaisly existing sedimentS. 
No intrinsic chrom>logical or associational devance is provided to the culanal remains found within them. 
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Table 2. ProfiIes A and B Legend. 

Colour Codes Sediment Description 

BG 

C or 

CB or [-..-1 

CO or 

DB 

DO 

DOT 

DYB 

G 

LB 

LGB 

LYB 

O 

OLB 

OT 

YB 

YBG 

YG 

VDGB 

B r o d h  Gray 

Charcoal 

Moffled Charcoal & Black Staining 

Moffled Charcoal Flakes & Orange 

Dark Brown (Silt) 

Dark Orange (Silt) 

Dark Orange Tan (Silt) 

Dark Yeilowish Brown (Siit) 

Gray (Sandy Silt) 

Light Brown (Sandy Silt) 

Light Gray Brown (Sandy Siit) 

Light Yellowish Brown (Sandy Silt) 

Orange (Silt) 

Oiive B r o m  (Silt) 

Orange Tan (Silt) 

Yeilowish Brown (Sandy Silt) 

YeUowish Brown Gray (Silt) 

Yeliowish Gray (Silt) 

Very Dark Grayish Brown (Sandy Silt) 

Humus 

Stump 

Post 

Fire-Cracked Rock 

Pebble 

Slump 

Unexcavated 





24m West 12 m 

Mlid OlYlB 

Figure 7b. Reconstmcted Profile A with Consolidated B Horizon. 



horizontal extent in Profile A. Three associated pit features, one in Profile A and two in 

Profile B, appear to intnide into the C horizon substrate below the black layer. 'Ihis black 

layer and associated pits stand out as anomalies in the nahiral soil horizon profile. Not only 

is the naturd mil profile intemipted at this level, but the transition between sediments is 

unexpectedly abrupt. The stratigraphic anomalies, as well as lithic artifacts located 

throughout the sediments in these profiles, provide definite evidence of cultural activity. 

Additionally, the stratigraphic anomalies match elements of LeClair's structuml description - 

an excavated, level-floored structure with a smunduig raised bench, a hearth and pst-hole 

features. Initially , evidence fkom these profiles appears to substantiate portions of LeClair' s 

conclusion that this feature represents a structure. 

Assessrnent of the reliability of LeClair's Profiles A and B is required before any 

sound stmtigraphic interpretations may be made. LeClair's nofiles A and B were compare. 

to the versions reconstructed for this study. The original and reconstmcted versions of 

Profile A are presented in Figure 6. A number of similarities and diffaences between these 

two profiles are imrnediately noticeable. mfferences, wrnprised of irreproducible elements 

of the original profile (that is, absent from the reconstructed profile), are summarkd as 

follows: 

the majority of the B horizon composition (that is, the majority of the orange- 

yellow brown ranging sediments beîween the humus and the black layer) 

. a cliarcoal and ash l a s  indicating the raised bench at roughly 225 catimeters 

Below Datum (cmBD) between 24 m - 21.5 mW 

. a pit feature at roughly 275-3 10 cmBD, 2 1 m W  



. a post feature at 24 mW 

Similaritles, comprised of reproducible elements of the original profile (that is, present in 

both profiles), are summarized as follows: 

the A horizon (that is, the humus layer noted as Di3 and VDGB) 

the general vertical extent of the B horizon 

a slumped portion of the profile at 22 mW 

. a black layer at the base of the profile, roughly between 22 mW and 14 mW, 

275 cmBD 

Additionally , the reconstmcted profile provides information for areas not shown in LeClair's 

original profile - paiticularly at the horizontal extremes of the black layer, below 225 cmBD. 

In order to rnaximize agreement between the two versions of Profile A, the B horizon 

in each profile was wnsolidated to fom a single zone of undifferentiated sedirnents, as 

depicted in Figure 7. nie degree of agreement between the two profiles is increased at the 

expense of stratigraphie resolution. However, considering the apparent lack of 'real ' 

stmtigraphy in the B horizon, and apparent degree of unreliability, its homogenization is not 

considered to significantly affect the amount of usable data. 

With the exception of bench and flmr pit, the profiles in Figure 7 represent data with 

maximum reliability. The post feature is added in Figure ïb as it is documented in 

photographs of the site. Importantly , the black layer is, with only slight variation, one of the 

reproducible elements of Profile A. This layer represents consistent, reliable data and may be 

further investigated as such. Because it was adapted h m  refaenced sowces of information, 

using known and reproducible methods, the reconstruction is wnsidered the more reliable of 

these two profles. Further reference to ProNe A will be in regard to the reconstructed 

profile in Figure 7b. 



Repeating the above procedure, original and reconstnicted versions of Profile B are 

presented in Figure 8. For unknown rasons, LeClair's version of Profile B is wnsiderably 

less detailed than his version of Profile A. A number of similarities and differences are again 

immediately noticeable between the original and reconstructed vasions of Profile B. 

Diferences, comprised of irreproducible elements of the original profile (that is, absent h m  

the reconstniaed profile), are summarized as follows: 

the composition of Horizon B, within an area lying roughly between the 

humus and the black laya, £Yom the rock at 36.5 mS to 30.2 mS 

a stump at 32.2 mS 

thick black bench lenses at either end of the central black layer (40.2 mS- 

41.2 mS and 30.2 mS-31.2 mS, at 230-240 cmBD) 

a thin black concave lens (39.5 mS-40.2 mS, at 250 cmBD) immediately 

adjacent to a small pit feature 

Similariries, compnsed of reproducible elements of the original proNe (that is, present in 

both profiles), are summarized as follows: 

the A horizon (humus) 

a rock in Unit 33 

. the composition of the B horizon south of the rock (36.5 mS - 41.2 mS) 

a pit feahire at roughly 40.2 mS, 260-275 cmBD 

a second pit feature, at roughly 38.4 mS, 275-305 cmBD 

a black laya at the base of the prome, roughly between 3 1.2 mS-39.2 mS, at 

275 cmBD 

As in the Profile A, the reconstructed Profile B contains some information not included in the 

original, such as in Unit 27 below 230 cm BD. 







As above, portions of the original and reconstmcted versions of Profile B were 

consolidateci to maxunize the level of agreement between the two. Figure 9 presents the 

tailored vasions of Rome B, excluding al l  but reproducible profile elements. Detail is lost 

as a result of i d e n m g  and extracting unrefiable, mor-prone data and maintaining data 

which are reproducible and reliable. Further reference to Profile B will be solely to the 

reconstructed profile depicted in Figure 9b. 

Two interesting results &se from the cornparison of Profiles A and B. First, the 

black layea is identifiable in both cases - indicating reliability. Second, the organic layer 

expected of the bench feature cannot be identifid in either case - c a h g  this architectural 

feature into question. This analysis provided useful primary information h m  which to 

expand this investigation. 

3.11 Profile Interpretation - Reliable Culturat Stratigraphy 

Profiles A and B suggest the presence of four 'srrutd.' Beùrock, incontrovertibly 

establishing the base of the site, was exposed at the northern end of Profile B. Overlaying 

bedrock is the basal stratum (C horizon) wmprÏsed of grayish to yellowish brown sandy 

sedunents. Capping a portion of the basal stratum is a 10-15 cm thick layer of compact, 

black to orange and black mottled sediment with distinct horizontai Limits (ranghg between 

7-8 m in length) and a consistent depth (ranging between 260-280 cmBD). At least one pit 

feature is directly asçociated and a second pit feature indirectly associated with the black 

stratum. A narrow, v&caUy oriented, 5-10 cm wide, black band defines the laterai extrema 

of the black layer, separating it fYom the surromding grayish sediment. The black band is 

Again, I sm a- ht, with the exception of the cultural 'fim' Inyer. the so<alled 'strata' are acrually soil 
horizons. Given the combination of both the cuItiPai stratum and the mil horitons in these profiles, the 
descriptive tenn 'straia' is employed for îhe sake of contimrity and ease of communication. 



particularly apparent in Profile A and the noah end of Profile B, whexe it extends 3 0 4  cm 

upward h m  the bIack stratum to the approximate beginnulg of the grayish stratum. Level 

notes describe the dark band as wmposed of 'bmed organic matter.' While this linear 

feature may be composeci of organic matter, some doubt exists as to its carbonimi nature. 

Long-tam pedogdc  processes as weU as rapid combustion can result in the carbonization of 

organic mateaiai, such as wood. This issue will be discussed latex in this chapter. Directiy 

overlying both the gray and black layers is a roughly 50-150 cm thick accumulation of lwse 

to moderately compacted orange, yeilow and brown silts (the contemporary B horizon), with 

sparse charmal and ash lenses. This layer is concave in profile, as though overlying an 

existing depression. Directly overlying the B horizon is the humus (A horizon), a moderate 

to IooseIy compacted da& brown, si l ty loam varying between 5-30 cm thick. This basic 

stratigraphy is consistent between hofiles A and B. 

For organizational purposes, the above described sequence of sediments was divided 

into six discrete strata . Stramrn 1, the A horizon (humus), was excavated as a discrete 

horizon. Siram 2, the B horizon, is divided into three pedoiogicaily based sub-divisions - 
2.1,2.2 and 2.3. Stratum 2.1 represents the Bfl horizon - a dark reddish brown sediment. 

Stratum 2.2 represents mixed reddish brown, dark brown and yeUow brown sediments. 

Stratum 2.3 is a grayish yeliow to grayish brown sediment bearing cultural material, and 

represents transitional B and C horizons. Within Stratum 2, artifacts were given specific 2.1 

or 2.3 provenience whenever possible. Artifacts lacking a definte provenience within 

Stratum 2 were otherwise classified as g e n d  Stratum 2.2. Stratum 3, in reality a portion of 

the B horizon, was &fin& as an axbiû-axy lever comprising the approximately IO cm thick 

deposit of yellowish brown to brown sediment capping the black layer. Srmnrm 4 represents 

the top 10 cm (or portion thereof) of the organic, blackish and orange and black mottled 

sediment. The orange and black mottled sediment appears rnainly on the surface margius of 

Stratum 4. S n a m  5represents the subsequent 10 cm (or portion thereof) of the blackish 



sediment. Importantly , the black sediment cumprising Strata 4 and 5, the only Layer in this 

profile, was isolated and excavated separately fkom the smunding horizon sediments. This 

layer was sub-divided into arbitrary 10 cm levels where its thickness allowed. This 

excavation method ailowed cultural mataial within the black sediment to be consistently and 

accurately associated with either Stratum 4 or 5. Stratum 6is the basal C horizon - a stede, 

grayish sediment. 

A nurnba of initial interpretations can be based on this stratigraphie analysis. Firsr, 

Strata 4 and 5 - the black layer - has the characteristics of an occupation s a c e  or flmr: 

it is Ievel in cross-section 

it is distinctly confined both vertically (10- 15 cm thick) and horizontally 

(6-8 m in profile) by sediment of a different nature (color, texture, 

composition, compaction) 

its horizontal limits are outlined by a dark, linear band of eitha 

carbonized or decayed orgdnic material 

at least one feature -- a fire-cracked and thermally altered rock-filled pit 

indicative of a hearth - is associated with its surface 

Second, these strata are inset, as though excavated, into Straturn 6 - the grayish sandy 

sub-strate. The linear black band which outlines Stratum 4 establishes the association 

baween the surface of Stratum 4 and the approximate surface of the surroundhg gray 

sediments, 30-40 cm higher. Some inward slumping of the stepped outline appears to have 

occurred at the east edge of Stratum 4 as is seen in Profile A, Unit 20. 

ZXrd, the black layer (Strata 4 and 5) is capped and f u t h a  defined by a patchy !as 

of oxidized, orange-red sediment and charcoal. The composition of this l a s  resembles the 

effects of birrning of this surface, but is also typical of ferro-humic podzols which 

predominate in the site vicinity. The dark band surroundhg this layer appears to represent 

wood which eitha b m e d  or decayed and blackened through natural pedogenic processes. 



Thae is insufncient data kom which to determine cunclusively the formation process(es) - 
either pedogenic or wmbustive - of the oxidation and blackening of the lens capping 

Stratum 4 and the dark-seaineci band 

Fourth, the black layer is overlain by sedirnents which Iack other identifiable 

unmnfdties. Anatyzing vertical artifact distributions within this stratigraphie sequence 

adds insight to these four initial interpretations. 

3.l2 Artifat Distribution - Cumulative 

In this section, I present the results of the analyses of cumulative frequencies of 

artifhcts from excavation units associated with Profiles A and B associated. Unit specific 

analyses will be presented in Section 4.13. Artifact fiequencies in the cumulative analysis 

are presented by separate tool and debitage classes. Tm1 and debitage frequencies will be 

presented both by layer and depth below datum. Depth below datums , though an arbitrary 

measurement, is initially used as a means of analyzing the correlation of artifact frequencies 

to potential tloor or occupation layers, focusing primarily on Strata 4 and 5. 

Distributions of debitage and tool frequencies by layer are presented in Figures 10 and 

11, respectively. Analysis shows a pronounced bi-modal distribution pattern which is 

identical in both graphs. M e m e l y  distinct peaks in artifact frequencies are associated with 

Stratum 2.2 and Stratum 4. Debitage fiequencies @er stxatum) peak in Stxatum 2.2 (n=1225) 

and Stratum 4 (11=740), respectively. In contrat, S'mtum 3 - with the next highest 

fkequency - contains only 224 pieces of debitage. The marked difference between peak 

(Strata 2.2 and 4) and non-peak (Strata 1,2.1,2.3,3,5 and 6) frequencies is readily apparent. 

Likewise, twl  kequencies (per stratum) also peak in Stratum 2.2 (n=217) and Stratum 4 

1 a c b l e d g e d  that artifkt frequency analysis by depth below dahm is ineffective at iden-g patterns on 
uneven, particulatlly coricave, siafaces. This topic will be d i s d  Iater in this section 
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Figure 12a. Frequency of debitage fiom profile units - by Dqth Below Datum (cm). 

Figure 12b. Smta proportions by Depth Below Datum (cm) - as extrapolated from profile 
unit debitage frequencies. 
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Figure 13a Frequency of tools from profile units - by Depth Below Datum (cm). 

Figure 13b. Strata proportions by Depth Below Datum (cm) - as extfapiated h m  profile 
unit tool frequencies. 



(n=N 1). A marked diffaence again separates tool peak (Strata 2.2 and 4) and non peak 

(Strata 1,2.1,2.3,3,5 and 6) fiequacies, with the next highest tml fkequency - in Stratum 

2.1 - being only 52. 

Supaficial analysis of the bimodal pattern in these graphs suggests two major cultural 

occupations of the site, associated with Stratum 2.2 and Saatum 4 - the consolidated B 

horizon and the primary portion of the black layer, respectively. This pattern raises questions 

about vertical distributions of both aaifacts and strata. Over what vertical range are the 

peaks associated with Strata 2.2 and 4 spread? Are the artifaas within these layers vertically 

clustered? Are these peaks the result of genuine vertical amfact clustering or simply 

differential numbers of excavation levels per layer? 

Graphs of cumulative artifact frequencies and relative proportions of associated layen 

by depth below datum (in centimeters) are presented in Figures 12 a & b (debitage 

fYequencyAayer pmpîions) and Figures 13 a & b (tool fkequencflaya proportions). 

Amfact fiequencies are plotted at 10 cm intervals for central proveniences starhg at 

5 cmBD. Pattems similar to those identified above are apparent in these two sets of graphs. 

Considerhg the graphs of tool and debitage fiequencies by crnBD (Figures 12a and 

13a), the previously identified bi-modal pattern is smoothed out to forrn a single prominent 

peak, with a weaker secon- peak noticeable in debitage distribution in Figure 12a. 

Between 265-275 cmBD, tool fiequency peaks at 104 compared to the next W e s t  value of 

28, and debitage fkequency peaks at 553. The next highest debitage frequency is 183 at 205 

cmBD - forming a weak second peak. Aside from the individual pronounced peaks in each 

of these graphs, artifâct frequencies are generally low with regular distributions. 

Figures 12b and 13b present the 'relative proportions' of strata by depth below datum 

(in centimeters). These figures are derived from the cumulative percentages of artifacts 

within each stratum, per 10 cm level beIow datum. When paired with Figures 12a and 13a, 

the association between the vertical range of both artifacts and strata a n  be obsaved. As 



before, strata are providai central depth proveniences beginning at 5 cmBD. Figures 12b and 

13b show very similar vertical distribution patterns per layer. Of interest are the distributions 

of Stratum 2.2 and Stratum 4, previously representing amfact fiequency peaks. Significantly , 

Stratum 2.2 is vertically dispersed over a range of approximately 2.1 m between 145-255 

cmBD, while the comparable vertical range of Stratum 4 is generally lirnited to the 20 cm 

between 260 and 280 cmBD. The additional range of Stratum 4 between 280-300 cmBD is 

associated with the rock-filled pit feature which intmdes into the sub-strate below 270 cmBD. 

Below 280 cmBD, artifact fiequencies are insignificant The pattern of primary interest is the 

peak in vertical artifad kequency associated with Stratum 4, and quickly diminishing 

distribution thereafter. 

In relation to questions posed above, the data presented in Figures 12 and 13 indicate 

vertical clustering of artifacts between depths of 260 cmBD and 280 cmBD. Stratum 4 is 

predominantly concentrateci within this vaticai range. This range is consistent with the depth 

of the Straturn 4 in Prohles A and B. Stratum 2.2, alternately, is dispersed over a vertical 

range of more than 200 cm. A weak debitage fiequency peak remains identifiable within 

Stratum 2.2. Thus, the only pronounced artifact cluster is in association with Stmtum 4. 

While a strong association of cdtural material with Stratum 4 is indicated, the 

possibility of a second, overlying, cultural occupation cannot yet be dismissed Graphs of 

cumulative vertical artifact frequencies by depth below an arbitrary damm only reflect 

artifact concentrations on levei surfaces. Curvilinear artifkct clusters associated with a 

concave gromd surface or stratum, as at the Maurer site, would not be readily apparent in 

such graphs. Even so, weak indications of a second debitage distribution peak are noticeable. 

The effecî of the c w e d  surface is noticeable in the 'floating' 5 cmBD level in Figure 12b. 

This illusion is simply the resdt of the vertical rise between upper levels of units in markedly 

sloped sections of the profila To compensate for this analytic drawback and investigate the 

possibility of a second cultural occupation, vertical artifact distributions are presented for 



each of the sampled units dong Profiles A and B. 

3.13 Arîifact Distribution - Unit Specific 

Figures 14 a & b (debitage) and Figures 15 a & b (tools) present artifact frequency 

profiles for the sampled units dong Profiles A and B. Artifaa frequency profiles were 

plotted to scaie and ovdain on stratigraphie Profiles A and B. It should be noted that sub- 

lettered figures correlate with profile designation, that is, Figures 14'aT and 15'a' correlate 

with Profile 'A,' while Figures 14'b' and 15'b' correlate with Rofile 'B'. To permit 

horizontal continu@ between graphs, artifict frequencies are plott ed by depth below datum 

(in centimeters). 

Four observations characterize the relationship behveen artifact and stratipaphic 

profiles. These are best exemplified by the debitage pNes (Figures 14a & b) and are 

summarized as follows: 

two distinct modes - manifest as eitha bimodes or individual upper or lower 

modes - are genaally apparent in the artifact distribution profiles 

lower modes represent pronounced frquency peaks wnsistently associated 

with and iimited to Strata 4 and 5 

comparatively Iess pronounced upper modes exist consistently within a limitai 

vertical range between approximately 50-70 cmBS, creating a concave, 

crescent shaped band across both profiles 

upper mode frequencïes increaçe West to east and are genediy consistent 

north-south 

the transition to the lower, Strata 4 and 5 associated mode is typically abrupt 

- defining the separation between Strata 3 and 4 
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Figure 1 6. Profile unit debitage frequency - by Dept h Below Sdace (cm). 



These four observations comprise basic patterns expected of a continuous, crescent 

shaped band of artifacts indirectly ovalying a level, horizontally lirnited band of mifaas. 

Reproducing the bimodal pattern first describai in Figure 10, these discrete bands suggest 

that two major cultural occupations are present within the area of the purported structural 

feature. The lower cultural band is positively associated with Strata 4 and 5 and contains 

high fiequencies of both tools and debitage - strongly suggesting a tme floor or occupation 

surface assemblage. The upper cultural band is associated with a concave surface and 

contains far fewer amfacts than its lower counterpart - suggesting debris h m  a younger, 

less intensive occupation. The artifact cluster on that higher concave surface should also be 

identifiable through analysis of artifacts by depth below surface. Figure 16 represents 

cumulative debitage fiequencies by depth below surface (cmBS). A distinct debitage cluster 

is identifiable between 55-75 cmBS, matching the proNe pattan. These data support the 

presence of a second cultural cornponent in the area of the Maurer house feature. The 

vertical distance separating these two assemblages, and the abrupt artifact frequency 

transition, is suggestive of unmixed cultural components. However, while the rnajority of 

this evidence indicates discrete cultural components, two anomalous observations must be 

addressed 

Contrary to the bi-modal pattern with the abrupt transition, desclibed above, the 

debitage profiles of Units 58 and 20 (Figure 14a) respectively depict a gradual downward 

transition to the 'lower' mode distribution, and an overall tri-modal distribution pattem. 

Interestingly, these anomalies occur at the lateml limits of the black layer. The gradually 

increasing artifact debitage fiequency approachhg Stratum 4, displayed in Unit 58, 

represents slumpage of debris fiom the adjoining ground surface - approxirnately 40 cm 

higher. A simiIar explanation may be applied to the tri-modal pattern in Unit 20. The peak 

of the third mode is coincident with the b e l  of the proposed bench, and tapers off downward 

toward Stratum 4. This pattern is, again, indicative of the accumulation of slumped debris at 



the edge of the recessed occupation surfdce. Substantiating this explmation are: 

the apparent inward slumping of the dark stained band (possible wail remains) 

associated with the edge of the black layer (occupation slirface or floor) 

the vague extension of the lens capping the mixed yellow-brown-gray 

sedirnents(Stratum 2.3) - into which the Bwr appears to have been dug - 

towards the inwardly sloping dark stained band (see Figures 14 and 15) 

While sidewall slumping is generally expected to occur during pst-abandonment 

erosion of smaures with recessed floors, artifact frequencies and stratigraphic data 

coincident with Profile A indicate lirnited effects of this sort in the present case. Mrhile 

slightly higher debitage fiequencies typify Stratum 3 deposits in Units 58 and 20, upper and 

lower assemblage mixing due to slumping is cousidered to be insigùificant. Strata 3 (10 cm 

above occupation surface/ f i~~~)  and 4 (occupation surface/floor) remain separable by: 

an abrupt stratigraphie transition 

signifiant ciifferences in debitage fiequencies, as evident in Unit 58 

signifiant ciifferences in tool frequencies, as evident in both Units 58 and 20 

Thus, contamination of the occupation surface/flm ( S m  4 and 5 )  with cultural material 

h m  the slumped ground surface does not apOear to be a real detriment to the integrity of the 

Strata 4 and 5 assemblage. Additionally, no stratigraphic evidence of significant side-wail 

slumping is apparent in Profile B. 

Given identifiable occupation surfacelfloor and overlying cultural components, the 

possibüity of an earlier sub-floor cultuml component must also be investigated. Whether or 

not the recessed occupation surfacelfloor hmdes into material from an earlier cultural 



occupation is an important cunsideration with potential taphonornic implications. Constraïnts 

on this aspect of the investigation are imposed by the variable depths of the excavated units 

and the fact that a definite stde, naturai basal deposit was not located by deep test 

excavations thughout the entirq of the feature area. Considering units dong Profiles A 

and B, only Unit 27 (Profile B) depicts the sediment and cultural material below the exposed 

floor. Excavation of aLl the other analyzed units dong the profiles were halted at the base of 

Stratum 5 or before reaching Straturn 4 . 
Unit 27, located at the northem edge of the occupation surface/floor, provides a 

profile to a depth of 320 cmBD - approxirnately 40 cm below the base of Stratum 5 

(approxirnately 280 cmBD). Accordhg to the level notes for Unit 27, sediment is "yellow- 

brown [with] some dark brown blotches " between 240-250 cmBD and contains only three 

flakes (debitage). Levels below 250 cmBD are apparently sterile. At 260 cmBD, bedrock 

was exposed in a portion of the unit. Between 260 cmBD and the bottom of the unit at 320 

cmBD, sediments graded h m  yellowish brown to gray and were mottled with iron-oxide 

staining. Though not excavated below Strata 4 and 5, the level notes for Units 42,29, and 3 1 

(Profile B) indicate that excavation of Strata 4 and 5 deposits ceased at the transition to a 

yelIowish gray andlor gray substrate lacking the charmal and rnottIed orange and black 

coloration of the occupation surface/floor. Three additional units - Units 69,20 and 50 

(Profiles A and B) - adjoining the occupation surface/floor layex were excavated to depths 

minimally equivalent to the base of Stratum 5. Culturaily sterile, yellowish gray or brownish 

gray sanciy sediment predominated in these unit s at depths equivalent to or slightly below the 

base of Stratum 5. 

Units 1 3 and 34, not covered by the profiles ( s e  Figure 5), were exavated to 

minimal depths of 300 cmBD, or at least 20 cm below Stratum S. Unit 34, located within the 

horizontal limits of the flwr, contained only culturally staile, loosely compacted gray sand 

between 280 cmBD and the unit bottom at 300 cmBD - except for a Stratum 4 associated pit 



feature- Unit 13, located adjacent to the floor but within the bench axa (see Figure 5), 

contained only yellowish gray sediment between 235 cmBD and the unit bottom at 3 13 

cmBD. Only three flakes (debitage) were found between 235-290 cmBD, and no 

archaeological material was identifid below 290 cmBD. A gray lem capping the yellowish 

gray sediment at 235 cmBD represents the iast substantid artifact-bea~g facies in this unit. 

The sediments into which Strata 4 and 5 intrude appear to be devoid of cultural 

material. The noor deposit is desaibed as being contained within a gray sandy sediment, a 

portion of which directly overlays bedrock. The description of this sediment matches the 

natural C horizon discussed earlier. Basal cultural deposits are generally coincident with the 

B-C horizon transition between roughly 235-240 cmBD. The flmr layer appears to be 

intrusive into the archaeologically sterile C horizon. While a sub-occupation s ~ c e / f l o o f  

cultural component cannot positively be ruied out, there is no evidence in the existing data set 

to suggest that: 

a cultural component was present within the sediment into which Strata 4 and 

5 intrude 

- an earlier, undalying culhual deposit exists below Straturn 5 

Thus, mixture of artifacts from previous cultural occupation(s) and the Strata 4 and 5 deposit 

does not appear to be a taphonomic factor affecting the Maurer feature. 

3.15 Interpretive Surnmary - Profdes A and B 

Analysis of stratigraphy and artifact fiequencies dong Profiles A and B provides only 

a portion of the data required in testing the 'stmctural' assertion presented in this section. 

From the above analysis, evidence was presaited that suppork a number of preliminary 



two major c u M  components are present in the area of the Maurer feature 

the lower culturd component is directly associated with an anomalous (that is, 

unnatural) stmtipphic layer (Strata 4 and 5) 

the anomalous layer represents an occupation surface or structural floor 

the occupation surface/fioor is recessed 30-40 cm below what is eitha a 

smounding bench feature or the associated ground surface 

the black, linear band at the lateral margins of the occupation/floor surface 

represent the remauis (either decayed or carbonized) of a wooden retaining 

waU which extends vertically to the surrounding benchlassociated ground 

suTf;dce 

the fire-cracked and thmally altered rock-filai pit dùectly associated with 

Stratum 4 represents a hearth feature 

the occupation surface/floor has been oxidized - resultant fkom either burning 

or natural pedogenic processes - as indicated by sediment oxidation and 

charcoal mottling across its surface, and blackened organic remains at its 

lateral margins 

only one occupation surface/fioor zone is observable in the strcttigruphic 

profile 

These conclusions indicate only the presence of a subterranean fim or occupation 

surface. Little evidence of structural element s associated with this occupation surface/flwr 

can be identified in Profiles A and B, except a hearth and remnants of a retaining wall. While 

t h a e  does appear to be an extdor surface with which the occupation surfacelfloor is 

associated, it remainç unclear whether this is the prehistmic ground surface or the structuml 

bench feature reported by LeClair (1976:35). Additional data are required to clarify these 

ambiguities. Tu address such issues, the following section presents additional data from the 

plan diagrams of the excavated feature. For simplicity, Strata 4 and 5 - the occupation 



surface/floor zone - will be refmed to as an 'occupation surface' in the following sections. 

3.16 Plan Diagram Analysis 

Plan view depictions of the Maura feature are avaiiable h m  three main sources: 

. field photographs of the exposed occupation surface and surrounding bench 

plan drawings from the 1973 excavation 

. plan view reconstructions produced for the present study 

Detailed photographs of s e v d  fatures and a number of original plan drawings accompany 

the 1973 excavation documents. The feature plans are somewhat variable and appear to 

represent different stages of analy sis, h m  preliminary to finalùed versions. Post-hole 

pattaning is particularly variable between these plans, diminishing from 58 to 24 pst-holes 

between preLiminary and finalized plan versions. None of these counts match the Y5 ps t -  

moulds" in LeClair's published description (l976:3S). In the following section, LeClair' s 

flnalized plan wiU be presented and compared with a reconstructed plan drawing based on 

information from excavation unit notes and photographie evidence. A reliable plan will be 

developed h m  this cornpanson. Lastly, sîructural elements observable in this array of 

evidence will be investigated. 

3.17 Fmalized Plan Diagram - IV73 Excavation 

LeClair's fuialized plan diagram of the exposed feature (Figure 17) closely matches 

his description of the structure (1976). Evidence is provideci for a recessed, central 

occupation surface depression associated with an elongated hearth, a surrounding bench, a 



number of post-holes, and an entrance in the east w d .  While this plan accounts for al l  the 

basic elements of LeClair's rectangular structure, the obsaved post-hole pattem is 

inconsistent with his description (1976). Post-hole pattemuig is difficult to discern -- two 

types of pst-holes (angled and vdcal) are present, pst-hole diameters are variable and 

evidence of demerate alignment is generaliy lacking. The association between post-holes 

and 0 t h  stnictuml eiements is less obvious than was originally reported. The variation in 

the depicted post-hole pattern (Figure 17) increases substantially when post-holes from ail 

three of Leclair's plan drawings are curnuhtively considered. 

Flwr and bench representations are generaliy consistent behveen all three versions of 

the plan. With a total of 58 post-holes, the pattem observed in Figure 17 becornes more 

complex and sornewhat l a s  apparent. Twenty-three small posts (possibly stakes) only 

indicated on what appears to be the most prelimuiary of the ehree plans, precisely s m u n d  

the bench, about a maer fkom the edge of the recessed occupation surface. Thirty-five larger, 

vertical and angled pst-holes are distributed as depicted in Figure 17. "Rock* clusters are 

distributed across the bench, which is variabiy described as having "slight" to "no" charcoal 

associated with it (LeCIair, plan drawing notes, 1974). Importantly, depths below datum are 

provided for the tops of most of the post-holes, a number of points on the bench surface, a 

number of points on the recessed occupation surface, and the vertical extent of the heaah. 

Bench (230-240 cmBD) and occupation swfkce depths (260-280 cmBD) are consistent with 

Profile A and B measurements. 

Post-hole (top) depths were evaluated to establish their vertical association with either 

the occupation surface or the bench. Post-holes with depths Iess than 220 cmBD were 

considmecl to lack either occupation surface or bench association. AU the angled pst-holes, 

ranging in depth between 120- 180 cmBD, are associated with the upper rather than the lower 

cultural cornponent previously identifled. The arrangement of the angngl p s t s  is reminiscent 

of A-hme, pole-constructed, fish drying racks, ethnographically documented in the upper 
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Frasa Valley and Fraser Canyon. Their presence suggests that such a structure(s) may have 

been constmcted in association with the upper cultural occupation. Thus, the angled p s t -  

holes m o t  be considered elements of the structure under investigation, and are deleted 

h m  the revised plan. 

3.18 Plan Refiability 

A reconstruction of the feature plan (Figure 18) was prepared to provide a basis for 

assessing the reliability of the LeClair's original structural plans. This reconstruction was 

based on available forms of information, including excavation unit notes, photographs and 

amfact catalogue entries. Similar to the profile reliability tests, degrees of similarity and 

dissimilarity are discemible between original and reconstnicted diagrarns. Differences (that 

is, irreproducible elements of LeClair's plans) are summarized (as follows): 

. the depicted pst-hole patterns are not consistent betweai the 

reconstructed and original versions of the plan - only fourteen pst-hofes 

M m  LeClair's plan are reproducible 

. none of the 23 small pst-holeç outlining the bench in the original plan(s) were 

reproducible 

the hearth feature diffas slightly in position between the two diagrams 

. definite evidence for a structural entrance is lacking 

. the reconstricted occupation surface shape is more regular and complete than 

in Leclair's plans 

Simi1aritie.s (that is, reconstnictible elements of Leclair's plans) include: 

. a generally rectangular shape of the occupation surface 

the depth of the recessed occupation surface 



dark, organic streaks d e m g  the rnarpins of the occupation smface 

notation of the vertical position of the dark perimeter streaks between the 

occupation surface and the bench surface approximately 30 cm higher 

. fie-cracked and themaliy altered rock @CR) distributed over the 

bench surface 

thin ash andor charcual lenses distributed ova  portions of the bench surface, 

particular1y the south end 

. the position of some pst-holes around the rim of the occupation surface 

depression 

In the following section, 1 present reproducible plan elements as a reliable feature plan 

diagram. 

3.19 Reüable Plan lnteqretation 

The reconstnicted pian depicted in Figure 18, based on reproducible elements, is 

considered to represent a reiiable feature plan diagram and will be referenced as such in the 

following text. Positions of the hearth and the pst-holes in the northwest cmer and center 

of the floor, as depided, are observable in photographs taken of the exposed feature ( s e  

Plates 5-1 1). The reliable plan diffas fiom LeClair's plans in two significant ways: 

pst-holes in the reliable plan smounding on& the recessed floor (that is, do 

not enwmpass a bench) 

. in the reliable plan, the bench lacks peripheral definition and is primady 

associated with fire-cracked and thennally altered rock debns (as becarne 

apparent through inventorying the bench level material) 

These differences are signincant for two rasons: 



the occupation surface appears to have been enclosed by a wall constnicted 

around the immediate margin of the depression rim, as indicated by the 

identified pst-hole locations 

the bench may alteniately be interpreted as the original ground surface outside 

the waiI, upon which refuse (hearth contents such as fire-cracked and 

thennally altered rock, ash and charcoaI; debitage; etc.) accumulated 

This midden should have a sharply defined 'inside' margin where it accumulateci against and 

abutted the proposai wall. The 'outside' margin of the midden deposit, where it was not 

rnained by the wall, should be tess weU defined and have a more diffuse edge than the 

'inside' margin . This is the basic pattern identifiable in the reliable plan. 

A second argument against the existence of a discrete sub-structural baich feature is 

based on the distribution of proposeci super-structural remnants. If the bench were contained 

within a waiied structure, as irnpIied by LeClair, evidence of the remains of the 

encompassing super-structure, whetha subj ect to rapid combustion or slow pedogenic 

decomposition/carboniz;ttion, should be  apparent on portions of the occupation surface and 

bench surface. However, evidence of super-structural remains were not apparent on the 

bench s&ce Oxidized and carbon and ash mottled sediments on the bench surface are 

minimal and appear only as sporadic lenses, apart 6rom the wail edge. The occupation 

surface, aitemately, is moderately to heavily carbon rnottled and consistently oxidized. No 

identifiable features, such as pst-holes, indiate the inclusion of this 'bench' surface within 

the super-structure. Therefore, the presumed bench does not appear to have k e n  contained 

within the super-stnicture* More explicitly, the bench is not considered to be a part of the 

sub-structure but represents, rather, the original ground surface into which the occupation 

surface was excavateci and on the lip of which the pmposed super-structure was constnicted. 

Post-construction midden develûpment accounts for the cultural material located on this 

ground smfacce, outside of and surrounding the proposed structure* 





Plate 6. N W  corner-post mould. 

Plate 7. NE corner-pst mouid. (Photos: R. LeClair) 



Plate 8. SE corner-post mould. 

Plate 9. Hearth feature. (Photos: R. LeClair) 





Rehble evidence vaifying portions of the sub-structure, sub-structural features and 

super-structure, dehed at the beginning of this chapter, can be presaited. PNnarily , the & 

mcture consists of a floor - previously identifiai as an occupation s d c e  which, provided 

dennite association with super-structural elements (described below), can now be verified as 

a structural floor surface. The sub-~rnrcturalfloor, in p h  view, is: 

subterranean, excavated 30-40 cm be1ow the originai ground slrrfdce 

7.5 rn long by 5.0 rn wide 

rectangular in shape 

oriented N-S 

The floor surface, which is relatively level (fails slightly to the NW), is generally oxidized 

with an apparent carbon mottled ma& Floor surfdce depths range from 259-275 d D .  

The margin of the floor is pariiaIly defined by 5 to 8 cm wide linear streaks (describecl as 

"bumt timber(s)" - Unit 58,270-280 cmBD b e l  Notes). These linear streaks are si.& to 

the description of the edges of wooden planks and plank outlines, document& at the Ozette 

(Mauga 1978: 183-185) and Scowlitz sites (Sandra Morrison, pers. m m . ,  1997). 

Such streaks extend verticaLiy from the flmr to the edge of the anBent ground surface 

30-40 cm above. From this description, it appears that horizontal planks were laid on-edge to 

fonn a subterranean raaining wal1 at the perimeter of the recessed floor. Though ùicornplete, 

the putative plank remnants conforni with the edge of the floor mat& and fom a regular 

rectanguiar outline. Additionally, evidence for stakes abutting and presumbly providing 

vertical support for the retaining wall is shown by the small pst-holes in Unit 58, and 

possibly in Unit 29. 

Awrding to malyses of local pollen spectra westem red cedar (Thrja pli-) 

becarne established in the upper Fraser River v a e y  region nearly 6 0  years ago (Hebda 



199664; Mathewes l973:Z 100). Thus, by the period represented by the earliest date reported 

for the Maurer site, sume western red cedar would have been available as a usable resource. 

It is, therefore, possible that the described outlines are the decomposed or carbonized 

remnants of cedar planks. 

Cahnization of wood due to exposure to fie is one explanation for the preservation 

of the plank remnants as linear streaks of blackaied organic matter. Resumed plank 

remnants are minimal in the south end of the house, nearest the hearth - where exposed 

wood would have been a Likely fie-hazard If the hearth were the source of an accidental 

fie, wmden material nearest the heaah may have been more compleîely bumed than that 

M e r  away. Earthen insulation of the plank retauiing waU may have acte- as a fie 

retardant, preventing curnplete consumption of the wood and stabilizing the charred 

remnants. Uninsulated wooden walls, stakes and posts may either have b m e d  cornpletely OT 

been partially bulned and scavenged as ke-wood, charcoal or still usable construction 

material, potentially accounting for their absence. Charmal flecks and orange oxidized 

sediments within the fimr matrix, particularly at the surface, provide supportive evidence of 

a buming event within the presumed structure. 

AlternateIy, the presenration of the putative plank remnants may be due to in situ 

pedogenic processes. As previously noted, slow decay of wood in acid nch sediment can 

resemble the effects of rapid combustion and result in the blackening of such remnants. 

Sediment oxidation through long-tenn soil-forming processes can also simulate the 

appearance of burned sediments. Whether through combustion or pedogenic decay, paions 

of the w d e n  sub-structure were preserved as remnant, black linea. streaks and an mnge 

oxidized and charcoal flecked floor surface. The excavation documents contain insufficient 

data to definitively determine which process affected these organic remains. 

Sub-mmml f-m include a hearth and a numba of pst-holes and stakes. The 

hearth, excavated into the southem end of the floor (see Profile B), is approximately 3.5 m 



long by 0.3 to 0.4 m wide and 0.3 rn deep. Charmal and f%e-crack& and thermally alterd 

rock are located at both ends of the hearth and charmal impregnated fill lines the feanne 

beîween these clusters. Additionaiiy, four probable pst-holes, (see Appendix I I  for p s t  hole 

diameters) are located in the northern half of the fioor. 

Super-srmmrul features include seven pst-holes located m m d  the rim of the f h r  

depression. These include four large pas, one located at each of the flmr pit m e r s ,  and 

three smaller diameter posts or stakes, sihiated in a line between the SE and SW corners. AU 

of these pits are associated with the ground surface between 230-240 cmBD. There is no 

indication of the type of w d  or roof material support& by these posts. Super-structural wall 

and roof materials appear to have completely deterioxated. 

331 Structural Taphonomy Reconsidered 

Patterns in the stxatigraphy and vertical distributions of aaifacts presented above 

provide a basis Born which to identify taphonomic agents which have affectai the murer 

feature A number of the factors, per the taphonomy list presented eariier, cm be addressed. 

Surnmary assessments of these factors are presented below. 

A subtaranean floor, excavated 30-40 cm into the sum>unding ground surface is the 

dominant representation of a structure at this site. Available data suggest this fim was 

excavated into a sterile substrate. If underlying cultural deposits are present, they are located 

below the basal level of the floor and floor features. M w g  of artihcts fiom an earfier 

cultural component with the floor assemblage does not appear to have occmed. Coliapse of 

the structure appears to have occurred rapidly, as indicated by a lack of siltation baween the 

floor rnatrix and any overlying dmmposed or carbonized structural rernnants. Resultant 

deposition of artifacts from a possible roof assemblage onto the fluor surface does not appear 



to be a &or due to the rather abrupt transition in artifact fiequemies between Stratum 4 (the 

upper floor zone) and the immediately overlyiog 10 cm - Stratum 3. Limited slumpage of 

the fioor depression sidewalls is apparent . However, structural collapse appears to have 

preceded pst-abandonment slumping. The transition between the charma1 and oxidized 

sediment capped floor and the overlaying slumpage around the edge of the fl oor is abrupt and 

easily identifiable in the snatigraphic pronles. Noticeable effects h m  slumping are limited 

to a slight obscuring of the flmr paimeter. 

Slow, natural size-sorted filtering of artifacts onto the floor has not yet been addressed 

in this study. In an attempt to identiw natural sorting, the relative proportions of different- 

sized artifacts by depth below surface @BS) were investigated. Figure 20 presents the 

relative proportions of size-graded debitage by DBS, based on cumulative debitage 

frequencies fkom the sarnpled profile units. Debitage size grades correspond with Ahler's 

mass analysis technique (1986) and are theresult of sortkg by ln, IR" and 1/4" saeens. If 

size-sorting is a factor affecting the vertical distribution of artifacts within the Maurer feature, 

an inverse correlation in the proportions of srnail and large debitage, increasing by depth, 

should be evident. This pattern should be most clearly represented in the G2 and G3 debitage 

proportions, given their similar frequeacies (G 1 = 178, G2 = 1255, G3 = 1066). halysis of 

the data plotted on Figure 20 shows no such mefat ion between any of the debitage size 

grades. Proportional fluctuations occur throughout the vatical extent of the pronled area. It 

is conduded that natural s ~ s o r t i n g  has not affected the inteprity of this portion of the site. 

In relation to episodes of abandonment and reoccupation, profile analysis indicata 

the presence of a vertically undifferentiated floor layer between 10 and 15 cm thick While 

the depth of the accumulated floor deposit indicates use of the floor over an extended period 

of tirne, specific occupation episodes are not definable. Occupation of this floor surface 

appears to have continueci without identifiable floor reconstruction. Floor features are all 

associated with the flom suface, indicating continual structural maintenance and repair 
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Figure 19. Proportions of Size-Graded Debitage by Depth Below Surface (cm). 



during the course of the structure's occupation. In relation to the super-srnichire, pst-holes 

are relatively few in number, indicating relatively static structural supports which either 

lzsted the Metirne of the structure or were repaireci and/or replaced using the same pst-hole 

locations. While the floor appears to have been either continuously or periodically occupied, 

there is no available evidence to indicate signifiant reconstruction of the sub-structure or 

super-stnim. 

Final abandonment of this mchire appears to have b e n  coincident with the apparent 

d a p s e  of its super-structure, possibly due to partial or complete buming. Overlying 

sediments are comprised of silt deposits with low frequencies of artifads. The profile of 

these deposits indicate tbat they accumulated on a concave surface, fomied by the dumping 

depression. Approximately 30 to 60 cm above the floor, an accumulation of cultural material 

h m  a second cultural occupation accounts for roughly 50 to 60 cm of continuous deposition 

of cultural material. Angled pst-holes onginating within the vertical range of this deposit 

suggest light-framed structure(s) - possibly A-frame racks - associated with this younger 

c u l t d  component. Approximately 15 cm of insubstantial culhnal deposits accumulated 

above the second component, and repraent the deposits exposed in the conternporary ground 

surface. 

Evidence of pst-contact use of the site is provided by green glass shards and 

machine-cut, wire naiis, resbicted to Stratum 1. Additional recent surface remains are 

identifiable in photographs of the Maurer site taken at the beginning of the 1973 excavation. 

As mentioned previously, a wooden bin and a p s t  (depicted in the original Profile A) were 

located at the edge of the depression. Evidence of signifiant recent disturbance of the site is 

limitai to the 10 excavation units dug in 1972. Seven of these excavation units directly 

impacted structural elements under investigation. 

Tree mots and other bioturbation agents are additional factors to be considered in this 

study. Visible tree root disturbances are depicted in a numbeh of reconstnicted unit profiles, 



though not in Profifes A or B. Moreover, these either did not reach the floor zone, or were no 

longer visible at the time of excavation. LeCiair's Profile A provides possible evidence of 

rodent burrow disturbance within Unit 46. This apparent b m w  extends nom the upper 

portion of the site deposit to the h r  at approximately 35.2 m South and 19 m West. Thus, 

d c t s  may have been displaced by rodent burrowing and wiil be further examined in the 

foilowing chapter. 

Ln summary, relatively few taphonomic agents appear to have been actively involved 

in the disturbance of identified structural remains. Mixing of ârtifacts between floor and 

surroundhg deposits is not observable to any significant degree. With the exception of 

super-structurai elements, the remah uncovered during the 1973 excavation appear to have 

g w d  overall integrity . ' 

322 Evaluating Assertion One 

The preceding portion of this chapter provides the fiamework for evaluating Assertion 

One - that the remains uncovered during the 1973 excavation of the Maurer site are those of 

a structural feature. 1 used available data to evaluate a set of expectations developed in 

support of this assertion. Multiple lines of evidence (flmr plans, stratigraphie profiles, 

artifact distributions, field records) substantiated the presence of directly associated sub- 

structural (including sub-structural features) and super-structural elements. Taphonomic 

factors discussed in this chapter cannot be cunsidered rapnsible for the formation of the 

observeci patterns. At a general level, these attributes meet the explicit expectations required 

to ver@ this structural feature. Thus, the assertion that the feature excavated at DhRk 8 

represents the remains of a structure is accepted. 

However, while Assertion One can be accepted at a general level, there is some 



divergence beîween the demonstrable pattern of structural remains and those d b b e d  by 

LeClair. A number of expectations derived f?om LeClau's (1976:35-36) description of the 

Maurer structure were not entirely venfied, resulting in three significant alteratiom. As a 

result of the analyses presented in th& chapter, 1 detennùied that: 

. the intemal bench feature orîginally thought to part of the structure's 

architecture was, rather, an external midden - significantly reducing the floor 

area and altering the perception of the strrlcture's architecture 

. ali of the small diameter, angled pst-holes previousty thought to define the 

bench peRmeter were associated with a younger, overlying cultural 

cornponent rather than the structure, itself - also changing the perception of 

the structure's architecture 

. the feature was a plank-walled structure, a previously unspecified detail 

A revised structural description, incorporating these differences, is presented below. 

3.23 Revised Structural Description 

Taking into account the architectural changes resialtant h m  this study, a revis& 

description of the Maurer structure can now be presented. The Maurer structure can be 

confidently descnbed as a north-south oriented, 7.5 m by 5.0 m, semi-subtearanean (0.3 - 

0.4 m deep), rectanguiar structure with a floor surface area of 37.5 square meters. In the 

absence of angled pst-holes' extrapolation of its roof height is not possible, as no 

hterpretation of this sort can be made from the obsenred structural features. Post-holes 

believed to be associated with this structure ail appear to be vertical in cross-section, so 

pairneter walls were more likely vertical rather than angled. An interesting pst-hole pattern 

is suggested by the position of large pst-holes at the corners of the structure, with smaller 



pst-holes placed in-between. This pattern was obsaved along the south edge of the floor pit 

and resembles that of the 'rafter support podwall pole' systems associated with plank-walled 

structures at the Ozette site (Mauger 1978: 142-143, 15 1-152). Large corner posts function as 

weight-bearing supports, whiie planks are lashed to smalIer, intannediate retaining posts or 

stakes. The pst-hole pattern at Maurer suggests a similar scenario. 

Apparent plank retaining walls, lining floor pit side-wails, extended vertïcally 

between 30 to 40 cm from the fioor surface to the prehistonc ground surface into which the 

floor was recessed. SmaU interior posts (stakw) abutting the retaining wall appear to have 

acted as reinforcements, preventing the retaining waU fiom collapsing inward. A 3.00 m long 

by 0.35 m wide by 0.30 m deep hearth, with Be-mcked and therrnally altered rock 

concentrations at its extrernities is located in the southeni third of the structure. Foin possible 

pst-holes are located in the northm half of the flm. No substantial evidaice exists for the 

location of an entrance. Refuse a p p a s  to have been deposited around rnost of the outside 

perimeter of the structure, forming a midden. Accumulation of an approximate 10 to 15 cm 

thick floor deposit, confued withui the floor depression, indicates extended use of the 

slructure. 

It should be explicitly stated that the Maurer structure represents a quari-pemnenr 

structure - while elements of the s m a u r e  were likely transportable, such as the above 

ground wall andor roof elements (possibly planks), portions of the structure were 

permanently set, non-transportable feames, such as the recessed floor and large corna-posts. 

While the architecture of the Marner structure has been analyzed, the fundon of this quasi- 

permanent structure remains to be assessed. Analyses of the types and pattws of aaifkts 

associated with the flw, conduaed in the following chapter, should substantiate this 

desaiption of the Maura structure. 



cHAPTER4 

Evaluating Function - 1s the Maurer Stmcture a House? 

4.1 Objectives 

Evaluating the function of the Maurer structure forms the basis of the waluation in 

this chapter. LeClair's assertion that the Maurer structure functioned as a house is the focus 

of this examination. As a basis for testing this assertion, 1 develop expectations of house 

associateù artifact and feature assemblages. 1 assess taphonornic factors possibly affecting 

the floor assemblage. I investigate frequencies, spatial distributions and fimaions of artifacts 

associated with the flmr and floor features. Finally , I develop and present behavioral 

inferences bas& on identifiable artifact patterns. 

4 Assertion Two 

Asserrion Two states that the Maurer structure functioned as a buse  - that is, a 

domestic residence. Thus, the possibility of previously discussed fundional alternatives, 

such as a fort or a refuge, needs to be assessed and mled out if this assertion is to be accepted. 

I evaluate Assemmon Two in the following analyses. 

As a means of testing the asserted house function of the Maurer structure, 1 developed 

89 



a set of archaedogical expectations gaierally associated with houses, and which 

accommodateci the Limiteci comparative data nom the Mamer structure - that is, only lithic 

amfacts and a few structural features. Developing a comparable set of testable expectations 

was hindered by the lack of precedent for fuoctional tests of this sort on the Northwest Coast. 

Identiified structures in archaeologicd sites have generally been assumed to be houses 

without critical evaluation. Altemate functions are rareIy considered even though this 

actuality is documented in both the ethnographie and prehistoric records (Moss and 

Erlandson 1992). While a number of apparent prehistoric houses have been excavateci in the 

upper Fraser Valley (e-g., Hanson 1973; von Krogh 1976), more useful descriptions result 

h m  relatively ment  excavations on the Interior Platau. Usefd descriptions of prehistoric 

house assemblages are provided by pithouse analyses at the Keatley Creek site in the Fraser 

Canyon (e.g., Spafford 1991; Hayden and Spafford 1993). The identification of houses at 

this site was faciütated by strong analogic association with ethnographically documented 

residences. Despite the lack of comparable data for Maurer, hypothetical expectations of 

house associated assemblages may be developed - provided guiding assumptions are 

explicitly stated. 

Before dweloping mat erial expectations, the premise upon which these expectations 

are based must be clearly stated. The expectations 1 developed in support of a house function 

for the Maura structure, specifically, are based upon the notion that the househokl is the 

center of production and the basic socio-economic unit of society , as documented for the 

Northwest Coast (Mitchell and Donald l988:3 13). Thus, such a household group carries out 

a wide range of activities, material correlates of which should be associated with the structure 

that they inhabit(&). Again, the Keatley Creek site, while located in the Interior Plateau, 

offers a number of parallels to the Maurer site. There, flwr-associated artifact distributions 

were analyzed with respect to defining activity areas - that is, defining the way house space 

was functionally appropriated Spafford's (1991) analysis of artifact distributions on 



housepit floors at that pithouse village revealed cooking and storage features, and artifactual 

evidence of flintknapping, hide processing and food preparation adivity areas. The 

functional analyses and types of structures from Keatley Cr& provide a scenario similar to 

that of the Maurer site. However, becduse of signifiant cultural and temporal differences, 

modeling of house function at Mawer based on analogies tu Keatley Creek is necessarily 

limited to the most general comparisons. 

As the residence of a household group, a house funciions as an inhabitable shelter. 

Within this shelter, space is usually provided for conrwnption, produdon and liwlg - tbree 

broad categories of activities. Consumption activities uiclude: 

food preparation 

cooking 

eating 

Production activities include: 

tool production 

tool maintenance 

the production and maintenance of various non-food items 

Li* activities include: 

O sleeping 

0 sociafizing 

entering and exiting the structure 

These three activity sets, heretofore cumulatively refaed to as hourehold ~ ~ v i t i e s ,  are wide 

ranging and, together, are presumed to come1ate with house function. Material remnants of 

such household activities are possibly preserved in the forrns of stmaural features, botanid 

and faund remains, chemical signatures and artifacts. Given the poor faunal presewation and 

the absence of bulk sediment samples for palaeobotanical and soil chemisûy studies at 

Maurer, such material evidence is limited to lithic artifacts and structural features. 



A basic premise for the functional evaluâtion of the Maurer structure can be 

presented If the Maurer structure functioned as a house, floor features and artifacts from the 

floor deposit should be associated with wnsumption, production and living related activities. 

Fbor feamres s hould include: 

a hearth for mking, heat and light 

. storage pits (possibly) 

The amifan assemblnge h m  the fiwr should uiclüde: 

. tool typa  indicative of a variety of functions, such as - 

- cutting 

- scraping 

- incising 

- piercing 

- grinding 

- hamering 

Additionaliy, debris fiom household activity, that is the floor deposit, is expected to reflect 

extended occupation of the structure, either cuntinuously or intermittently. Intensive andlor 

mended occupaion of the structure should be indicated by : 

hearth(s) with a high degree of use 

. a nch, possibly thick organic flmr deposit 

possibly numerous and varied artifacts 

These qualities, refiecting intensive use of the structure for consumption and 

production acfivties are proposed as being indicative of house assemblages. Variations in 

predicted patterns might indicate alternative functions for the structure. Evidence of less 

intense occupation and/or the prevalence of artifacts associated with either consumption or 

production activities might indiate a specialized use - fort, refuge, resource processing or 

ceremonid. These expectations are believed to be valid for house assemblages in which the 



household unit represents the basic means and mode of production. Though simplistic, this 

set of expectations can be tested against the material remains fiom the Maurer structure. 

Beyond the problems related to developing testable expectations, other factors 

interfere with the ability to test Assertion Two. Using data deriveci from excavation methods 

which were not explicitly designeci to test this hypothesis represents one such confounding 

factor. The 'coarse' excavation methods employed at Maurer in 1973 (that is, arbitrary 10 

cm levels, not providing fhr-associat ed artifacts with three-dimensional provenience, vague 

descriptions of features) also compromise our ability to adequately test Assertion Two. The 

concentration of the excavation on the area within the structural feature also limits this study 

to the analysis of the floor-specific assemblage. It shouid be noted that the entire range of 

household activities may not be performed inside the house, and floor assemblages are 

potentiaily subject to a number of taphonomic factors. Whüe the former limitation represents 

an unavoidable deficit to this study, its effects identifiably d u c e  the level of resolution of 

the ensuing analyses. The latta Limitation -- floor taphonomy - must be considered in 

greater detail before its associated effects may be likewise identified. 

In Chapter 3, taphonomic processes were considered in relation to the general 

integrity of the structural feature. The conclusion that the flmr, as a structural feature, 

appeared tu be relatively intact, is not necessarily transferable to all portable, floor-associated 

artifacts. A number of taphonomic agents possibly affecting the position of artifacts 

recovered frum the floor must be ùivestigated prior to interpreting flmr assemblage 

distributions as anthropogenic. Inter-component mixing, one taphonomic agent previously 

examined, does not appear to have af5eaed the development of the floor assemblage. 



However, additional taphonomic agents which must be considered include: 

periodic cleaning of all or part of the floor 

pst-abandonment recycling and scavenging of tools and raw material 

pst-abandonment bio- and cryo-turbation (that is, rodent burrowing, animal 

scavenging, frost heaving) of the floor surface 

pst-abandonment diswd of artifacts of non-occupation associated artifacts in 

the stnicture 

These taphonomic factors potentially could have affected the original floor assemblage 

composition, as well as dishnbed pr ïrnq  spatial patterning. 

As a subtractive mechanism, periodic floor cleaning is likely to have had the most 

profound effect. h y  reasonably sy stematic and thorough house cleaning is apt to remove 

considerable evidence indicative of the aaivities performed within the structure. In living 

areas, cleaning was most likeIy a continuous practice responsible for removal of most of the 

debns which would have accumulated otherwise. In areas where consumption and 

production aaivities took place, cleanuig may have been l a s  fiequently andor thoroughly 

practiced. From an archaeological perspective, fl oor cleaning is likeIy to maintain artifact- 

clear living areas, while debris is more likely to accumulate around consumption and/or 

production activity areas. Debitage and broken tools are most like1y to be reduced in number 

by cleaning practices. Functioning tools and usable raw materials would not be expected to 

be removed in this marner. Cleaning is thaefore wnsidered to be only paaialiy effective in 

disrupting flmr assemblage patteniS. Convehsely, cleaning may maintain clear flmr areas 

indicative of living spaces. 

Post-abandonment scavaiging or recycling of artifacts remahhg on a floor surface is 

more likely to resuit in the rernoval of usable raw materials and tools. 1 hypothesize that 

broken tools, expedient tools lacking labor-added value, debitage and commonly available 

raw materials represent unlikely targets of scavenging. Exotic raw materials, complete 



formed tools - particularIy those whose manufacture is labor intensive, such as bifaces and 

ground stone tools - prepared cores and ornamental goods are considered to represent items 

more iïkely to retain value and, therefore, be scavenged As such, the extent of scavenging 

may be relate. to the nature of the floor assemblage itself. Floor assemblages containhg 

valuable items are logically more prone to scavenging or recycling than those lacking such 

items. Scavenging is not likely to remove all such artifads, parricularly those accumulated 

within deposits below the flm surface and not readily visible. Theoretically , the possible 

extent of scavenging can be Serred from the artifact proportions in the remnant floor and 

sub-floor assemblages. 

Of the taphonomic agents listed above, bioturbation is considaed to have been 

rninimally disuptive to the Maurer structure floor assemblage. Such processes are perceived 

as not responsible for the complete removal of artifacts, but rather the shifting of artifact 

patterns within an affected area. Artifâct positions can shift considerably as a result of bio- 

and cryoturbation In the context of the Maurer feature, Rofües A and B indicate that only 

minimal buckling of the floor may have resulted from ground movernent, such as h s t  

heaving. Identifiable bioturbation is restricted to minimal evidence of rodent burrowing in 

LeClair's Profile B. Bioturbation, therefore, does not appear to be a signifiant taphonomic 

agent affecting the Boor assemblage. 

Additive taphonomic processes may also be considered. Though slim, the possibility 

that aitifacts were secondady added to the floor assemblage does exist. Mixing from over- 

or underlying cultural deposits has been ruled out as a signrficant additive factor. Use of the 

flwr for purposes besides its principle function, such as dumping refuse, may have occmed 

during intermittent periods of disuse separating transitory occupations of the structure, if such 

periods existed. Whüe there is no clear evidence of intermittent occupation of the Maura 

structure (such as, waterlaid silt or humified lenses, and floor reconstruction), such a scenario 

is possible. However, it is like1y that any material deposited in the structure during periods of 



disuse would have been removed upon reoccupation. The probability of such material 

remaining on the floor of the saudurey mixed with the actual household deposits, is largely 

dependent upon the nature of the stmctwe's abandonment and rapidity of its collapse. Given 

that the abandonment of the Marner structure and the ensuing milapse and decomposition of 

its super-structure appears to have occurred rapidly - possibly resultant fiom a buming 

episode - pst-abandonment deposits would likely lay above the flwr, separated by the 

super-structural remnants which apparently cap the floor. The abrupt transition both 

stratigraphically and in artifad (particularly debitage) fiequencies benueen Strata 3 and 4 is 

wnsidaed to illustrate this situation. Therefore, as artifaas directly assoQated with Straturn 

4 - the floor surface - appear to be isolated h m  overlying, pst-abandonmat accumulated 

deposits, additive taphonomic processes are not considered to be signifi~mt factors affecting 

the floor deposit at Maurer. 

The effects of taphonomic agents presented in this chapta. are g e n d y  more difncult 

tu identiQ than those discussed previously. Taphonornically, human c1-g and 

scavenghghecycling of the house floor remain potentially signifiant factors. 1 investigate 

the possible effects of these factors in the following section. 

The amfact frequencies I present in this section represent the entire Maurer floor 

assemblage. I dexived data for this stage of the analy sis f?om portions of 20 excavation unit s 

comprishg the majority of the floor area. Data h m  a numba of excavation units (fiom both 

the 1972 and 1973 excavations), which affected part of the floor area, were not available. 

The available data represents approximately 75% of the total floor area, with the missing 

portions primarily confinecl to the centrai and northem portions of the structure (see 



Figure 18). 

Data for flm associated (Strata 4 and 5 )  artifacts were easily isolated h m  

excavation units adjoining the profile which 1 fidly analyzed Retrieving similar data from 

partially analyzed fioor units (that is, units for which only the flmr Iayer - Strata 4 and 5 - 

material was analyzed) was more difficult. R e f h g  to excavation plans, süatigraphic 

profiles and level notes, 1 located level bags containing cultural material associated with the 

floor. I clzssified such material according to the tool and debitage typologies which 1 

established for the M y  analyzed excavation units. The entire, undifferentiated (though 

labeled with discrete artifact numbas) tool assemblage fiom both DhRk 8 and DhRk 8A was 

found to have been removed Erom their provenienced level bags and mixed together. 1 

initially separated artifacts labeled with a 'DhRk $A' designation fkom the DhRk 8 

collection. I classified the remaining tool assemblage accordhg to the typology presented in 

Appendix L Discrete proveniences for rernaining artifacts fkorn DhRk 8 were then re- 

established by cross-refaencing labeled aaifact numbas with the proveniences recorded in 

LeClair's aaifact catalogue, and with artifact descriptions and locations provided in level 

notes. A signifiant number of tools h m  the floor could be referenced to specific level note 

descriptions. Excluding a few tools and tool fragments discovered in the level bags (which 

were not physicaily reincorporated with the tool assemblage), 1, thus, re-established the entire 

assemblage of tools fkom the flwr of the Maurer structure. 

4.6 Artifact Frequencies - Floor Assemblage 

Table 3 presents the frequencies and proportions of artifacts in the Maura structure 

flmr assemblage. Fiuor I (Stratum 4) was distributed across the entire sampled f h r  ara ,  

thexefore, Fbor I totais are derivative of the complete floar sample. Because of the uneven 



Table 3. Roor assemblage artifact kequencies and proportions. 



thickness of the floor deposit, the Fbor 2 (Stratum 5) deposit existed in less than 50 percent 

of the sampled floor area and, thus, represents an incornplde flmr area sample. Floor 1 and 

2 totals are, thaefore, not M y  comparable. Because of the indirect association between 

feature contents - artifkas located withïn floor features, such as the hearth - and the 

momding fioor assemblage, Floor Feature totals were isolated fiom those of Fioor 1. 

The propurtions of artifacts fond in the floor deposit are comparatively consistent 

across each of the defined floor categories (ad., Floor 1, Floor 2 and Total Floor) as 

exemplified by the Total Floor figures. For simplicity of discussion, reference to 'tools' will 

include cores. Debitage will be referenced separately. 

Table 3 shows that a total of 230 tools and 1189 pieces of debitage are associated with 

the floor deposit. An addirional 45 tools and 224 pieces of debitage were located within floor 

features, primarily the hearth. Three of the tool classes in the Total Floor assemblage have 

high relative proportions: 

acute-edged u&ed M e  fragments (26%) 

acute-edged utilized flakes (22%) 

s core Eragments (12%) 

Proportions of the remaining 32 tool categories faU, individually , below 3 % . While 59 % of 

the identifiai tools are represented in only three categories, the variety of tools comprising 

the rernaining 41 % of the assemblage is signifiant. Microblade and 'pressure-flake' 1 cores, 

pebble core tools, spalls, leaf-shaped and lancedate bifaces, blade-iike flakes, notches, 

gravers, a burin, a d d l  fhgment, ground and battered stone tools, tabular palette fragments 

and a few misceihneous types are present in low kequencies. 

Categories of individual tool types combined into groups of related items, as 

presented in Table 4, results in a slightly more distinctive pattem of relative tool proposions. 

While 'Cores and Core Fragments,' 'Biface Points' and 'Birrins, Drills, Gravers, Notches' 

'Pressure-flake cores' are micro-cores h m  which micrefrc2kes, versus microblacles, have been removed 
thfough the application of pressure. 
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1 Table 4. Combined tool category data - Total Fiwr 
I 

II Combined Totai Floor 
1 

( 
Expedient Acute-edged Toois 

Cores and Core Fragments 

Expedient Obtuse-edged Tools 

132 

Biface Points 1 9 

aitegories are self-evident, the composition of the remaining combined tool categdes 

require explicit definition. 'Expedient Acute-edged Tools' include utilized and unifacial 

fiake tools and fragments, 'Spalls' include unmodified, unifacial and bifacial spalis, and 

'Expedient Obtuse-edged Tools' include utilized and unifacial flake tools and fragments. 

From the figures presented in Table 4, it is possible to conclude that an expedient tool 

tefhnology -- tools requiring Little or no modification for use - dominates this assemblage. 

46 

57 

12 

4 

4.7 Functional Variation - Floor Assemblage 

20 

5 

4 

6 

100 

Burins, Drills, Gravers, Notches 1 9 

Based on macroscopic morphological attributes, the floor assemblage tools represent 

a number of broad functional types. Scraping, cuttulg, sawing, perforating, drillkg, incising, 

Misc. Tools 13 

To ta1 230 



abrading, and battering represent some functions with weU estabfished and generaily 

accepted macroscopic morphological curre1ate.s in stone twls (e.g., Hayden 1979, Keeley 

1980, Semenov 1970). In order to investigate evidence of macroscopic use-wear, 1 examinai 

the floor assemblage tools under l6x magnification. Though few in numba, tools with 

multiple attributes, such as acute and obtuse edges, were identified I classified these tools 

accordhg to the* predominant (that is, most weU used) morphological feature. Such analy sis 

accuunts for the functional classifications of tools presented in this research. Table 5 

surnmaflzes the conventional tooi/function mrrelates ernployed here. 

Based on the these conelates, tools in the Total Fioor assemblage functionally 

represent: 

light to heavy cutting 

light to heavy scraping 

perfmting 

incising 

drilling 

chopping 

grinding 

0 percussing 

Table 4 demonstrates that expedient cutting tools are, by far, the most numerous type iri the 

Maum flmr assemblage. In both individual and combined tool citegories, tools with 0 t h  

functions range proportionally below 5 % . It is obvious that while this assemblage is 

compris& of a diverse a m y  of tool types, its proportions are heavily weighed toward tools 

with cutting hctions. This extreme cuntrast in proportions of tools is explainable in a 

number of ways. As reported by Hayden, Franco and Spafford (1996), raw matmhls, and 

task, social, technological and ideological constraints a d  as Iirniting factors in tool 



1 Table 5. ArtifadTool function and worked mataial correlate-. 

Artifact Type 1 7  
Mcmblade Core 

Like Flake 

P ble ore- ool Ir--- 
Expedient Tool- 

Biface PointKnife r- 

Debitage 

Conventional Function 
Raw material for stone tml and 
flake manufacture 

Raw mataial for microblade 
manufacture 

Light to moderate cuning 

Light to moderate scraping 

Modaate to heavy scraping 

Light to heavy cutting; 
weaponry 

Scraping and shavuig 

Platform for chopping, mashing 
and grinding 

Mashing and pounding/percussing 

Debris fkom stone tool manufacture 
and maintenance; potential 
expedient tool stock 

Worked Material 

Mat ,  Plant 

Wood, Meat, 
Miscellaneous 

Plant, Meat, Hide, 
Miscellanmus 

Wood, Bone, Hide, 
Miscel.laneous 

Meat, 
Miscellaneous 

Wmd, Bone, Antler 

Wood, Bone, Antler 
Soft Stone 

Wooà, Bone, Antler 
Sofi Stone 

Wood, Bone, Ander 
Soft Stone 

Plant, Mat, ~ i n e r d  



assemblage variability. Variable fîequencies of tools in a diverse assemblage, as in the 

present case, may result fkom the influence of one or more of these constrauits. While one 

functional type predorninates in the Total Hoor assemblage, task speciahtion is not 

considered to be an appropriate intexpretation of this pattern, particdarly given the 

nonspecialized nature of expedient cutting tools. A wide range of possible aaivities - 

including those defining c o m p t i o n  and prodkion activities - is inherent in the expedient 

acute-edged tools domuiating the fioor assemblage of the Maurer structure. 

Io the absence of residue and high-mgnification use-wear analyses, determinuig the 

types of material worked by these tmls is not directly possible. Hide- and wood-working 

may, however, be inferrd Notches and cubble m e  tools traditionally have been described 

as woodworking tools (Eldridge 1982:43; Haley 1987:39). Spalls have been linked with 

hide-worbg (Hayden 199ûa:96). Given the presence of a variety of cutting implements 

(unmodified flakes, unifaces, bifaces), it is possible that bonehntler, meat and vegetal 

materials were aiso processed. Thus, this inferential evidence indicates that the Total Roor 

assemblage tools may have been used to work a variety of materiais. 

4.8 Floor Features 

As described in the previous chapter, sevaal pst-hole and h e a .  features are 

associated with FZoor 1 (Stratum 4) of the Maurer structure. The hearth - because it is the 

ody flwr feature which is not a pst-hole -- is of primary importance to this investigation. 

As verifid, the hearth was located in the south end of the floor. Oxidized sediments, 

carbonized mataial and fie-cracked and thamally altered rock (FCR) comprised the 

majonty of the hearth contents. Variable amounts of lithic debitage and srnaLi numbers of 

stone tools, apparently not fie-altered, were found within the matrix of this mataial. 



As record& in the level notes for Units 21, 33,34 and 35, abundant FCR was present 

throughout the length of the hearth. This description contrasts with LeClair's original fioor 

plan h w i n g s  and excavation photographs which show FCR absent fkom the center of the 

heath. This gap is largely coincident with Unit 34, the level notes for which do indicate the 

presence of FCR. During analysis, however, no FCR was recovered from the Unit 34 

'hearW-level bags. It is possible that if FCR were originaily present in Unit 34, it rnight 

have been excavated and discardeci without being recorde.. Collection of FCR during the 

1973 excavation appears to have been unsystematic and dependent upon individual 

excavators' initiatives. Review of the level notes hdicates that the excavation of Unit 34 was 

undertaken eady in the field season, pnor to the excavation of the other units in which the 

hearth was present. Thus, the praaice of leaving feature deposits in sim may not yet have 

been estabfished. 

A notably large amount of lithic debitage (n = 183) was recovered from the hearth 

m a t .  in Unit 34. This debitage frequency is signincantly higher than was recovered in the 

other portions of the hearth and on the surroundhg fioor, and could indicate the infilhg of 

the central portion of the hearth with refuse. When this might have occurred, and whether the 

hearth was subsequently re-used, is indeterminate. While the hearth pit and some evidence of 

its use are documenta! in the Unit 34 level notes, a general lack of information fnistrates the 

reconstruction of hearth-use Nstory. 

Except for Unit 34, it is possible to define the composition of the east and west ends 

of the hearth. These extremities are defined by FCR concentrations associated with a small 

number of tools and debitage. The FCR accumulations overlay charma1 rich sediments, 

which defined the base of the featue (see Plate 9). The sides of the hearth and its base are 

further defined by oxidized sediments which, in profile, fomed a U-shaped pit intrusive into 

the s t d e  gray laye below the flmr (see Profile B - Figure 8b). Tools and debitage within 

the hearth contents may have resulted from primary deposition, or smndary deposition from 



slumping floor deposits or infilling events, specific to the hearth pit itself. Given the 

avdable data, it is not possible to determine the factor(s) responsible for the deposition of 

these artifacts within the hearth. While the hearth contents may be somewhat mixed, these 

materials likely originate 6rom the surroundhg floor deposits. Because the crigin of these 

artihcts is not certain, their separation from the floor deposits is maintained both in Tables 3 

and 4, and the spatial analysis of the fioor assemblage. Though questions cuncerning the 

integrity of the hearth contents exist, the underlying charcoal-rich sediments constitute 

primary deposits forming the bottom of the hearth. 

In evaluating hearth integrity, I detennined that culturai materials accumulated within 

this feature are possibly of mixed origin. Insufficient data made it impossible to assess the 

integnty of the hearth section covered by Unit 34. Additionally, it was not possible to 

establish whether the hearth trench functioned as a single elongated feature or two separate 

features when the Maurer structure was abandoned. The presence of at least one hearth 

feature is not in doubt; however, documentation of the hearth lacked the detail necessary to 

assess its g e n d  intensity of use. Cross-sections and descriptions of the extent of oxidation 

and the amount of charcoal and carbon accumulations were not provided. Although 

signifiant amounts of FCR occur in both ends, collection of FCR from the entire hearth 

trench appears to have been unsystematic. Notwithstanding the above, the hearth feature, 

including its carbon-impregnated base, appears to be relatively intact. 

In functional tams, remains h m  the hearth indicate its use as, minimally, a place for 

building fies and heating Stones. Functional implications may be extended to include: 

heatulg the space within the structure 

lighting 

cooking 

heat-treating lithic material 

the possible smoked or dried presenration of organic material 



Lacking sediment samples h m  the hearth W, it is not possible to idenûfj micro-botanid or 

faunal rernains indicative of more specinc cooking and other practices. Conducting chernical 

residue analysis of the surroundhg floor sediments is also impossible. 

4.9 S ~ m m a r y  - Artifacts and Features 

Lithic raw matai&, tools and debitage were recovered fiom the flwr deposit of the 

Maurer structure. The identified patterns of tools in this assemblage, while best exemplified 

by the Total Floor figures, are recognizable in the Floor 1 deposit as weU. The Fioor 2 

sample does not represent the entire floor a r a  and therefore was not discussed. Though 

expedient, utilized flake tools predorninate, a wide range of tool types, axes and debitage 

comprises this assemblage. Minirnally ,11 functional classes of artifâcts occur, representing a 

wide range of inherent potential activities. At least one hearth feature is associated with 

Floor 1. Carbonized material and heated rocks in it suggest general heating, lighting and 

cookuig functions, but the intensity of use of this featwe could not be established 

4.10 Artifact Distributions - Spatial Patterning on Fioor f 

Given the composition and functional range of tool types and features fiom the 

Maurer structure floor, it should be possible to i d e n w  areas within the structure where 

specific activities took place. To accomplish this, it is necessary to analyze the spatial 

distribution of artifam across the f l m  surface, which may provide insight into the use of 

space and technological order within the structure. Four basic types of distribution pattans 

may be identified (Carr 1984: 135): 



positively clustered distribution(s) - artifact rich 

'negatively' clustaed distribution(s), representing the space(s) between 

positive clusters- artifact poor 

. uniform distribution - equal arnounts of amfaas 

random distribution - no specific pattern of artifacts 

The artifaas fiom different portions of the floor may represent various combinations of these 

distribution pattems. Analysis of spatiaily clustered amfacts, whetha hetero- or 

homogeneous, may provide insight into the location and identification of aaivity areas (Car; 

1984: 116). The identification of portions of the floor with distinct absences of dfac t s  (that 

is, negative clusters) may, likewise, provide insight into the locations of living areas an& 

passageways. Altemately, little useful information a n  be gained from the identification of 

uniform or random distributions of artifacts across the flwr surface. Dependent upon the 

type(s) of identified distribution(s), and p v i d e d  relative freedom fiom effects of 

taphonomic factors, it may be possible to derive behavioral implications from the patternhg 

of artificts. 

The Ma- structure flm assemblage - comprising data from roughly 75 % of the 

floor surface - represents one of the most completely sampled prehistoric structural floors on 

the Northwest Coast. While analyses of artifact distributions can be conducted using data 

fiom any amount of enposed flwr area, an 'adequate' proportion of flmr area is required for 

vaüd interpretations to be made. Logically , the larger the quantity of data missing at the 

outset of such analysis, the greata the inherent degree of speculation required in identiQing 

spatial patterns, and the less valid the resultant interpretations. Conversely, analytic validity 



inmeases as sample proportions incrase. 

Determïnïng patterns in the spatial anangement of floor assemblages is dependent on 

the avaüabiiity of detailed provenience information. For both maximum resolution and 

analytic flexibility, three-dimensional (that is, point) provenience for each artifaa in the 

assemblage is required. Analytic resolution diminishes with decreasingly specific artifact 

provenience data (Whallon 1984:245). Lacking point-proveniences, grid cell proveniences 

may be used. 

Unfominately, at Maurer, neither the grid layout nor the artifaa proveniencing were 

established with the intention of perfonning spatial analyses, resulting in large, inconsistent 

ceil sizes. Limited to such data, the range of applicable inbra-site spatial analytic rnethods is 

drastically reduced and resoluticm of artifitct distributions is los. Reduced resolution does 

not invalidate such analysis, but fimits its potential for identifying weak or limited spatial 

patterns. I conducted the ensuing analysis at the level of idenwing artifad distributions 

ascertaineci through relative grid cell fkquencies. 

To d e h e  a floor assemblage with the tightest possible temporal limits, I used only 

Fiwr 1 artifaas (that is, from the top 10 cm of the flw) in the following analysis. This 

assemblage is restricted to amfaas directy associated with Fim 1, and excludes cultural 

materid from pst-hole and hearth fill. Figure 20 represents the flmr grid cens (that is, 

excavation units) included in the analysis. Approximate center-point pveniences 

correspondhg to the site grid Q, Y-axes) were established for each c d .  A total of 20 points 

were established across the flm surface. Artifads were provided associated ceU-specific 

provenience. Artifact fiequencies for each of the categories in Table 3 were then daermined 

for each celi. With amfact fiequencies representing the 2-axis, it is possible to rnake contour 

maps of the floor surface with aaifact frequencies deteminhg the vertical variation. As 

Whallon States, "the use of smoothing procedures applied to grid counts to produce density 

contour maps may produce a clearer picture of areal trends in the data then the raw grid 
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counts alone" (ibid.). SY STAT 5.2.1 was usai for this purpose. 

Using SYSTAT, shaded contour maps (that is, distribrcrion plan maps) were produced 

for most of the artifact categories. Contour lines are fit to the Z variables of each cell 

(Lodwick and Whittle 1970). 'Reading' these distribution phns is simple. S hading inaeases 

with fiequency. Dark areas indicate high fkquencies and Iïght areas indicate low frequencies 

of amfaas. To compensate for missing values from unusable units or units lacking data, an 

inverse sqzuzred disfunce (that is, Shepard's method) smoothing function was incorporateci in 

the map production process. This type of smoothing function takes into acwunt weighted 

averages per data point with weights being a funaion of the Euciidean distance to the 

surrounding points (Wükinson 1992:436). J3mpolated data are 'fit' across units for which 

no 'real' data exist. In this marner, distribution plans of the complete flwr surface were 

produced based on the avaiiable data nom 75% of the total area. 

To limit smoothing to locations within the floor area, which was off-set from the 

excavation grid orientation, the axis of the floor required adjusting. An arbitrary datum (O m 

N, O m E) was established in the SW corner of the exposed floor. Maximum 'X' variable 

values were set at 5 m E. Maximum 'Y' variable values were set at 7.5 rn N. These variable 

limits reflect the actual floor dimensions and restrict the operation of the smoothing function 

to within this area. CeU proveniences wae assigned correspondhg northing and easting 

values. Cell specific proveniences (original and adjusted) and artifact fkequeocies are 

provided in Table 6. 

The resolution of the contouring is specific to each distribution plan. The number of 

contours is indicated by the number of cens in the shaduig key to the right of each map. 

Frequency values accompany the shading key and indicate the number of items per shade. In 

most cases, the maximum fkquency value (Z lunit) corresponds with the largest of the cell 

values per graph. The only exception to this is the Biface Point distribution plan, in which 

the Z limit is slightly greater than the maximum cdl value. Comparative total values are 



provideci in Table 6. 

At a purely visual level of interpretation, these distribution p h s  may be somewhat 

misleading. Irnplementing the process describecl above, artifkt clusters wiU nearly always 

be manufactured fiom input data. Because of the methodology employed in limiting the Z 

value, the number of items comprishg apparent clusters always corresponds to the maximum 

depicted Z value. Cluster locations mespond closely with the cell contaidg the maximum 

number of items, although they may be affected by the smoothuig function. Cluster 

legitimcy, however, is related to the frequency of artifacts being represented. Cluster 

validity increases with increasing artifàct frequencies. 

Probability coefficients, as per Poi3son probabil@ distributiom, cm be used to assess 

the relative significance of identifid artifact clusters, both negative and positive. In 

cornparison to an evenly distributed pattem of artifacts, probability coefficients decrease as 

ceii specific artifàct proportions either increase or decrease. Low probability coefficients are 

used to indicate occmences of clustaed items. High artifact proportions indicate positive 

clusters. Low artifact proportions indicat e negative clusters. While probability coefficients 

may be use to p v i d e  an idea of the significance of artifact clustering, their use here was 

considered unnecessary due to the fairly obvious nature of the resultant analy sis. 

4.12 Artûact Distribution Plan Maps - Floor 1 

Artifad distribution plan maps are presented below (Figures 21-29), representing the 

complete range of distribution patterns associated with Floor 1. Included, in the order 

presented, are: 

the complete artifact assemblage, including cores but excluding debitage 

. cores 



core fragments 

wmbined cores and core hgments 

combined biface points and biface hgments 

combineci acute-edged expedient tools and tool hgments 

combined obtuse-edged expedient twls and tool hgments 

oombined notches, gravers, drills and burins 

combined spalls 

debitage 

Because the aim of this part of the study is tu identify activity areas, these tool 

categories were employed as representing relatively discrete functional units as discussed 

above. Combined tool categories were utilized for three rasons: (1) they provide a means of 

increasing fiequency values in an attempt to delineate valid clusters; (2) they maximize data 

per functional class and; (3) they potentiaily compensate for some of the subjectivity 

involved in making functionai distinctions between complete and fragmentary items of the 

same class (such as, at what point does an acute-edged expedient fiake fragment become 

unusable?). When viewing these distribution plans, it rnust be remembered that the hearth, a 

signifiant functional eiement, is not depicted in association with the artifact distributions on 

the representative floor plan. 

As portrayed in the Complete Tool Assemblage distribution plan (Figure 21), it is 

clear that the majonty of tools are located in the noaheast corner of the floor. A number of 

the more discrete, fundonal categories replicate this pattern. Core friigments, and cumbined 

acute- and obtuse-edged expedient tools and tool fragments cluster in this area. To a 

relatively Limited extent, acute-edged expedient tools are also present near the hearth in the 

southwest corner. Together, these two categmies comprise approlcima tely 74% of the Floor 1 

tool assemblage. Tools £tom the remaining categories, though less numerous, present 

somewhat different patterns. Cores, biface points and biface hgments are mainly located in 
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Figure 2 1. Complete Tool Assemblage Distribution (Hoor 1). 
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Figure 22. Core Distribution @oor 1). 



Figure 23. 
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Core Fragment Distribution (Floor 1). 
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Figure 24. Core and Core Fragment Distribution (Hoor 1). 
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Figure 25. Biface Point and Point Fragment Distribution @oor 1). 
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Figure 26. Acute-Edged Expedient Tool and Fragment Distribution (Flwr 1). 
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Figure 27. Obtuse-Edged Expedient Tool and Fragment Distribution (Floor 1). 
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Figure 28. Notch, Graver, DriU, Burin Distribution (Floor 1). 



Figure 29. 
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Complete Spali Assemblage Distribution (Fioor 1). 
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Figure 30. Debitage Assemblage Distribution (noor 1). 
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the vicinity of the hearth, on the southern thKd of the fioor. The distribution of these items is 

slightly skewed toward the southwest coma. Two categories, wmbined spalls and combineci 

notciies, gravers, drills and burins, are of mixed distribution - scattered throughout the 

northeast, south, and northwest portions of the flm. Combined cores and cure hgments 

display a similar patteni. Debitage, interestingly, presents a unique pattern. Unlike the other 

categories, debitage chsters strongly in the west-central portion of the floor, slightly skewed 

to the northwest. 

4.13 D e f i i o n  of Artifact Distribution Zones 

Given the above distribution patterns, it is possible to divide the flwr into five general 

d i ~ t n b ~ o n  zones based on the presence or absence of artifacts (Figure 3 1). Within each 

zone, it is possible to d e h e  the composition of the tool assemblage and make inferences 

about the types of materials which may have been workeci Functional divisions of the floor 

area may be deterrnined through interzona1 cornparison. 

Zone 1, representing the northeast m e r  of the Maurer structure floor, has by far the 

highest frequency of tools. While acute-edged expedient tools are most abundant, tools from 

each of the analyzed categories are present in this zone. Howeva, biface points, biface 

hgrnents and complete cores occur in low frequencies. Comprised of cutting, scraping and 

incising tools, and cores and debitage (that is, debns fiom the production andor maintenance 

of stone tools), the Zone 1 assemblage incorporates a number of functiondy mixed 

categorks. The range of activities represented by these tools is varied. 

Zone 2, located on the northwest cmer of the floor, has a low tool fiequency, with an 

assemblage compris& of spalls, a notch, debitage and cores, including the sole microblade 

core on Floor 1. Associated functions are prirnarily limited to scraping and stone tool 



production and maintenance. The types of tools found h a e  are likely associated with hide 

and wood working. 

Zone 3, located on the west-central portion of the floor, contains ûcute-edged 

expedient tools, cores arid a large amount of debitage. The debitage cluster in this location is 

nearly divided between G2 and G3 size-grade flakes, indicating a signifiant frequency of 

debns fkom early stage Stone tool manufacturing. The Zone 3 assemblage is somewhat 

unique in that it is dominated by lithic reduction debris - cores, core hgments and debitage. 

While some cutting implements are found here, the primary function associated with this area 

appears to be stone tool manufacturing. 

Zone 4, represents the area surmunding and immediately south of the hearth. An 

assemblage of mixed tool types, in low fiequencies, is located in this zone. Notably, a 

relative abundance of bifaces (including biface points, preforms and fragments) and complete 

cores diffaentiates Zone 4 h m  the rest of the floor. 1UI of the blade-Like flakes (n=2) fiom 

Floor 1 are Iocated in this wne, one near the hearth and the other within the hearth ml. 

Cutting, scraping and incising tools, projectile pointshives, and cores and debitage 

characterize Zone 4. The association of bifaces andor cumplete cores in this zone may have 

raulted fkom its use for the storage of raw material and valuable, labor-intensive tools, or the 

use of the hearth for rehafting bifaces (Keeley 1982:802). Of al1 the zones on the Mawa 

structure fioor, Zone 4 represents the most functionally varied and diverse assemblage and 

the widest variety of implied uses of its space. 

Zone 5 is located in the east-central portion of the floor, extaiding both w a t  and 

northeast toward the floor margins. A relative absence of artifaas sets Zone 5 apart from the 

sumoundhg artifact clusters which indicate Zones 1-4. Lacking the same indications of 

positive artifact clusters, Zone 5 would appear to be rnargind to the otha parts of the floor. 

In addition to the cornbined aitifact categories described above, it is intaesthg to 

note the distribution of a number of individual artifact types. These include pecked tabular 
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palettes, tabular palette hgments and edge- and end-battered pebbles - none of which occur 

in sufficient fiequencies to create valid distribution plans. Both tabular palette fhgrnents 

(slate) are located at the east end of the hearth, in Unit 20. These fragments, when refit, fom 

a complete, slightly concave palette approximately 20 cm by 13 c m  One edge- and end- 

battered pebble cornes fkom Unit 33, adjoining the hearth. A second edge- and end-baîtered 

pebble and the pecked tabular palette were located in the hearth rnatrix. The association 

between the hearth and the assemblage of edge- and end-battered stones and palmes is very 

strong. Five of six such artifâcts from the Eloor 1 assemblage are located either within the 

hearth or in its general vicinity. Similar in nature to mortars and pestles, items iïnked with 

food - parîicularly root - preparation (Ruscavage-Barz 1994:2), these amfacts support the 

proposed cooking function of the hearth. Thus, Zone 4 is partîally composed of a clusta of 

'consumptive' type items. 

Approached inductively, spatial patternhg of artifacts is apparent amongst the Roor 1 

artifad assemblage. The nature of this patterning appears to be based on the 

presencdabsence of artifacts, artifaa fundion and association of artifacts with the hearth. 

Broadly definable functional pattems are identifiable in the distribution of the Floor 1- 

associated artifacts. The functional patterns associated with Zones 1-5 form the basis for 

inference of Floor 1 activity areas. 

4.14 Taphonomy Reconsidered 

Before making behavioral inferences about what activities might have been 

performed on different portions of the Maurer structure floor, it is necessary to address the 

question of whether or not the obsemed artifact distribution pattems are the intact result of 

human activity. Active taphonomic agents must be identifid and their effects on the 



integrity of the floor assemblage evaluated. Thus, using the above amfact distribution data, 1 

investigate the effects of 'cleaning' and 'scavenging/recycling'. 

Anthropogenic floor-cleaning is the first taphonomic factor to be considered. Based 

on the distribution and relative densities of &faas across Floor 1, flw cleaningz appears to 

have affected portions of the floor assemblage. Assuming that floor-cleaning activity was a 

factor, Zone 5 appears to have suffered the greatest impact. The average artifact density per 

square meter in Zone 5 is remarkably low, compared to the rest of the flmr area. Most of the 

area of five units (# 29,30,3 1,47 and 48), equalutg rougldy nine square meters, comprises 

Zone 5. Only 12 tools and 93 pieces of debitage are located within this ara,  averaging 

roughly 1.3 tools and 10.3 pieces of debitage (1 1.6 artifaas) per square meter. Additionally, 

52% of the debitage is of the relatively smd,  G3 size grade (1/4-l/ïn). Comparatively , the 

remaining 13 floor units (excluding Units 23 and 36, which had negligible areas withui the 

structure) avaage approxùnately 10.2 tools and 41.6 pieces of debitage (51.8 artifacts) per 

square meter. While densities of both tools and debitage are significantly lower in Zone 5, 

the comparative tool density is particularly low. Even the units comprishg Zone 4 (#20,2 1, 

22,33,34,35 and 49), which also have relatively low artifad fkequencies, average nearly 5.5 

tools per square meter. Debitage densities are roughly comparable between Zones 4 and 5. It 

should be kept in muid that these densities occur within a 10 cm thick deposit. 

The diffaences in artifact densities, particularly tools, between Zone 5 and the 

remaining fi oor area suggest three possible scenarios: (1) without invoking a floor-cleaning 

The use of tempotary fi- cmerings, such as mats and hides, is also a possi'biliîy in this contex. Such 
coverings - if reguiarly moved a d o r  shaken outside - may have had the same taphommic effect(s) and 
appearance as floor cleaning. 



scenario, tools were infEequently used in this portion of the floor, resulting in a low artifaa 

density; (2) if tools were used in Zone 5, they and associated debris were routinely removed; 

or (3) routine cleaning of this portion of the fi oor was perfonned regardlas of the use of 

tools. In any case, it is clear that Zone 5 represents an area with minimal debris. If floor- 

cleaning is an active taphonomic agent, it appears that its effects were generally limited to 

this artifactually marginal zone. The general lack of artifacts in Zone 5, whether or not it is 

the result of cleaning, may be related to the function of this section of the fioor. If floor- 

cleaning was the factor which resulted in the observed spatial pattern, it did not effect the 

analysis of floor assemblage distributions. Such activities increase definition in floor 

pattebnuig, and possibly aid in the identification of functional fioor zones. 

4.16 Scavenging and Recyciing 

The possible removal of floor amfacts by persans engaged in 'scavenging' or 

'recycling' activities is more difficult to detect. Given the expectations developed for what 

types of tools and materiaïs were likely prefened for scavenging, it is theoraicaily possible to 

investigate disturbance of this nature. In relation to raw materials, the Fioor 1 assemblage is 

compris& primarily of basalt, although metasediment, chat, and miscellaneous igneous and 

metamorphic lithic raw materials are also present in varying frequencies (Table 7). These 

materiais are generally locally available in abundance near the Maurer site. High quality 

andlor exotic lithic materials, such as obsidian, high quality crypto-crystalline silicates, 

quartz-crystal and nephrite are completely absent fkom the floor assemblage. However, 

scavenging does not acwunt for the complete absence of such materid. Assuming active 

scavenging of a disused or abandoned structure, some valued mataial should &Il be present, 

partîcular1y in the form of srnail size debitage Such matenal is unlikely to be considered 



usable and would also be difncult to Locate. That such raw matenals were never present in 

the floor assemblage is a simpler exphnation. This exphnation is supported by the expedient 

nature of the tool assemblage, which is unsophisticated and did not require high quality 

materials to manufacture. 

--- -- - -- -- 

Table 7. Material Type Frequencies and Proportions - per Total Floor 

As for the scavenging of tools, a similar argument may be made. Valuable, labor- 

Assemblage and Floor 1 Debitage and Twls 

intensive items are rare, with bifaces representing the only items likely to retain such value. 

W e  a few biface points and point fiagrnent s are present, they comprise a very srnall 

percenage of the complete assemblage. Scavenging may have affected biface kequency. 

Within the biface assemblage, the ratio of complete points and preforxns to point hgments is 

1: 1.3. Hypothetically, if scavenging had reduced an initially larger biface assemblage, the 

ratio of fragments might be expected to be higher. This expectation is based u p n  two 

assumptions: (1) complete bihces are more likely to be considered valuable items for 

salvaging than biface fragments; and (2) the frequency of biface fragments is generally 
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relatai to the intensity of biface use. Given these assumptions, a large number of biface 

fragments should occur in an intensively used biface assemblage. Salvaging of complete 

(that is, valuable) bifaces would lave behind an even 3arger fkequency of associated 

hgments. In relative terms, hgments would cunsidmbly outnumba complete bifaces in 

the remnant assemblage. Based on the calculateci ratio, this is not the case on Floor 1. 

Additionally, if the flmr assemblage were more susceptible to scavenging after final 

structural abandonment, as opposed to periods of intermittent occupation, a larger fiequency 

of valuable goods should have been recovered from the basai flmr deposits. Again, this was 

not the case. Biface points and preforms are more numerous on Floor 1 than Rom 2. Whiie 

the two floor areas are not equal, this cornparison provides some indication of the likelihood 

andor intensity of any scavenging activity. A smaii biface assemblage is consistent with the 

generally expedient nature of the fiwr assemblage t w l  collection. In accordance with the 

stated assumptions, significant exidence of scavenging and recycling is not present in the 

Floor 1 assemblage. It i s unlikely that pst-deposi tional scavengingErecycling, or tap honomic 

agents in general, adversely affected the floor assemblage distribution or constituent 

ekments. 

Evaiuation of taphonomic factors that may have affect& the integrity of the structure 

failed to fhd significant indications of flmr assemblage disturbance. Some movement of 

6 c t s  on the floor is expected to have occurred, particularly over the length of time 

proposed (I,eClair 1976:42) for this site. However, any such movement appears to have been 

minimal within the Maurer structure. Various taphonomic factors (floor~leaning, possible 

buniing) may have actualiy aided in the preservation of the fim patteni. Because the 



distribution of artihcts within the structure intrinsically 'makes sense' on a functional level, 

it appears that the Floor 1 artifkt assemblage was relatively intact when excavated. Thus, 

patterns identifiable in the distribution of artifacts across Floor I were mely the undisturbed 

result of past human activity. 

In the spatial analy sis above, 1 divided Floor 1 into five distinct zones. Based on the 

inventory of associated artifacts, I observed that these zones represent relatively discrete units 

- each with a partidar functional 'identity . ' Analy sis of these ' identities ' should allow the 

inference of activity areas and the use of space on Floor 1. 

At the broadest scale, the functions of the tmls associated with Floor I represent a 

wide range of activities related to: 

the production and maintenance of stone tools 

cuning 

rn scraping 

incising 

peckinglpeacussing 

grindinghashing 

Tools in the Floor 1 assemblage were used in working lithic material, and likely hide 

and wood, as well. 'Living' activities - socialking, sleeping, entering and exiting the 

structure - may also be associated with the absence of artifacts, particularly tools, in Zone 5. 

Identification of social or 'traffic' areas by other authorities have been based on simiiar 

observations (Hayden and Spafford 1993: 128; Leroi-Gourhan and BrezeIIion 1972254). 

Thus, Floor 1 may be divided into a number of activity areas as depicted in Figure 32. The 
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fimctions of the tools in Zones 1,2 and 3 imply that this area was used for produdon related 

activities - generally related to the production and maintenance of non-food items. Tools 

representative of diverse activities define the northeast corner. Tools representative of hide 

andor wood working activities d e h e  the northwest comer. Lastly, remains of Stone tool- 

production activities define the northwest-central portion of the floor. 

Because the Floor 1 tool assemblage is dominated by mtiiti-purpose arti facts, it is not 

possible to specify that they were used solely for non-food productive (that is, non- 

commptive) purposes. However, no tools (such as, edge- andlor end-battered pebbles, 

palettes) or cultuml features (hearths) normally associated with food preparation are found 

among the artif'acts in Zones 1-3 (on the north half of the floor). Lacking theseassociations, 

there is no direct evidence that food preparation or consumption twk  place in these zones. 

The tool and feature assemblage in Zone 4, the southem thKd of the floor, is 

associated with both commption and producrion types of acîivities. As mentioned above, 

this portion of the flmr wntains the most fmctionally diverse set of tools on Floor 1, and it is 

apparent that several types of activities took place in this location. In addition, edge- and 

end-battered cobbles, palettes and the hearth are almost entirely located here. Thus, Zone 4 

contains the ody dirtxt evïdence of cumumptiort actxvities - food preparation, cooking and 

eating. Additional evidence (cores, debitage) suggest that produaion activities were also 

practiced in the southem (particularly south-eastern corner) portion of the &r, which 

gaierally represent s a mixed consumptionl production activity area. 

Zone 5, which extends a m s s  the southwest-central, east-central and northwest- 

central portions of the fl oor and flaring out toward the east wall of the structure (se 

Figure 31), is interpreted as a living area. Tools were either not extensively used, or were 

routinely removed nom this area of the floor, which appears to have been kept deliberately 

£ree of debris. The Iow frequency of artifâcts in Zone 5 suggests that this portion of the floor 

may have served a number of 'living' capacities, including, a conidor for movement, and a 



generai gathering place for such eating, sleeping andor socializing. As well, the eastward 

fiare of Zone 5 rnight be indicative of the iotensity of 'traffic fiow' across this portion of the 

floor. In consideration of this, the spatial arrangement of Zone 5 indicates that an entrance 

was centrally located dong the eastem wall of the Maurer structure. 

The composition and spatial distribution of artifacts on Floor 1 suggests the types of 

activities which may have occmred within this structure. nie paneming of functional items 

allows insight into whae particular types of activities took place. At a low level of 

resolution, three discrete activity areas relatai to produdion, mùced comwnption/ production, 

and livzhg activities are d i s d b l e  on Floor 1. Insight is provided uito the function and 

intemal use of space within the structure. 

4.19 Testing Assertion Two 

Having analyzed the composition, distribution and taphonomy of the Maurer struchxe 

fioor assemblage, it is possible to test Assertion Two - that the structure functioned as a 

house. In cornparison, the observeci resufts of this analysis compare favorably with the 

expectations developed for testuig Assertion Two. A variety of tool types and at least one 

functioning hearth represent a diverse range of possible functions amonga the floor 

assemblage. SpaWy, the distribution of artifacts and their association with the hearth 

appears to be pattaned dong functional lines. Human actions, rather than taphonomic 

agents, appears to be principally responsible for these patterns, fkom which three general 

activity areas can be infmed: 

(1) production activities - on the northern pcntion of the floor 

(2) mixed consumption/production activities - on the southeni portion of the floor 

(3) living activities - on the centrai portion of the flwr 



These activities are representative of the wide range of activities expected of a household 

group, comprising the basic &O-economic unit of organization and means of production. 

The observed floor assemblage composition and spatial patteming satisfied the expectations 

for a domestic structure, as developed in this study . Evidence supports the inference that this 

structure functioned as the location for a variety of activities. While insuffiCient data does 

not permit assessrnent of the intensity of the hearth, available evidence (in the form of FCR 

and charcoal) indiates that the hearth was utilized up until the final abandonment of the 

structure. The thickness and rich organic nature of the floor deposits infer an extended and 

g e n d y  intensive use of the structure. Given the positive outcome of the above 

cornparison, Assertion Two is acceptai. It is concluded that the Maurer structure was a 

house. 



CHAPTER 5 

Evaluating the Age of the Maurer House 

5.1 Objective 

In this chapter, I focus on investigating the age of the Maurer house. Assertion Three 

- representing the repoaed age of this house (LeClair 1976:42) - is presented, and 

expectations suppoxting this assertion are developed and tested 1 assess the reliability of the 

data on which LeClab's age estimates were based. As means of determining its relative age, 

1 compare the Maurer house assemblage to cultuml material typifjmg a range of time periods 

in the upper Fraser Valley. In additional, I compare this assemblage to those of four 

representative 'Charles Culture' sites from the Gulf of Georgia region. 

5.2 Assertion Thr.ee 

Asserfion Three States that the Maurer house represents a 350-5500 years old, Eayem 

Phase structure (Leclair 1976:42). W e  both assemblage composition and radiocarbon 

dates support this assertion, neither set of data has been comprehensively reporteci. Thus, 

Assertion Three provides a useful focus for developing expectations for testing the age of the 

Maurer house. 

As stated above, two forms of data - radiocarbon dates and assemblage composition 

- are expected to support Assertion Three. Some, if not all, of the repoaed DhRk 8 



radiocarbon dates (uncalibrated) ranghg beîween 3860 and 4780 B P  (LeClair 1976:42) 

shouId relate directly to the Maurer structure. If valici, processed radiocarbon samples should 

have three-dimensional proveniences directly associateci with elements of the house remains, 

and represent undisturbed primary deposits of material of appropriate type and adequate 

quantity for radiocarbon dating. Sample locations and materials should be replicable, that is, 

adequately referenced in the 1973 excavation notes. Field collection and radiocarbon dating 
- .  

rnethods should have followed acceptable standards, muumally of 1973 and ideally of the 

present. A consistent range of dates should be represented by radiocarbon samples from the 

house remains. 

Additionally, the Maurer house assemblage composition is expected to resemble other 

upper Fraser Valley, Eayem phase and possibly Charles Culture sites -- the proposed 

homogenous culture represented by the 350-5500 BP sites in the Gulf of Georgia, Fraser 

Delta and LowakJpper Fraser River Valley regions (Ratî 1992). Such assemblages should 

be consistent in terms of the general presence or absence of artifact types ancilor specific 

amfact proportions. The only other site in the upper Fraser Valley with an apparently similar 

function and age, Hatnc Rock (Occupation III, ca. 4800 BP) is the most suitable for 

cornparison with the Maurer house. While likely functionally different, the St. Mungo, 

Crescent Beach and Glenrose Cannery sites from the Fraser Delta region also represent 

reported Charles Culture age assemblages comparable to  the Maurer house. 

5.4 Radiocarbon Dates 

Detamining which reported radiocarbon dates (LeClair 1976:42) actually are 

Again, these figures were derived, in order to standardize date report&, by ad- an amount of 1950 io the 
1910 and 283û B.C. uncaliirated dates ori-y presented by LeClair. Additionally, al1 presented &tes are 
unmlibrased, unfess otherwise mted. 



representative of the Maurer house is an immediately relevant problem. Referencing field 

notes documenthg the locations of sample material for each of the seven reported dates, it 

was possible to d e t e e  date associations. I found that only five of the seven dates actually 

are associated with DhRk 8, while the rernaining two relate to material fiom DhRk 8A. Data 

for the DhRk 8-associated radiocarbon dates, including both uncalibratecl and calibrate& 

dates, are presented in Table 8. Additionally, radiocarbon sampie locations, as identifid ia 

LeClair's field notes, are depicted on the house floor plan in Figure 33. 

As Figure 33 illustrates, three of the five radiocarbon samples from DhRk 8 appear to 

have been collecteci nom the a r a  wirhin the Maurer house. Samples 2 (Ga-49 19) and 9 

(Ga- 4922) represent carbonked organic matter fiom the bottom of the hearth trench in 

Unit 34 and Unit 33, respectively. Sample 8 (Gak-4921) consists of a charcoal fragment 

apparently Located on the surface of the house floor. Both uncalibrated and calibrated (in 

paratheses) radiocarbon dates for these three samples are presented, as 'BP' values, below . 

Thus, Sample 2 dates to 4220 i 100 BP and Sample 9 dates to 4240 f 380 BP, representing 

consistent dates nom the hearth feature. Alternately, Sample 8 provides an anomalous age of 

1410 f 90 BP. These dates will be discussed in greater detail below. 

The two remaining radiocarbon sampies from DhRk 8, SampIes 10 (GaK 4923) and 

13 (GaK-4927), are not directly associated with the Maurer house. Sample 10, which dates 

to 4720 I 380 BP, was apparently collecte- fiom the basal cultu~al deposit 4.5 rn West of the 

structure. Of greata importance, Sample 13 is associated with what may be a second 

structure. This sample was wllected h m  a dark layer of organic sediment located in the 

north side of the road cutbank approximately 20 m northeast of the Maurer house feature. A 

photograph taken of this feature in 1973 (Plate 12) depicts this layer - an apparent floor 

Radiocarbon age caliorations were bas& on the radiocarbon iime sale calibration curves derived by Stuiver 
and Becker (1993). 



Vated radiocarbon sample data (DhKk 8). 

Sample GaK Rovenience SampIe 
No. No. Material 

286 cmBD (Unit 34) 

(per Gakushuin) 
humic 

9 4922 36.25 mS116.00 mW; Pt 
300 cmBD (Unit 33) 

4923 38.20 mSl24.79- soi! 
24.92 mW; 79 cmBD 

l (Unit 74) 

13 4927 10.00 mSll1.74 mW; soi1 
(not wlin excavation) 

Matrix 
Description 

(per LeClair) 
greasy black 
charcoal matrix; 
burned soi1 ancl 
organk matter 
greasy black 

1 burned timber fragment laying on 1 

Association 
(per LeClair) 

central hearth area 

ktenal;  burneû 
soi1 and organic 
matter 

Radiocarbon 
Date 

(cali bmted) 
4220 f 100 

taken liom the east side of the 
house floor and 
represents the burned organic 
material cornmon over the floor; 

soil and organic 20 cm below the house floor - in 
matter ( direct association with 6re- 

(4850) 

1410f 90 

greasy black burned 

- - - 
the house floor 
NE corner of îhe hearth; 15- 

slightly greasy, 
black with organic 
matter and soi1 

bumecf soi1 and 
organic rnatter 

4240 * 380 
crac ked rock 
basal cultural &psit west of 
house; division between the 
yeilow brown and olive brown 
(depsit); imrnediately above 
stenle 
possible structure profile in road 
cut @ 20 m NE of house 

4720 & 380 

(5460) 

4780 k 340 
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Plate 12. Profile of feature in road cutbank. (Photo: R. LeClair) 



deposit - with an associated pit feature. The length of the expsed portion of this possible 

floor layer is roughly the same as the east-west axis of the Maurer house. Leclair notes (C 14 

notes) that the depth (1.3 m below ground surface) and stratigraphie location (associated with 

the terminal B horizon) of the cutbank feature are similar to the Maurer house. Sample 13 

provided an age of 4780 f 340 BP. 

5.5 Assessing Radiocarbon Sample Reüability 

Vaifîcation of radiocarbon sample locations fiom the house feature and immediate 

vicinity was only patially successful. The degree of correlation between the three- 

dimensional proveniences, material and matrk descriptions (LeClair, Cl4 notes) for Samples 

2,8 ,9  and 10 was investigated as a means of establishing radiocarbon sample reliability. Of 

these, only the harth-associated Samples 2 and 9 had reconstructible location, material and 

matrix descriptions. Such data for Sample 9 were documented in excavation unit notes as 

weli as a detailed photograph of the hearth (see Plate 9). Unit 34 excavation notes mnfirm 

these data for Sample 2. Thus, Samples 2 and 9 both represent reliable radiocarbon samples. 

Altemately, Somple 10 is noted as being located "immediately above cultural steriie" 

(LeClair, CI4 notes) at 79 cmBS. Cross-referencing this depth with corresponding 

excavation notes for Unit 79, neither the reported stratigraphie position nor the absence of 

cultural material underlying this sample could be verified. Contextually unreliable, the 

association of the radiocarbon date derived nom Sample 10 remains unclear. 

The anomalous date daived h m  Sample 8 r@es explanation. Sample 8, 

described as a "bumed timber fiagrnent laying on the house floof W l a i r ,  Cl4 notes), 

should provide a charmal based, stnicturally associated date. The sarnple m a t d  (that is, a 

bumed timber fragment at 121 cmBS, Unit 3 1) should represent a f c l y  obvious speCimen 



laying on the floor surface. However, &er having assessed the reliability of this sample, a 

number of discrepancies emerged. The noted provenience of Sample 8, provided above, 

corresponds with the bomm of the floor deposit rather than the surface. Unit 3 1 excavation 

notes nowhere indicate bumed timber remains, and describe onIy the general charmal and 

orange mottled deposit consistent across the floor. Charmal "spots" are identifiai in the unit 

notes at 230-240 cmBD and 240-250 cmBD, located above the flmr surface by a minimum of 

16 cm. Thus, the context of Sample 8 was unable to be verified. 

Further investigation of Sample 8 revealed that it may have been misprovenienced. 

LeClair's 'vertical distribution notes' and excavation unit notes both identify a Carbonized 

log 120 cmBS in Unit 10, two meters east of Unit 31, omside the floor area. Furtha, 

Leclair's Cl4 notebook entry describes Sample 8 as k i n g  "taken from the east side of the 

fioor and [dues not] represents the burned organic material common over the floor..." 'Does 

not' was added -- apparently by Leclair, judguig fkom the handdting - as an amendment to 

this description, adduig to the ambiguity of this sample. Whether or not Sample 8 was 

misprovenienced, it lacks a reüable context within the Maurer site and cannot be verined as 

associated with the house remains. Therefore, Sample 8 lacks utility in determining the age 

of the Maurer house. 

The wntexts of Samples 2 and 9, the two reliable radiocarbon samples with direct 

structural association, must be investigated for evidence of disturbance. As previously 

determined, the integrity of the hearth feature appears to be intact. While the p s t -  

abandonment deposition of materials from the surroundhg flmr deposit -- such as, charcoal, 

FCR and artifads - and wllapsed super-structurai remains into the hearth are possible 

sources of radiocarbon sample contamination, such materials are structurally asçociated and 

would not invalidate the dates derivecl h m  Samples 2 and 9. Effects of such contamination 

are considered to be negligible. 

A more pertinent issue is the effects of the possible infilhg of the central portion of 



the hearth trench, in Unit 34, on hearth-associated rad iodon dates. Such infilling 

represent s differentialy discontinued hart buse. Even so, carbonized deposit s locat ed 

throughout the hearth trench wodd result IÏom hearth-use associated with the house 

occupation. Central hearth deposits would be comprised of somewhat older material than 

that in the lateral portions of the hearîh trench, which appear to have been continually used 

until final abandonment of the structure. Dates derived frorn central hearth material shodd 

refl ect the age of the house occupation, sometime prier to final. abandonment. The 4220 and 

4240 BP dates h m  Samples 2 and 9 reflect the consistency expected of radiocarbon samples 

£rom similar wntexts, and indiate a tight temporal association of mataial nom the hearth. 

Very little can be said about how radiocarbon samples b r n  the Maurer site were 

collecteci, the quantity of materials collectai or how they were processed. In these regards, 

all that can be surmised is that Samples 2 and 9 were collectai and submitted to Gakushuin 

University radiocarbon laboratory for dating in 1973. In 1974, Gakushuin laboratory 

successfully processed these samples, identqing their material composition as humic soil 

(Sample 2) and peat (Sample 9). While radiometric rnethods have significantly changed 

since 1974, dates produced during this era - including those from Galcushuin - are stU 

genaally considered valid. 

The state of collectai but unprocessed radiocarbon samples in the DhRk 8 and 

DhRk 8A collections indicate that acceptable packing and storage procedures (that is, 

wrapped in th-foi1 and individually stored in glass containers) were implementd Although 

provenienced, such samples were considaed to Iack precise associations. As such, they were 

considered to be mefiable and were not submitted for dating as part of this study. 



Thus, only two of the reported seven radiocarbon dates were determined to have 

direct and reliable association with structural remains nom the Maura house. Samples 2 and 

9, both collectai from carbonized mataial in the bottom of the hearth, provided respective 

dates of 4220 BP and 4240 BP. A third reliable sample (Sample 13), which provideci a date 

of 4780 BP was wllected nom the profile of what appears to be the exposed floor layer of a 

second structure in the vicinity of the Maurer house. 

5.7 Comparative Assemblage Composition 

Using data cornpiled by Pratt (1992) and Mason (1994) it is possible to compare tool 

proportions from the Maurer house assemblage to representative Charles Culture (3500- 

5500 BP) assemblages fkom Hatnc Rock, St. Mungo, Crescent Beach and Glenrose Cannery. 

While a tholough cornparison of these sites is beyond the s a p e  of this study, a broad and 

preliminary cornparison was performed as a means of detamining the g e n d  degree of 

inter-assemblage variability. Of these sites, Ma- is expected to be most similar to Hatzic 

Rock -- given the similarity of its location, age and proposed function. Results from 

comparison with the remaining sites may provide insight into the relationship between upper 

Fraser Valley and ]Fraser Delta region 'Charles Cultuze' assemblages. 

5.8 Cornparison with the Hatzic Rock Site - Occupation III 

Table 9 presents selected combined tool frequencies and proportions h m  Occu- 

pation III at Hatzic Rock and the Maurer Total Floor (that is, Fioor 1 and 2, not includùig 



feature ~IU artifàcts) assemblage7 . These two assemblages are most similar at the presented 

level of the cornparison, that is, of broad categories of tool types. Conformhg to traits 

considaed typical of the propos& Charles Culture (Pratt 1992:289-292), both assemblages 

Table 9. Comparative tool proportions Erom the Hatic Rock (Occupation III) and 
Maurer (Total Floor Assemblage) sites. 

Tool Type 

Expedient Tools 

Cores/Pebble Tools 

Blade-Idce Tools 

Ground/Battered/Pecked I 5.4 
Stone 

Hatzic Rock 
Occupation HI 

(%) 

41.0 

. 29.2 

Proj ectile PointdBifaces 
Misc. 

Misc. Tools 1 6.9 1 10.0 

Maurer 
Total FIoor Assemblage 

(W 

62.0 

21.0 

0.0 

Tot - I al 

- 

1 .O 

17.9 

are compris& largely (roughly 80 %) of cores, expedient tmls and chipped stone bifaces. 

While comparative tool proportions Vary, it is apparent that the types of tools comprising 

I 
4.0 

these two assemblages are relatively ssimilar. Only a few tool types are present exclusively in 

one assemblage, including microblades and microblade cores at Maurer, and stemmed 

bifaces, piBces esquillée, paint Stones and a numba of ground stone artifacts at Hatzic Rock. 

Comprishg srnail relative proportions (individually e 5 % ), the differences associated with 

these artifdcts are not significant in overall assemblage comparisons. 

At the anaiytic level of simple presences/absmces, a relatively high degree of 

sunrlarity exists betweai the types of artifacts comprising the Hatzic Rock Occupation III and 

Hatzic Rock data was compiled h m  Mason's Table 4.2 - Tool Counts and Percentages h m  Occupation 
Zones fm and iIl (Mas00 f 99454). 



Maurer house assemblages. However, some degree of dissimilarity is apparent in the relative 

proportions of generalized tool categories. At present, these differences, pos sibly relat ed to 

funaional differences between sites, are wnsidered to be insignificant to the purpose of this 

analy sis. 

Also signifiant are the similarities of the structures located at both the Maura and 

Hatzic Rock sites. As descrîbed by Mason (1994), the Hatzic Rock structure is semi- 

subterranean, excavated 30-40 cm below original ground surface. Whiie a clear outhe of 

the building is obscured by a multitude of undifferentiated pst-holes (Mason 1994:92), 

Mason concludes that it is basically square. Excluding the purported grave1 bench feature - 

which has an ambiguous identity as a structural feature - h m  Mason's structural plan 

(Mason 1994: 104), a rectangular to sub-rectangular shape is discemible. Based on the 

extrapolated outLine of pst-holes, the 'interior' portion of the Hat& structure measures 

approximately 9.0 m by 6.5 rn and is oriented north-south dong its long axis. It has not been 

determined if planks were used in the cunstniction of the Hatzic Rock structure. Mason 

States that this structure served a residential function, although this conclusion is not 

speciticauy tested. 

5.9 Cornparison With Fraser Delta Charles Culture Sites 

Table 10 adds the Maurer house Total Flwr assemblage to data originally presented 

by Ratt (1992:90) Mason (1994:82-83)" in relation to the Charles Culture components of 

the Glenrose Gamay, St. Mungo and Crescent Beach sites fiom the Fraser Delta (Figure 34). 

To maintain comparability between these assemblages, as variously analyzed, it was 

Differences between the Hatzic Rock artifdct proportions presented in Tables 9 and 10 are accounted for by 
Mason's inclusion of data h m  Occupations 1-IiI in the determination of proportions repromiced in Table 10, 
even though Charles Cuiture-age artifacts are only associated with Occupation m. 
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1. St. Mungo @gRr 2) 
2. Cilenrose Cannery @gRr 6) 
3. Crescent Beach (Dg& 1) 

4. Hatic Rock @gRn 23) 
5. Maurer @hm 8) 

Figure 34. Location map of Charles Culture-age sites discussed in this study (adapted fkom 
Mason 19945). 



II ~ann-ery, St. Mungo. h s c e n t  ~ea%h,*Hatzic Rock and Maurer site 

Abrasive Stone 
Misc. Ground Stone 8 1.7 5 15 1 03 1 03 1 4 . 0  

Total 40 8 5  26 7.6 20 5 5  18 5.6 1 (1.0 
528 60.4 



Chipped and Ground Stone 
Chipped/Gmund Biface - - 
(LeafShaped) 
ChippedGround Biface 
 al Frapnent 
Chipped/Ground Biface 
 al Fragment 
Chipped/Ground Stone Frag. 

Total 
Grand and Pecked Stone 
Misc. Pecked and Ground 
Stone 
Miscdlrineous 
Paint Stone 

Grand Total 

necessary to make a numba of minor changes between the grouping of artifact types 

presented in Chapter 4 and those presented here. These changes included: 

combining leaf-shaped prefoms, fragments and bifaces under 'Leaf-shaped 

Bifaces' 

St. Mlmgo 

T i p i  

. combining gravas and burins under 'Gravers' 

substituting scrapers for 'Formed Unifices' 

wmbining aii spall types unda 'Cortex Spalls' 

cornbining palettes and edge- /end-batîered pebbles under 'Misc. Pecked and 

Ground Stone' 

The objective of this cornparison is, again, to judge the basic degree of vaiability between 

the Ma- house and representative Charles Culture assemblages from outside the upper 

Fraser Valley. 

These data in Table 10 substantiate Mason's conclusion that "substantial ciifferences" 

O 0.0 

1 

1 

1 

3 

1 

O 

' 341 

03 

03 

03 

0.9 

03 

0.0 

100 



(Mason 1994:88) typiw the relationship between these upper Fraser Valley and Fraser Delta 

Charles Culture assemblages. Maurer generally contrasts with the St. Mungo, Crescent 

Beach and Glenrose Cannery site assemblages in the proportions of pièces esquiuée, fomed 

unifaces, unifacially retouched flakes, utilized flakes, cores and pebble tools. Additionally, 

the percentage of ground stone tmls at Maurer is much smaller than in any of the other 

assemblages. This cornparison broadly confirms that, of the presented CharIes Culture site 

assemblages, the Maurer house assemblage is most closely related to that of Hatzic Rock. 

Based on the distribution of known rectangular, semi-subterranean stnictures and the 

clifferences in assemblage composition identifiai in this analysis, it is apparent that the upper 

Fraser River Valley constitutes a somewhat unique cultural region, different from that of the 

Fraser Delta. The inclusion of sites fiom the upper Fraser Valley in the Charles Culture is, 

therefore, questionable and wanants further investigation (see Chapter 6 for fuaher 

discussion of the Charles Culture). The detailed results of the Maurer house assemblage 

analysis presented in this study may add to the ability to refine the Charles Culture concept. 

5.10 Cornparison with Upper Fraser Valley Cultural PhasesIIspes 

Temporally, it is informative to note the absence, in the Maurer house assemblage, of 

artifacts which t y p e  later upper Fraser Valley cultural phasedculture types. From Borden's 

Fraser Canyon cultural sequence (1975:62), Mitchell (1990) has derived the Baldwin (3700- 

2500 BP), Skamel(2500- l5ûû BP) and Canyon (1500-200 BP) culture types, whose material 

characteristics differ considerably nom those srpiQing the Maurer house assemblage. 

Maum lacks the characteristic 'ornamental,' carved stone items - canings, labres, pendants 

- and ground slate knives, ground stone celts and quartz microliths associated with the 

Baldwin culture type. Maura additionally lacks the corner and basally notched flaked stone 



points, ground slate knives, ground stone celts, slate disk beads and circular pit houses typical 

of Skamel type assemblages. Maurer house assemblage traits are even more divergent in 

cornparison with typical Canyon type artifabs, which includes flaked stone basal, corner and 

side-notched points, ground slate laives, an elaborate carved soft stone industry, stone mauls, 

nephrite objects and circular pithouses. Lacking adequate definition of assemblages from 

preceduig cultural phases (Eayem, Mazama, m e n ) ,  it can be maintainai that the Maurer 

house assemblage does not contain artifact types typical of Baldwin or later cultural 

phasedtypes. Thus, the Maura house assemblage must pre-date the Baldwin Phase (37W 

2500 BP). 

In summary, 1 assessed the age of the Maurer house by radiocarbon dating and 

comparative assemblage analyses. Two reliable, radiocarbon dates of 4220 BP and 4240 BP 

were daived from samples directly associate- with the Floor 1-associated hearth feature. A 

relatively high degree of simil- was found to exist between the general composition of the 

Maurer and Hatzic Rock Occupation III assemblages. Both sites additionally contain similar 

types of structures. Artifacts typical of later Baldwin, Skamel and Canyon culture types of 

the uppa Fraser ValleyAower Frasa Canyon are absent fkom the Maurer house assemblage. 

Generally significant differences were observed in the cornparison of the Maurer house 

assemblage to three Charles Culture assemblages h m  the Fraser Delta. This lack of 

sirnilarity is apparently due to inter-regional cultural, rather than age-related, differences. In 

conclusion, general agreement between the results of reliable radiocarbon dates and the 

cornparison of the Maurer house assemblage to artifact sets typical of Borden's Fraser 

Canyon cultural phase assemblages, supports the inference of an Eayem Phase age for the 



5.n Testmg Assertion Three 

Results of the above analyses c m  be  compared to expectations developed in support 

of Assertion Three. The results of these analyses satisQ such expectations, as presented 

above. Therefore, Assertion Three - that the Maurer house is between 3500-5500 years oid 

- is accepted Analyses in this chapter resulted in the ability to fuaher refine the estimated 

age of the Maurer house to approximately 4230 BP (4860 BP calibrated average). 



CHAPï'ER 6 

House and Household Inferences h m  the Maurer Site - Their Relevmce within the 

Upper Fraser Valley, Gulf of Georgia and Northwest Coast 

6.1 Objective 

From data presented in the preceding chapters, 1 make a number of household 

inferences and discuss them in terms of their relevance to the reconstruction of prehistoric 

society specific to the Maurer house. This discussion focuses pnmarily on implications 

within the upper Fraser River valley. I also discuss the relevance of such inferences in 

relation to the aicornpassing Gulf of Georgia region and on the Northwest Coast, in genaal . 

While household analysis was not a stated objective of the 1973 investigation of the 

Maurer house, it remains possible to conduct such analy sis from the resultant data. The 

results of analyses conducted for this study pamit the estimation of household group size and 

description of household composition, and do-economic and technological organization. 

The seasonality of use of the Mawer house and the degree of residential permanence may 

also be inferred. Due to the lack of other comparative house and household data from t h i s  

site, the scupe of possible household infaences is necessarily limited to the singular contert 

of the Maurer house. However, a number of related topics, such as, house f m  and 

stnictuml permanence, may be discussed on broader levels. 



Approximately 4800 years oldl , the Maurer house is the one of oldest known quasi- 

permanent structures on the Northwest Coast. The degree of permanence of t h i s  structure 

suggests a minimally semi-permanent residential occupation, and minirnally, winta season 

use of the house. The latter proposition is based upon the documented winter season use of 

ethnographie period, quasi-permanent Coast Salish houses @uf!f 1952:46). Winta season 

use is aIso attribut& to prehistoric pithouses of the Middle Fraser Canyon a m  (Hay den and 

Spafford 1993: 108). These conclusions are signifcant in that they support the implication of 

a minimal& semi-sedentary, winta season occupation of the Maura house roughly 4800 

years ago. 

Long believed to be an oddly solitary structure, the Maurer house is associated with 

what appears to be a second, contemporanmus structure (see Chapter 5). While the present 

proportions of the site seem spatially inadequate tu accommodate a village, indirect evidence 

suggests that the terrace on which these features are located was somewhat larger in the past. 

A large scale mass-wastage event, the Cheam slide, occuned a short distance upstream from 

the Maurer site between 4500 and 5000 years ago (Fladmark 199213). The location of this 

slide coincides with - and may have caused - a sharp northwestward bend in the course of 

the Fraser River. The shifted flow of the Fraser River, directly toward the Maurex site, likely 

accelerated deflation of the northem river bank in the site vicinity . As derived from aerial 

photographs, the cment rate of river bank erosion in the Hopyard Mountain vicinity is 

estimateci to be roughly 30 cm per year ( B u g  Brown, personal communication, 1997). 

Approximately 10 acres of land associated with DhRk 8A have been Iost to the river in the 

past 15-20 years (Fred Maura, personal communication, 1996). It is conceivable that a 

signifiant portion of the terrace associated with DhRk 8 was consumed by the Fraser River 

l This age is based on the dibmred dates - representing actuai caienckic years - presen?ed in <3hap&r 5. 
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over the period of roughiy 4500 years following the Cheam slide. It is plausible that the land 

area of DhRk 8 could have accornmodated a village prior to, and for a limited time following, 

the Cheam slide. Thus, the Maurer house and the apparent structure in the cut-bank profile 

may be the remnants of a larger settlement. Given that the Maurer house was minimaliy a 

winter residence, DhRk 8 may have been the site of a winter village. It seems plausible that 

the Cheam siide affect& the occupational h i s t q  of DhRk 8 and may have been responsible 

for the gap between the occupation of the Maurer house and the overlying cultural 

component. 

A fundamental aspect of household reconstruction is estimating the actual household 

goup six. The dimensions of  the Maurer house provide one parameter for estimating the 

size of its household. Hayden and SpafTord (1 993: 116-1 17) estimate a measure of one 

individual per 2.5 square meters of floor Wace in pithouses at Keatley Cr&. Alternately, 

Cook and Heizer (1968) formulate 13.92 square meters of floor area for the first six 

individuals and 9.29 square me-ters per each additional persoii. Both of these household size 

estimators were applied to the Maurer house. 

The Maurer house has a gross floor ara of 37.5 square meters. Subtracting 

approximately 1.5 square meters for the hearth area results in a net flm a m  of 36 square 

meters. Applying Hayden and Spafford's measure, household size equals 14.4 people. 

Applying Heizer's formula, household size equals 8.4 individuals. Thus, it is estimated that a 

household of between 8 and 14 people could have occupied the Maurer house. 



6.5 Household Composition 

From the household size estimates, and the distribution of floor features and activiîy 

areas, it is possible to provide some insights into the composition of the Maurer household 

Composed of between 8 and 14 people, this household likely represented a single, extended 

famiy. in NoRhwest Coast household contexts, hearth kequency struagly melates with the 

number of occupant fàmily groups (Mitchell and Donald 1988:330). Based on the presence 

of a single hearth in the Maurer house, a single associated Eaniily may be proposed 

Furthmore, identifieci advity areas represent a single overail pattem. The preseoce of 

dupiicate activity areas - compris& of sets of produdon areas, consumption areas, living 

areas, and so on - which wnstituted a basis for making mufti-farnily household 

interpretations at Keadey Creek (Hayden and Spafford 1993:125) is not apparent in the 

spatial patterning of flmr-associated artifacts and features fiom the  Maurer house. Instead, 

the observed pattern is indicative of a single set of domestic activities, and therefore a single 

family group. 

While the estimated size of the Ma- household indicates a single, extended family 

group, a large nuclear family may be alternately postulated. While a nuclear family of eight 

individuals rnay be possible, such a group consisting of 14 individuals intrinsically seems too 

large. Ethnographie analogic backing for this postulation is somewhat limitai due to the time 

depth -- 4800 years - involved here and the lack of comparative &ta. Further, hunta- 

gatherer-fisher famüy sizes are apt to vaq  considadbly depending on the degree of group 

mobility. While nuclear fàmüy sizes could be quite large in semi- to fully-sedentaq hunter- 

gatherer-fisher societies, the inference of an extended family group is considered to be more 

plausible in this particular case. More important than determining the nature of the occupant 

family however, is the detexmination that a single family occupied this house. Thus, 

examination of the socio-economic structure of the Maurer household is conducted 



within the fkamewurk of a single family group, regardless of its familial composition. 

6.6 Social Organization 

Some general conclusions regarding household social organization rnay be proposeci- 

Many of the following propositions are based on the composition and distribution of the 

Maurer house floor assemblage. This assemblage is partly characterized by an absence of 

non-ufilitarian items and tools, including deoorative andor stylized aaifacts which may be 

associated with status display. Therefore, there is no basis for inferring intemal household 

status differentiation. The Maurer floor assemblage provides broadly pattemed activity areas 

as the only apparent manifestation of household social structure. Household socio-econornic 

mgankation is apparently manifest solely in relation to the division of labor. Ranking within 

this household group was likely appropriated on the basis of age, genda and achievement. 

Without comparable households from this or other local site$, discussion of extra- 

household ranking is Limiteci to the examination of the theoretical significance of the house 

structure itself. The Maurer house - a substantial quasi-permanent structure - may have 

served some symbolic functions beyond the traditional 'utilitmian' residential role so far 

discussed in this study. As a display feature, this structure d d  have transmitted 

information about the occupant household to outside observers. As discussed by Wobst 

(1 977) and Wiessner (1983), stylistic element s, potentiaily of this house, have the putential to 

aaively convey symbolic information. The conveyance of such data can be intentional, and 

is therefore purposefuily manipulated. Stylistic aspects of this house could have displayed 

information conceming band and clan affiliation, as well as more specifc social information. 

For example, ethnographie Nuu-chah-nulth houses have b e n  demonstrated to serve such 

Household d y s i s  of the Hatzic Rock structure, the only other possibly comparable site, has not yet been 
fÙUy conducteci. 



intentionaliy symbolic piirposes (Marshail 1989: 18-2 1). Marshall detamineci that house 

form acted to regulate social order through the intanal division of ranked families and 

through the extemal signahg of household status. It is my intention to emphasize the 

poteatiai function of the Maurer house as a syrnbolic rnechanism by which the occupant 

household's socio-economic identity, including r d ,  may have been transmitted at an extra- 

household level. The house, itself, may be wnsidered to have been an active element in the 

negotiation of extra-household social relations and standing. 

The strategic location - in relation to resources and adde routes - and degree of 

permanence of this structure also Iikely indicated ownership of the land (and river section) on 

which it is situated, either at household or extra-household levels. Although not possible to 

determine, ownership of land may have been coincident with the ownership and regulation of 

associated resources. The possibfity that this structure functioned to signal resource 

ownership rights is, however, plausible and theoretically signrficant. By its very nature, it 

seems that a (quasi) permanent structure, wen unoccupied, would serve a much stronger and 

more durable territorial signal than a temporary shelter. As one of the first of its kind, the 

symbolic impact of this structure in this regard may have been substantial. 

Investigating econornic organization, in conjunction with social structure, rnay 

provide a more complete description of the Maurer household. Associations may be made 

between the nature of this house/household and various types of resource procurement 

strategies and mobility systems. The degree of structural permanence of this dwelling and 

the (minimally) serni-sedentary nature of this household suggest the employment of a 

colleaor resource procurement econonic strategy (Binford 1980: 10) -- in which food 



resources would have been gathered at locations away from the home base; processed for 

transport at tempo- field sites and retumed back to the residential settlement for final 

processing and consumption or use. A speciahxi, logistic mobility system - in which "task 

groups ... of skilled and knowledgeabh individuils ... Ieave the residential location, generally 

moving some distance away to specifically selected locations judged rnost like1y to result in 

the procurement of specific resources" (ibid) - associated with a collecting strategy, was 

logically employed by the Maurer household 

Located in what wuld be considered a 'fringe' environment, that is, an area at or near 

the border(s) of a number of eco-systems, the modern environmental setting of DhRk 8 

compliments a logistic mobility system which is adapted to the exploitation of heterogeneous, 

spatiay clumped resources (ibid.). A oumber of ecesystems, with diverse resources, are 

located within relatively close proximity to this site, both vertïcally and horizuntaily. At least 

two abundant, predictable, reliable and locaüted resources - salmon and wapato - occur in 

the Maurer site vicinity. A nurnber of species of fish, prirnarily salmon, are available year- 

round in this location @uff 1962:62). While such resources are associated with the present 

ecological state of the upper Fraser River vdley, palaeo-environmental reconsmictions of this 

area suggest the development of a relatively similar climate and ecology commencing 5000- 

6000 years ago. Many of the modern local resources were either established or emergent 

during the occupation of this dwelling (Hebda 139654). In obvious reference to salmon, 

Sto:lo oral history records the name Lhilhkw 'elqs, meaning 'hooknose rock,' for the vicinity 

of Hopyard Mountain where the Maurer site is located (Duff 195237, Galloway 1977: 16). 

h relation to an oral tradition which documents the occurrence of the Cheam slide (Wells 

1987: l5), the oral historical mots of this name may be very old. This name seemingly 

identifies this location as a prominent fishing ground Even 5000 years ago, the ecological 

wntext of the M a m  site appears to be one of easily available, abundant and diverse 

resources. Thus, a 'collecting' strategy combined with 'bgistic' rnobility are presented as 



economic strategies employed by the Maurar household for the procurement of surrounding 

resources. 

The composition of the house assemblage is indicative of the production system - the 

division of labor - associated with this household The 'genehalized' tool kit characteristic of 

the Maurer house assemblage supports the inference of a linear producrion system (Wilk and 

Rathje 1982) in which individuals completed the full set of activities associated with a ta&, 

rather than specialinng in a segment of it. Specialized, that is, fbnctionally limited, tools are 

not conducive to perfonning a wide range of activities without the availability of a diversified 

set of such tools. Given the g e n d ,  widely fundional nature of the house-associated tools, a 

different approach to perfo-g domestic tasks is apparent - a limited set of widely 

versatile tools (Nelson 1991) was employed in performlng a generalized range of tasks. 

While there rnay have been some specïalized use of space within the structure, associated 

activities were apparently petformed in a nonspecialized manner. 

Evidence indicative of the household division of labor is minimal. Labor tasks of 

nearly all types were likeIy perfomed by each working member of the household, using the 

available versatile tool-kit. It is postulated that labor division was limited to gender and age 

distinctions. 

Technological organhational theory provides a means of evaluating the socio- 

economic household inferences presented above. TechnoIogical organization is defined as 

"the selection and integration of strategies for making, using, transportkg, and discarding 

tools and the materiais needed for their manufacture and maintenance" (Nelson 199 1:57). 

Both social and econornic circwnstances affect the selection of technological strategies 



(&id). Andysts of technologid organkation have been able to genaally associate 

technological strategies with various types of tool assemblages. This association has been 

extended to include the socio-economic and do-environmental contexts fiom which such 

strategies were derived. Analysis of the technological organization of the Maurer house 

assemblage provides an 'independent' means of i n f d g  the socio-economic and sotio- 

environmental contexts associated with this household. Results of this cornparison may 

detamine the extent to which such patterns are replicable using different luies of evidence. 

In technological organizational terms, tools nom the Maurer house assemblage are 

desaibâble as versatile and maintainable. Versatile tools are "tools which are maintaineci in 

a generalized form to meet a vari* of needs" (ibid.:71), and which do not do not require 

th& f m  to be changed in order to suite the requirements of various tasks. Versatile tmls 

may additionally be described as 'nonspecialized,' that is, lacking a form which restricts th& 

use to a single or W t e d  set of tasks. Maintainable tools (Bleed 1986) are those which if 

broken or damaged, a n  be repaired quickly with ody minimum effort andor W. As 

defined by Bleed, maintainable tools tend to have simple designs and may be appüed to 

"generalized undertakingse (ibid.:74 1). 

The development of a tool assemblage based upon versatile and maintainable design 

criteria results in an assemblage with a low degree of diversity, as exemplified by the Maura 

house assemblage. Torrence (1989) has identified a direct relationship between resource 

rnobility and tool assemblage diversity. She concludes that as resource mobility (that is, 

unpredictability) increases, organizational strategies are employed which increase the 

divasity of tool types, that is, increase the degree of tool speciahation. This reaction 

represents a technologid strategy developed to wpe with increasing degrees of ri&, whae 

the consequences of tool Mure are high. Low assemblage diversity , as identified at Maurer, 

is altemately associated with a cost-, rather than risk-reducing strategy, employed by 

socides which "are dependent upon non-mobile resources and located in environments 



where quantities of primary productivity are available year round" (Myas 1989:85). In this 

context, the consequences of tool Mure, and therefore the potential degree of risk, are low. 

As Torrence states, "where potential ri& is low, technology for handling the resource need 

ody be minimally fimctional and not specialized or cornplex" Uonence l989:6 1). This 

description fits the Maurer house assemblage. Maintainable tool straf egies, specifically, have 

been considaed as indicative of low time-mess situations and asçociated with expedient tool 

technology Myers 1989). 

Nelson defines q e d i e m  tool techmlogy as "the minimum technologid effort under 

conditions where time and place of use are highiy predictable ... expediency anticipates the 

presence of sufficient materiais and time" (Nelson 199 164). The generalized, minimdy 

retouched and unretouched tools in the Maura house assemblage are characteristic of the low 

degree of expended effort in an expedient technology. The Maurer site satisfies other 

expected conditions of expedient technological behavior, as defined by Nelson (ibid.): (1) an 

adequate supply of raw material -- locally available from the riverbed near the Maurer site; 

(2) evidence of stockpiled cores at different stages of reduction having been discarded at their 

place of use; (3) the long-term use of a site necessaq for the effective use of stockpiled 

mataials. The technological as well as behavioral implications of expediency appear to be 

applicable to the Maurer household. 

The analysis of the composition and diversity of twls in the Maurer house 

assemblage indicates a form of technological organization suited to a wntext of abundant, 

predictable and g e n d y  non-mobile resources, as well as an essentially sedentary social 

group. The description of this socio-environmental context replicates that based on the quasi- 

permanence of the structure and available resources, both known (lithic) and assumed 

(salmon, wapato). The conclusions reached by this investigation of technological 

organization duplicate the previously stated inferences of a social group utilizing logistic 

mobiîity and collecter p u r e m e n t  strategies. Additionally, the analysis of technological 



organization provides a basis for concluding that the Maurer household lived in an 

enviromnent in which minimal degrees of effm and tool specialization procured sufficient 

supplies of resources. Insights into the decision-makllig processes of these people, as 

manifest through their technological organization, is additionally provided. 

I should reiterate that the a b v e  set of inferences are made in sole relation to the 

Maurer house and are not Pdnsferable necessarily to other residential contexts. It is largely 

the goal of this discussion to explore the extent to which household inferences may be made 

at Maurer and to provide a comparative base for subsequeat household analyses in the upper 

Fraser Valley. More refined substantiating arguments and. potentidy , a wider range of 

infaences could be made given a higher resolution analysis of a more complete data-set, 

including botmical, faunal and chernical samples. 

6.9 Implications in the Gulf of Georgia Region 

As part of this study, I perfonned a preliminary cornparison of the Maurer house 

assemblage to Charles Culture assemblages fkom the uppa Fraser Valley and Frasa Delta. 

The types of artifhcts comprising the Maurer house assemblage are sirnilar to those 

characteristic of the Charles Culture. as defined by Pratt (1992: 29 1-293). However, 

substantial differences in the relative prqmtions of tool types were observed between upper 

Frasa Valley and Fraser Delta Charles Culture-age site assemblages. Interpreting the 

implications of such differences must be left to a Euture, more ngorous, comparative analysis 

of the Charles Culture concept. 

I suggest, however, that Zithic analysis, singly, may not proMde the resolution 

necessary to differentiate between social groups with simila foms of technological 

organization. As discussed in the preceding analysis, applied technological strategies are 



factors at least partly responsible for detamining the types of tools comprising a givea 

artifact assemblage. Homogenous artifact assemblages are likely to be pduced  by societies 

with similar technological constraints associated with the availability of lithic raw material, 

resource procurernent sîrategies and required tool functions. Trade beéween settlements is 

aiso likely to magni@ the apparent degree of material homogeneity betweai them. The 

geneml level of homogaieity obswed between lithic assemblages of Charles Culture-age 

upper Fraser Valley and Delta sites (Pratt 1992; Mason 1994) may simply reflect the degree 

to which these societies were subject to similar technological constraints. 

It might be possible to increase the presently achievable degree of comparative 

resolution and provide greater insight into the nature of cultural relations among Charles 

Culture-age sociaies of the Gulf of Geurgia. It is suggested that future comparative studies 

of these societies additionally examine subjects with (1) g r a t a  inherent stylistic variation, 

and (2) different sets of constraints than those associated with lithic technology, such as 

house architecture. In general, multiple, independent lines of evidence should be used to 

assess inter-assemblage variability, indicative of social relationships. 

Generally, comparison of architectural traits could be used to augment the 

investigation of cultural affiliations within the Gulf of Georgia. This analysis of the Maurer 

house has helped construct a foundation of such data, available and applicable to future 

Charles Culture studies. Both the lithic assemblage and the structural remahs fiom Maurer 

may now be soundly applied in future comparative endeavors. It is felt, however, that 

augmentation of the upper Fraser VaLley Charles Culture-age sample is requûed before M y  

m&gfd comparison of such sites can be made. At present, the cultural relationships 

between areas of the Gulf of Georgia region 3500-5500 years ago remain unclear. However, 

the observed ciifferences in tool proportions and the miqueness of the stmcnire type at 

Maurer (and Hatnc Rock) lead to some uncertainty about the inclusion of the 4800 year old 

Maurer component in the Charles Culture. It is suggested that the early, ca. 4800 BP, 



societies at the Maurer and Hatzic Rock sites of the uppa Fraser Valiey may represent a 

unique cultural type - an archueological locality - distinct h m  those of the adjoining Gulf 

of Georgia region. 

6.10 Implications for the overall Northwest Coast 

On a broader scale, resdts of the Maurer house assessrnent have a number of 

implications relating to general theoretical arguments inclusive of the overd No~thwest 

Coast culture area. Forernost among these arguments are ongoing debates concerning the 

development of social cornplexity and social inquality within this area. Social ~ o r n p l ~ z y ,  

as 1 define it, refers to the degree of heterogeneity in the division of labor associateci with a 

partkular social group. SoQal ineqzaüty refers to the degree of heterogeneity of socio- 

economic standing within a particular social group. The degree of both social inequality and 

complexity nses with uicreasing heterogeneity. Thus, I investigated these two concepts, 

though often related, as mutually independent social phenornena. 

As discussed, the Maura house assemblage contained no evidence of social 

inequality beyond that based on age, genda and achievement. Evidence of heterogeneous 

production systems indicative of cornplex social structure was, likewise, absent at Mawet. 

Social complexity within the Maurer household appears to have been Limited to a b e l  

comrnonly ascribed to egalitarian societies (e.g., Red 1967; Hayden 1990b, 1995). While 

this conclusion derives nom inferences based on a single household, the quasi-permanence of 

the Maurer house structure suggests extensions beyond such lirnits. 

As one of the eariiest known 'permanent' structures on the Northwest Coast, the 

Maurer house provides insight into the processes by which social complexity and inequality 

arose in this area. The concept of p e m m c e  is signifiant to this discussion of 



developmental social inequality and social cornplexity. Two social inferences are suggested 

in direct relation to a signûicant degree of structural permanence: (1) partial, to full 

sedentism; and (2) ownershig. Both ownership and sedentism have long been considered 

elements of the 'social inquaMy equation' as appiied to the Northwest Coast (e.g., Ames 

1981; Maschner 1991; Matson 1983, 1985; Renouf 1991). Resource control, one of the basic 

eiements of social inequaiity, is necessarily preceded by resource ownership. Signifiant 

structural permanence is considered to signify such ownership. The associated level of 

resowce ownership at Maurer, whether individual, familial, clan or band based is, however, 

indeteminate. As weil, the areal extent and inclusiveness of such ownership is not known. It 

is proposed, here, that a general claim to the surrounding land, river and resources may have 

been signaled by the quasi-permanent structure at the Maurer site. 

It is possible that the degree of ownership at Maurer did not extend beyond the level 

of the cornrnunity group, that is, was not family-specific or individual-based. In this event, 

resource control would have iikeIy remained constrained by iimits irnposed by the larger 

social group (that is, community) as a whola What potentially liberates Maurer fkom this 

scenario is the probable nature of the local resource base. It is commonly accepted that 

salmon became increasingly abundant during the period 4000-5000 BP (e.g., Burley 1980; 

Carlson 1983; Fiadmark 1975, 1983; Matson 1983; Matson and Coupland 1995). b s  weli 

known for this time period is the distribution of wapato (Saginaria latifolia), a tuber 

wmmonly found in the back-water sloughs dong the upper Fraser River valfey, @or to 

modem urban development @uff 1952:73). Given the general sunilarit ies of environmental 

conditions in the upper Fraser River vaUey between 5000 BP and the present, wapato Likely 

grew in the backwater sloughs, ponds and marshes in the vicùtity of the Fraser River in that 

earlie. period. The absence of archaeological evidence for wapato likely reflects the lack of 

emphasis placed on recovering plant remains by many Northwest Coast archaeologists, and 

the generally poor presmational quality of tuberous plants -- rather than its actual presenca 



It is proposai that both wapato and various species of Salmon were available ?O the aboriginal 

inhabitants of the Maurer house, both of which can be characterized as abundant, 

predictable, reliable and l&ed resources. Such is the typicd resource base of cornplex 

hunter-gathaer societies, often marked by significant degrees of social complexity and 

inequality. The availability of both large and smaii mammals, avian @es and a wide m a y  

of edible plants also undoubtedly enhanced the available food supply of the people inhabiting 

the Maurer site ca. 4800 BP. The proposition that such abwidant and easily procurable 

resources existed in the wntext of the Maurer house is supported by the apparent semi- to 

fully-sedentary iifestyle, and the expedient technological organi7;ition inferred for this 

household (Torrence 1989; Myers 1989; Nelson 199 1). 

The prospect of abundant, predictable, reliable and localized resources, coupled with 

relative permanence, l a d s  to a number of ensuing possibilities. It has beai  postulated (e.g., 

Hayden 1990b:35-36, 1995:28-29) that the presence of such resources tends to (1) relax 

social restrictions prohibithg individual ommhip, and (2) fosters competition. Individual 

ownership of resources, coupled with the impetus to increase production through 

competition, stimulates a need for development, consolidation, and control o v a  the 

distribution of surplus resources. Differential access to resowca, if unequally divided, c o ~ l d  

resuit in increasing degrees of heterogeneity betwm the sOêic>-economic statu of diffaent 

households, typically resulting in increasing degrees of social inequality. Cornpetitive 

pressures muid resuit in the need to increase production. Maximiung production h m  

spatio-temporally clustered resources, such as salmon and wapato, lends itself to the 

development of coorQinated procurernent efforts, such as sinidtanmus production systems 

(Willc and Rathje 1982:622). Such systems enta2 the segmentation of production and task 

speciahation, both of which act to inaease the degree of heterogeneity in the division of 

labor. This effect is associated with increasing cultural complexity. These social reactions 

are viewed as latent possibilities inherent in the socio-environmental context of the Mawa 



household White the inevitability of these reactions at Maura is not implied, it is suggested 

that there is a possibility of such manifestations, eitha singly or combined. It should also be 

mentioned that the quasi-permanence of the M a w a  house, in association with the Likely 

nature of the available resources, represents the beginnings of resource circumscription in the 

upper Fraser River valley - another widely acknowkdged factor in the development of social 

cornplexity and inequality (Ames 198 1; Camiero 1970; Croes and Hackenberger 1988). 

It is the objective of this discussion to express the signincance of the Maurer house in 

relation to the question of the development of social complexity and inequality on the 

Northwest Coast. Direct evidence supports the inference of only primary forms of social 

complexity and inequality among the Maurer household. Indirect evidence, however, based 

on notions of structural permanence and resource abundance, indicates a potential for the 

escalation of social wmptexity and inequality at this site. As one of the earliest examples of 

such a 'potential' situation on the Northwest Coast, the Maurer house factors significantly 

into the development of culture-historical scenarios for this culture area. Roughiy 4800 years 

ago, the mots of social inequality and complexity appear to have been developing in the 

upper Fraser River vailey. 



CHAPTER7 

The M a m r  House: Concluding Remarks and Methodological Suggestions Regarding 

Household Archaeology on the Northwest Coast 

In this study, 1 examined materials collected and derived by Ronald LeClair during 

his 1973 excavation of the Maurer site @hRk 8). Three assertions, based on M a i r ' s  

reported interpretations of the site (1976), were developed and evaiuated using this material. 

Each of LeClair's assertions, that : 

(1) the rernains excavated at the Maurer site were those of a structural feanire 

(2) the structure functioned as a house, and 

(3) the house was between 3500-5500 years old 

were verified as a result of this study. LeClair's insight into the interpretation of this 

important feature should be applauded. As well, he should be credited for supplying data of 

adequate quality to support the range of analyses conducteci in this study. 

Analyses applied in the evaluation of these assertions resulted in a nurnber of 

signifiant findings, including: 

the description of a structure which was somewhat different, both 

dimensionally and architecturally, than originally thought 

. the identification of household activity areas acmss the floor surface and 

insight into the use of space within this stnicture 

the refinement of the age of the Maum house to 4230 BP (4860 BP 

dibrated) 

Thus, the Maurer house, vaifred as one of the oldest rearded structures and earliest known 



houses on the Northwest Coast, was discussed in relation to: 

household analysis and reconstruction 

Charles Culture age assemblage cornparisons in the Gulf of Georgia Region 

. the development of social wmplexity and inequality on the Northwest Coast 

Signincantly, the results of this household investigation indicate the feasibility of 

future household research on the Northwest Coast, given the ernployment of appropriate field 

rnethods (as discussed below) and adequate areal sampling of investigated structures. Spatial 

analysis of f'ioor axtifaa distributions is singly idait i f id as a key device for use in the 

investigation of household behavior. 

Thorough analysis of this site has added to the long neglected, but now quickly 

developing upper Fraser Valley archaeological database. Such data may be used in the future 

evaluation of the Frasa Canyon culture historical sequence which has long been applied to 

the uppa Fraser Valley. As a reliable comparative sample, the Maurer house component 

represents an intact assemblage contemporaneous with the Mayne and St. Mungo Phase sites 

of the Gulf Islands and Fraser Delta. Inter-site cornparison of the nsing numba of valid 

3500-5500 year old cultural assemblages in the Gulf of Georgia may prove useful in refining 

the Charles Culture concept. Based on the results of preliminary cornparisons of upper Fraser 

Valley (Maurer and Hatnc Rock sites) and Fraser Delta (Cresent Beach, St. Mungo and 

Glenrose Cannery sites) Charles Cultute-age assemblages, 1 concluded that the upper Fraser 

Valley a m  represents an archaeological locality. Future mearchers should consider 

refeming to this area of the upper Fraser Vailey as the 'Chearn Locality'l. 

Lastly, the Maurer house represents the earliest concrete evidence of a semi-sedentary 

household on the Northwest Coast. As a quasi-permanent structure, the Ma- house, 

besides serving as residence, probably also sexved as device for signahg resource and 

territorial owriership. While analy sis of the Maurer household indicates an intemally 
- - 

This name is derivative of Mount Cheam, a prominent feature of upper Fraser River Valley landscape, 
situated opposite the Maurer site. 
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egalitarian socio-economic structure, it is argued that the possibility of increasing social 

complexity and inequality is, if not manifest in unsampled (or unsamplable) coexistent 

houses, latent in the socio-environmental context of the site. It is concluded that, as a reliably 

v d e d ,  Ca. 4800 year old house, the Maurer site can no longer be neglected in discussions of 

the Developmental Stage (cf., Fiadmark 1982) in the upper Fraser River valley ara, the Gulf 

of Georgia region, or the greatea Northwest Coast. 

Based on the e x p h c e  of conducting a household investigation fiom the material 

rernains of the Maurer site, a number of methodological suggestions may be made. It is 

evident that a staridard of minimai data collection must be estabfished for the excavation of 

s~~cturaYhouse remains, regardas of the specific associated research paradigm. Such a 

standard would benefit the practice of household archaeology in the Northwest Coast, where 

applicable cases rarely occur, by ensuriag the collection of minimdy appropriate data for 

potential analyses. In general, excavation met hods should be adopted which preserve: 

(1) the ability to reconstnict the excavated portion of the site fkorn such data 

(2) the ability to maximize information by maintahhg analytic flexibility, and 

(3) the ability to rnaximize analytic resolution 

Types of analyses presently applicable to household archaeolog are nurnerous and 

include: 

. spatial 

O artifâct 

. micro-/macre-faunal 

. micro-/macre-botanical 



organic residue 

tool use-wear 

debitage 

Information derived from such analyses represent critical data requkd in making household 

intexpretations. The use of multiple lines of evidence to replicate patterns and substantiate 

conclusions is essential in making valid household inferences. Facilitating such analyses 

reqees implementing an appropriate methodology. A few basic practices should be 

standardly implemented when excavating structures. 

Once identifid, likely through horizontal test trenching, 'opai ara' excavation of 

floors must be practiced in order to both adequately define and sample the floor surface. 

Profiles are key mechanisms in identifying stmctural floors. Maximum numbers of profiles 

should be both drawn and photographed. The subjects of photographs should be 

provenienced. Sedim=t descriptions should be daailed, including color descriptions based 

on the MunseU color chart. 

The sub-division of excavation units, provided they are not larga than one meter 

square, is considered unnecessary upon reaching a definable floorfmf-faU layer. One meter 

square excavation units may be maintainai provided that: 

(1) three-dimensional, point provenience is recorded for al l  in sim identifiai 

artifacts from the roof-fall and floor layers 

(2) appropriately sized floor-sediment samples are taken fiom each excavation 

unit subquarta, and those should include samples for chemical residue and 

pollen analyses, and botanical flotation. 

To facilitate spatial analyses, a floor aligned grid should be estabfished Provenience 



measurements shodd be taken fkom a l d y  established datum point which is tied into the 

primary site datum. Features should be centrally point provenienced and individually 

documenteci using detailed plan and profile drawings, and photographs. Artifacts should be 

recorded in sim when possible, otherwise level material should be screened through nested 

118" and 1/4* saeen mesh. Excavation should proceed according to natural layas rnaximally 

subdivided into five centimeter levels. FCR should be systematically collected andor 

weighted, and lithic debitage should be systematically coilected, per excavation unit. 

ImportantIy, exposai floor surfaces shodd be photographed with as many in sin< remains as 

possible. 

Whether or not it is the intention of a principle investigator to conduct a household 

analysis, it is their responsibility to preserve, in adequate detail, the archaeological record of 

house/structuml features. Conducting a proper household investigation begins with and is 

dependent upon the application of appropriate excavation methods. 

As a coUections snidy, verïfication of the Maurer structure, its age and function, was 

entirely dependent upon access to reliable data. At the vesy least, this study should be 

regardai as an exercise in the importance of reliubifi~ in archaeological reportkg and 

interpretation. Establishing the reliability of data, as a masure of its usefulness , is an 

essential first step in ail archaeological investigations, and is particularly relevant to the study 

of 'second-hand', curated matenal. Though limited by unreliable data, this investigation 

demonstrates the potential for using curated wllections as a basis for archaeological 

investigations which can address current archaeological questions. It is suggested that 

archaeologists pay more attention to the research potential of the voluminous database of 



cmted archaeological wllections readily available throughout North America. The 

'recychg' of previously excavated archaeological sites, for instance, as approached with 

new questions and through the application of new analytic methods, can be a productive 

means of conducting research. 

Based on the outcorne of this study, it is possible to address the questions posed in the 

introduction: 

do archaeological collections have a shelf-life, and 

. can archaeological data transcend the original research obj ectives and designs 

goveming its collection? 

As stated h m  the outset of this study, answers to these questions can only be supplied on a 

site specific basis. In relation to DhRk 8, a 'shelf-life exphy date' for the significance of the 

Maurer site material has not yet been reached. In fa&, it can be concluded that 'revisiting' 

the Maurer material has achially served to revitalize and prolong its utility. Analysis and re- 

classification of amfaas nom this site - excavated a quarter of a century ago - has produced 

a data-base compatible with and available for, among o t h a  things, future research on Gulf of 

Georgia inter-regional comparisons, wîth specifïc regard to the analysis of the Charles 

Culture concept. That this material remains viable for such potential studies is signifiant in 

that it signifies considerable research longevity for this, and Iikely other, 'curated' sites. 

Again, the field director, Ron LeClair, should be credited for collecting data which allow 

continuai use and extended research viability of material korn this site. 

It also can be cuncluded that the scope and results of the present analysis transcendai 

the original research objdves  stated by the site's excavator. That the Maurer collection 

could provide insight into cultural reconstruction at the level of the household is both 

remarkable and encouraging. Given that proper household analysis requires a comprehensive 

and detailed data set, the ability to denve any household inferences from the Maurer site is 

relatively surprising. Material f3om this site has been both useful and essential in addressing 



questions unknown at the time of its excavation and totaliy unrelated to the conceptual 

paradigm of its original investigation. The outcorne of this study is encouraging to the future 

of archaeological collections 'recycling' by demonstrated that 'Recycling Archaeology' can 

be practiced as an effective means of wnducting archaeological research. 



APPENDIX 1 

Artifact Types and Descriptions 

The structure of this Appendix conesponds to the sequence of artifaas presented in 

Table 3. Artifhcts listed in this table - al1 those associated with the house assemblage - are 

described below. All the artifàcts depicted in Plates 13-22 are h m  the Maurer house floor. 

The artifact typology employed in this study was largely based on that us& by Pratt (1992), 

with the intention of maintainhg comparability between recently analy zedre-analyzed sites 

in the Gulf of Georgia Region (Mason 1994; Pratt 1992). Some modification in artifact 

classification was necessaq due to the composition of the Maura site assemblage and the 

inclusion of a few artifdct types not described by Pratt or Mason. 

Acute and obtuse edge-angle classifications, as presented in the body of this study 

(see Table 3) were based on the following system: 

~ 4 5 "  = Acute edge-angle 

>4S0 = Obtuse edge-angle 

The following descriptions pertain only to general artifact forms (such as un@iuce or 

bvacepebble tud) and do not include edge-angle based (such as uniface pebble tool - mule) 

sub-descriptions. In addition, 'Fragment' sub-cat egories are not described as they are 

considered to be self-explanatory. 

CHIPPED STONE: CORES 

'Cores' represents a class of artifact comprised of raw material, fiactured through the 

application of directly or indirectly applied force for the procurement of usable pieces of its 

groundmass. Cores were not, themselves, used as tools. 



Core: 

A groundrnass of lithic raw material which exhibits scars from the removal of flakes 

- through direct percussion - on two or more of  its surfaces, and which shows no 

other signs of use. 

Bipolar Core: 

A core, as described above, which exhibits mshuig at opposite ends resulting from 

the application of force on two opposing points during the removal of flakes. 

Micmblade COR: 

Typically a small piece of raw lithic material which exhibits multipIe unidirectional, 

parailei, iinear fiake scars at least twice as long as they are wide and which are 

attributable to pressure-fiaking. 

Pressure-Flake Coire: 

Typically a small piece of raw lithic mataial which exhibits multiple small, flake 

scm amibutable to pressure-flaking, and which displays no other evidence of use. 

This type of core is similar to a microblade core, though difiering in the form of the 

flakes being removed fkom the parent material. Rom the examples at Maurer, it 

appears as though smdi flakes were being removed via pressure-flaking from these 

cores. They lütely served a fundion similar to microblades, but required less skiU to 

produce. 



CR'PPED STONE: TBOLS 

Uniface Pebbie Co--Took 

An implement manufactured through the removal of a few large, cortex-bearing 

flakes fiom one face of an otherwise unmodified pebble - identical to a core, but 

exhibiting use-wear along the flaked rnargin. These tools are quite large and may 

include srnail cobbles. 

Biface Pebble Core-Tool 

An implement manufactured through the removal of a few large, cortex-bearing 

flakes fkom two opposing faces of an othenvise unrnodified pebble - identical to a 

core, but exhibiting use-wear along the flaked rnargin. These tools are quit e large and 

may include small cobbles. 

UTn,IZED F W S / S P A L L S  

The tools in this category represent various forms of mretouched flake tools. 

Utiiized flake: 

A flake exhibiting Wear along one or both margins resulting h m  solely from use. 

Such flake tools have not ken 'retouched' or modified in any way except for the use- 

related edge damage. Use wear-rwultant microflake scars are generally irregular in 

orientation and location dong the utilized margin(s), less than 1 mm in length and 

sparse or un-clustered - atypical of intentional margin modification. 



SpaII: 

An implement comprisecl of a large, often ovoid, flake - typically removed from a 

river (water-wom) pebble or cobble - bearing cortex on one whole face and 

exhibiting use-wear dong its rnargin, but lacking retouch modification. 

EXPEDIENT UNIFACES 

The tools in this category represent various forms of retuuched flake tools. The descriptor 

qedierrt is applied to ail the tools in this category due to the minimal degree of work 

involved in th& manufacture and the quiclaiess and ease with which they can be produced - 

a common fàctor among them. 

Expedient Uniface: 

A flake implement of which the margin(s) on one side display microfiake s a s  

indicative of intentional modification or 'retouch.' Such rnicroflakïng is srpically 

regular in size, orientation, and location dong the flake edge and is associated with 

the preparation of the edge for use. Modification to such flakes is minimal and 

Iimited to the Bake margins, separating them k m  classification as 'formed' unifaces 

- generally lacking in the Maurer collection (see ''Scrapers'). 

A flake implement in which a portion of the flake margin(s) has been rernoved via the 

application of force to form a distinct, shallow, crescent-shaped indentation with use- 

Wear dong its edge. 



Uniface Spall: 

An implement cornprised of a large, often ovoid, flake - typically removed from a 

river (water-wom) pebble or cobble - bearing cortex on one whole face and 

exhibithg retouch modification dong one face of its rnargin. 

SCRAPERS 

This ciass of tool represents 'formed' unifaces, that is, implements which have retouched 

medial sections as well as rnargins, with an obtuse edge angle suitable for scraping or use- 

Wear indicative of this function. This type of tool requires more time, effort and skiil to 

manufacture than an 'expedient' tool. 

Scraper: 

An implement which has undergone substantial modification through flaking of its 

margins and mid-section, on one face only. This class of tools, of which very few 

w a e  located at Maurer, has an obtuse edge-angle andor use-wear indicative of a 

scraping fûnction. 

EXPEDIENT BIFACES 

This category represents rmuched flake tools, the m a r e s  (only) of which have been 

retouched on two opposing faces. The term expedient is applied to the tools in this category 

due to the minimal degree of work involved in their manufacture and the quickness and ease 

with which they can be produced - a comrnon factor among them. 



Bifâce Spa:  

An implement comprised of a large, ofien ovoid, flake - typically removed h m  a 

riva (watex-wom) pebble or cobble - originally bearing cortex on one entire face and 

exhibithg retouch modification along two opposing faces of its margin. Fiake scars 

on the cortex-bea~g face will have removed portions of the cortex which originally 

covered this portion of the fiake. 

Expedient Biface: 

A flake implement of which the margin(s) on two opposing sides display microflake 

scars indicative of intentional modification or 'retouch.' Such microflaking is 

typically regular in 4ze, orientation, and location dong the flake edge and is 

associated with the preparation of the edge for use. Modification to such flakes is 

minimal and limiteci to the flake margins, separating them fYom classification as 

' fonned' bifaces, such as 'Leaf-Shaped Bifaces' which display medial retouch. 

BIFACES 

The manufachire of bifaces in this class entails a multi-stage redudion sequence resulting in 

the production of a shaped implement in which fiakes are removed fkom both faces. A 

substantial degree of tirne, energy and skill is required in the manufacture of bifaces, which 

were cornmonly used as hafted implements. 

Leaf-Shaped Biface: 

An elongated bifacial implement which has the characteristic shape of a willow le&, 

pointed at the distal end and rounded at the proximal end~base. Grinding of the basal 

margins, where hafied, may be apparent. 



Lanceolate Biface: 

An elongated bifacial implement which has a pointed distal end, an expanding though 

nearly paralle1 sided mid-section, terminating with a rounded proximal endhase. 

Lanceolate and Leaf-Shaped biface forms overlap to a certain degree, dependùig on 

the degree of mid-section expansion. Grinduig of the basal rnargins, where hafied, 

may be apparent. 

Triangular Biface: 

A biface which is triangular in fom, with a straight base lacking notches. Basal 

thinning rnay be present. 

BLùWE TOOLS 

Blade tools represent a class of linear-flake tools which are: triangular or prismatic in cross- 

section; paralle1 sided, at least twice as long as they are wide; and have a linear dorsal crest 

the length of the M e .  Blades can be produced in various sizes and by pressure as well as 

percussion flaking techniques. 

Blade-Like Fiake: 

A small, linear flake, generally less than 3.0 cm long, similar to a pressure-flaked 

'microblade' but lacking a definitive point-pressure cnished platfonn. 









MISC. CHIPPED STONE TOOLS 

Graver: 

This type of tool has a charaderistic sharp projection, needle-like point, spur, or spine 

usuaLly produced through the removal of sunoundhg material along one margin. AU 

the gravers identifid at Maurer were unifacial. Evidence of use-wear, potentially 

ranging h m  micro-flakhg to polish, should be evident on the spine. 

Drill: 

An implement with a pronounced projection, unifacially or bifacially worked, with 

evidaice of rotary or concentric use-wea. on its margins. The projection tip may 

show considerabIe polish. 

Burin: 

An implement with a sharp 'point' produced by the removal of a burin spall fkom one 

margin, foming a accentuateci corner. 

MISC. GROUWBATTERED STONE TOOLS 

This class of artifacts is cumprised of non-flaked implements. 

Miscellaneous Ground Stone: 

An unshaped implement with one or more ground surfaces, fkom either the deliberate 

shaping of the item or as a by-product of its use. Striae, sleeks, troughs andlor polish, 

resulting h m  this friction-based process, typically mark such ground surfaces. The 



ground stone item identifid in the Maurer house assemblage was an apparent by- 

produa of its use as a grinding surface. 

Miscellaneous PeckedlBattered Pebble: 

A pebble fragment which exhibits an 'impact surface' of s m d ,  pock-marks resultant 

h m  peckiog andfor battering on a portion of its surface. A generally incomplete and 

nondesaipt item. 

Hammerstone: 

An unshaped, often elongated pebble or cobble exhibithg battering or crushing at one 

or both ends. 

AnvilStone: 

A large, unshaped cobble with evidence pronounced cmshing rnoaly confined to one 

area of its surface. 

EdgelEnd Batterd Pebble: 

An unformed pebble, generally water-wom, which exhibits an 'impact surface' of 

small, pock-marks resultant fkom pecking andor battering on its ends andor edge. 

Such pock-marking is typically clustered and more substantial than water-tram- 

Wear. 

Tabular Palette - Pecked: 

A flat or concave-faced, spatulate cobble or stone exhibiting peck marks on one or 

both surfaces. 







Debitage: 

Unmodifieci, unused flake and shatter debris resdting f b m  lithic reduction processes. 



APPElYDIX tI 

Post-Eole Diameters 

Figure 35. Box p l o t  o f  post hale diometers. 
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